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ABSTRACT 

This thesis is concerned with the relationship between arousal 

mechanisms, attentional processes and competitive sports performance. 

Theoretical interpretations of the arousal-performance 

relationship have traditionally followed the inverted-U hypothesis. 

Based on this approach, the generally accepted view in sports 

psychology is that high levels of arousal are detrimental to good 

performance. A review of the relevant psychological literature reveals 

the limited nature of such an approach and draws attention to 

alternative perspectives such as those offered by the work of Apter and 

that of Cox and Mackay. These more recent theoretical approaches allow 

more sophisticated interpretations of the individual's experience of 

arousal to be realised. Important here are other aspects of the 

individual's psychological state (cognition and emotion) as these are 

thought to affect his or her interpretation of arousal. Interestingly, 

the two theories, developed independently by Apter and by Cox and 

Mackay, appear consistent, one with the other, and have not previously 

been applied to the study of competitive sport. 

Several 'different research techniques were incorporated into a 

research design which used squash players of varying levels of ability 

to examine the various psychological factors important in their 

experience of and performance in competitive squash. The research 

techniques, some of which were innovative, proved effective in 

4dentifying the interaction of arousal and stress in relation to 

competitive performance. 

it was concluded that psychological preparation and experience 

(i. e. number of years, number of times per week played), along with 

personality characteristics and attentional strategies, contribute to 
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success in competitive squash. Fluctuations in emotional responses 

characterised players whose performance was unsuccessful. By way of 

contrast, successful players' (-J. e. successful in terms of level of 

ability attained, skill performance and winning games) psychological 

responses were more consistent. They achieved and maintained high 

levels of arousal both prior to and during performance. High arousal 

was, for successful players,, accompanied by low stress and positive 

hedonic tone when they were subject to the demands of competitive 

squash games. 

Overall, successful players (that is skilled players in Study 2 

and winners from Study 3) were highly extravert and significantly less 

neurotic (Eysenck) than other groups of players. Telic dominance was 

not a discriminating characteristic in this investigation, but 

successful players' attentional styles were significantly different, as 

defined by Nideffer's BIT and INFP subscales, to those styles or 

strategies employed by less capable players. Successful players 

generally employed psychological preparation strategies prior to and 

during play to a greater extent than other players. When doing so, they 

were more concerned with cognitive strategies, in the form of focussing 

and planning, than arousal modulation strategies. 

The present research investigation advanced knowledge about the 

processes involved in competitive sports, providing new and relevant 

4 nf ormation. As a result, a number of suggestions f or squash coaching 

and player development, along with implications for cognitive 

intervention with sports performers, have emerged. 
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PREFACE 

This thesis is concerned with the relationship between arousal 

mechanisms, attentional processes and competitive sports performance. 

My interest in the applications of psychology to the area of sport 

developed from my undergraduate student days at Loughborough. Here I 

was able to combine a study of psychological theory with my own 

experiences as af irst class rugby player. This combination of study 

and personal experience continued for some 10 years, during which time 

I became increasingly unhappy with the way sports psychology, 

particularly the "accepted" explanations of the effects of arousal, was 

being used to interpret behaviour in sport. My interest eventually 

became professional, and I was able to embark on this investigation, 

which arose from a need to demonstrate that, contrary to widely held 

opinion in sports psychology and the arguments of optimal arousal 

theory, high arousal can be a positive and pleasant experience in 

sport. 

Chapter 1 reviews the literature which relates such psychological 

concepts as arousal, attention, stress and personality to the 

psychological processes involved in performance and competitive sport. 

For those involved in the study of what has become known as sports 

psychology, the concept of arousal is one of central importance. A 

traditional view of the arousal concept, the inverted-U relationship 

and optimal arousal theory, is presented initially and then, in view of 

limitations associated with this approach, two alternative, independent 

but consistent approaches to the understanding of arousal are 

presented. These are the orthogonal model of stress and arousal (Cox, 

1978; Mackay et al., 1978) and reversal theory (Apter, 1982). A central 

feature of both these approaches is the importance of subjective 

Jnterpretation of arousal by the individual. Based on these two 
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theoretical approaches, implications for cognitive intervention 

strategies in sport are explored (Kerri 1987a) . Claims that increases 

in level of arousal cause attentional narrowing (Easterbrook, 1959; 

Nideffer, 1976) are then addressed in a discussion of theoretical views 

of the relationship between arousal and attention. Towards the end of 

the chapter, previous research work which has examined personality and 

sport is reviewed. of importance in this review is the proposition of 

Eysenck, Nias and Cox (1982) which suggested that better sports 

performers score high on extraversion and low on neuroticism scales. 

Finally, the small number of research studies which have focussed on 

squash, the context in which sports performance was examined in this 

thesis, are discussed. Only a few of these studies dealt with 

psychological aspects of squash, and then in a rather haphazard and 

unsystematic fashion. As a result of these considerations, the research 

reported in this thesis focussed on the psychological state of players 

and their interpretation of arousal prior to and during competitive 

squash. 

In Chapter 2, discussion initially centres on the advantages and 

disadvantages of "field" as opposed to "laboratory-type" research in 

sports psychology. The conclusion reached was that the best features of 

both types of research could be maintained by incorporating simulations 

into the research design. Secondly, the research methodology adopted in 

this thesis is described. The strategy involved the use of a number of 

different research techniques to examine psychological aspects of 

squash performance. Questionnaire survey, "laboratory type" study and 

simulations were incorporated into the research design. Squash players 

of differing abilities were the subjects in these studies, and special 

interest focussed on their ongoing mood reactions during performance 

and developing play. A description of the psychological measures used 

with this end in mind, along with information about reliability and 

previous use, are also included in this chapter. 

The study reviewed in Chapter 3 investigated the psychological 

preparation of squash players before competitive play. "Skilled", 

"average" and "novice" Canadian and British squash players completed a 
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questionnaire specially designed to explore their psychological state 

before and during play, in particular those aspects which were 

deliberately controlled or planned by players. Differences were found 

in the psychological strategies used by novice players when compared 

with skilled and average players, before and during competition. In 

particular, the study attempted to draw out the salience of "arousal 

inducing" compared to "arousal reducing" or "calming" strategies. It 

was concluded that the use of arousal reducing techniques was generally 

not appropriate in squash. 

Extending the analysis provided by Chapter 3, Chapter 4 describes 

an experimental analysis of squash performance. A relatively controlled 

experimental environment was set up in the familiar surroundings of a 

squash court. The reactions of skilled, average and novice players to 

manipulations of task difficulty were measured under game-like 

conditions. Again, differences between the ability groups were found 

with respect to personality, attentional style and self-reported mood 

as well as performance. 

Players' psychological reactions under competitive tournament 

conditions were a central feature of the third study, discussed in 

Chapter 5. Simulations characterised by high ecological validity, that 

is all the "normal" features of competition, were used as a means of 

drawing out the complexities of individual behaviour in competitive 

sport. Differences in psychological states and responses between 

successful ("winners") and urisuccessful players ("losers") were 

obtained. As players progressed through the tournament, losing games 

produced greater variations in mood than winning did. In addition,, 

differences in attentional strategies and personality traits which 

corresponded with the findings from the previous study were found. 

Chapter 6, the f inal chapter, presents the overall discussion of 

findings and conclusions which are discussed in the light of Cox and 

Mackay's (Cox, 1978; Mackay et al., 1978) and Apter's (1982) 

theoretical approaches, described in Chapter 1. It was concluded that 

successful players can be differentiated from other groups of players 
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in terms of their personalities, their psychological preparation prior 

to games and the attentional strategies they use during play. It was 

also concluded that successful players were either less affected by, or 

more resistant to emotional responses during competition than less 

successful players. Successful players achieved and maintained high 

arousal levels which were experienced as non-stressful. In view of 

these conclusions, this research has implications for theoretical 

interpretations in sports psychology, and for squash coaches involved 

with the development of players at different levels within the game of 

squash. 

John H. Kerr 

May 1988 
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CHAPTER 1 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

INTRODUCTION 

This review of literature is an attempt to gather together and 

evaluate the relevant research literature concerned with arousal, 

attention, personality and, to a lesser extent, anxiety and stress. Of 

particular concern is the relevance of such material to the 

understanding of the psychological processes involved in competitive 

sport. Greater attention has been paid to some areas of the literature 

than to others, thus sacrificing a comprehensive account of all the 

possible areas of knowledge that might contribute to what is known to 

be of importance to, for example, motivation and performance. Perhaps, 

therefore, a word of caution is appropriate, as many of the 

psychological topics referred to are complex and any review runs the 

risk of presenting an over-simplified view of the processes involved. 

Firstly, 14terature dealing w--th the concept of arousal Is 

reviewed. Research evidence from a number of different fields is 

presented in a comparison of a traditional view of the arousal concept 

with two relatively new alternative approaches to its understanding. 

Following this, and based on these new interpretations, some 

theoretical implications for cognitive intervention- strategies, used 

for affecting arousal levels prior to and during sports performance, 

are explained. The next section draws out the theoretical connection 

between arousal and attention, explored through an examnation of 

research studies dealing with performance under dangerous and other 

conditions. Leading on from this section is a rev. -ew of those studies 

which have invest-igated the personality characteristics of sports 

populations. Finally, before the summary, a few relevant research 

studies dealing with the game of squash are covered. 
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THE INVERTED-U HYPOTHESIS AND_OPTIMAL AROUSAL THEMY 

The inverted-U relationship was first identified by Yerkes and 

Dodson (1908) using rats and mice in laboratory experiments. They found 

that there was a curvilinear relationship (inverted-U shape) between 

motivational level (arousal) and performance. The well-known 

psychophysiological work of Lindsley (1951), Hebb (1955), Duffy (1957) 

and Malmo (1957), although individually different, did much to 

establish the notion of optimal levels of activation (arousal) for 

performance. Later, following on from drive theory (see e. g. Hebb, 

1955), the inverted-U hypothesis became the basis for optimal arousal 

theory, (e. g. Broadhurst, 1959; Malmo, 1959; Fiske & Maddi, 1961; 

Duffv 
ý, 

1962; Berlyne, 1967). The underlying premise of this theoretical 

view was that, up to a certain point (the "optimal" point), the 

performance level of the subject improved as the arousal level 

increased. Any further increase in arousal once this point had been 

reached would result in a deterioration of performance. Consequently, a 

graph of performance against arousal would take on an inverted-U shape, 

as shown in Fig. I below. 

T 
ui 

Ix 
0 
LL 
cr 
uj 
0. 

AROUSAL--> 

FIG. 1. Relationship of level of performance to level of 
arousal according to the inverted-U hypothesis. 
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In addition, the nature of the task was recognised as an important 

consideration, with low levels of arousal thought to be more conducive 

for difficult tasks than for simple ones (Corcoran, 1965). The 

inverted-U hypothesis/optimal arousal approach is based on a uni- 

dimensional conceptualisation of arousal, an approach which was 

questioned by, for example, Lacey (1967), who claimed that the evidence 

pointed to behavioural, autonomic and cortical components of arousal. 

More recently, factor analysis of the results of empirical work which 

incorporated self-reported arousal (e. g. Thayer, 1967; 1978) indicated 

that arousal was more complex than the optimal arousal theory uni- 

dimensional view. Sel ff-reported arousal and the work of Thayer are 

returned to later in this review. 

Optimal arousal and sports performance 

Where optimal arousal theory has been applied to sport, the main 

consideration has been the so-called optimal point, thought to be the 

point of interaction between arousal and performance which was most 

conducive to high-level sports performance and the point at which 

performance was maximised. As a result, the reader often finds 

Oxendine's (1970) rather simple generalisations about the level of 

arousal required for different motor tasks quoted in the sports 

psychology literature. He stated that: 

"(1) A high level of arousal is essential for optimal 
performance in gross motor activities involving 

strength, endurance and speed. 

(2) A high level of arousal interferes with performance 
involving complex skills, fine muscle movements, 
coordination, steadiness and general concentration. 

(3) A slightly above average level of arousal is preferable 
to a normal or subnormal arousal state for all motor 
tasks. " 
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In line with the optimal arousal theory approach, much of the research 

work which has examined arousal effects in sport (see e. g. Landers, 

1978; Rushall, 1979; Landers & Boutcher, 1986 for reviews) has been 

restricted by this uni-dimensional view of arousal. The general 

consensus has been that if arousal levels are too high or too low, in 

order to maximise performance, arousal must be increased or decreased 

to some "intermediate", optimal level. Martens (1974) stated: 

"Greater physical energy requirements combined with 
increasing task difficulty reduce the range of optima*l 
arousal even further. High energy requirements with high task 
difficulty are the precise task conditions that exist in many 
well known sports such as tennis, basketball and wrestling. 
Thus, because these activities have such a narrow range for 
optimal performance, it is easy to understand why it is so 
difficult to achieve and maintain an optimal arousal level 
when performing these tasks. " 

An example is provided by a field research study undertaken by 

Klavora (1978) . Canadian senior high school basketball players (n=145) 

were the subjects of the study. The arousal levels of players prior to 

games were measured using the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory developed 

by Spielberger, Gorsuch and Lushene (1970) In addition, subjective 

evaluations of each player's performance in relation to the player's 

performance ability were provided by the coach after the game. For most 

players, scores were obtained on these two dimensions for a minimum of 

eight and maximum of fourteen occasions. When the players' arousal 

levels prior to the game were plotted graphically against their 

basketball performance scores, bell-shaped curves supporting the 

Jnverted-U relationship were obtained. Klavora claims that players were 

found to be performing poorly because they were either under or over- 

aroused, a finding which is not unusual in studies of this type. The 

position of the "bell-shape" along the pre-game arousal axis was found 

to vary and two distinct groups were found. This led to Klavora to 

conclude, based on the inverted-U hypothesis paradigm, that both groups 

required additional arousal prior to games, albeit to a different 

degree. Klavora also claimed to be able to identify a "customary level 

of arousal", recognisable as a range of scores on an arousal continuum 

for each athlete. 
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However, Klavora's research, along with most similar studies of 

sport, still provided little detailed information about the form or 

nature of the interaction between arousal and performance during 

competitive sport. In addition, a common feature of this type of 

research has been the use of measures of anxiety to measure high 

arousal. Arguments are presented in the following sections which draw 

attention to the erroneous assumptions associated with this practice. 

Limitations of the optimal arousal theory approach 

optimal arousal theory has a number of theoretical limitations 

which have been highlighted both by psychologJ sts concerned with sport 

and those working in other areas of psychology. Baddeley (1972) stated: 

"One of its major weaknesses as a theory is its ability to 
account for almost any result so long as the exact location 
on the U-curve is not specified in advance. " (p. 542). 

It becomes very difficult to disprove the hypothesis and many authors 

are guilty of "manipulating" the theory to fit in with experimental 

findings. There have been few studies which have convincingly 

demonstrated the inverted-U relationship; most have produced findings 

that relate to either ascending or descending parts of the curve so 

that "the inverted-U relationship is more of a post hoc explanation 

than a hypothesis" (Martens, 1974). Naatanen (1973) provided a critical 

review of the inverted-U hypothesis which showed that performance 

decrements were caused by particular features of experimental designs, 

a criticism supported by Cooke (1981). Welford (1976) was also 

concerned about the limitations of the inverted-U relationship and 

posed a number of questions: 

"While the model seems accurate as far as it goes, it does 

not advance our understanding very much. Where for instance 
does the optimal point come? Why does it seem to differ from 

one task to another? Does performance beyond the optimum 
point merely revert to what it was before the optimum was 
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reached, or are the imperfections different above and below 
the optimum. " (p. 131) 

Murgatroyd (1985, p. 3) has pointed out that the homeostatic 

nature of optimal arousal theory has been subject to criticism. He has 

listed a number of psychologists, Jncluding Maslow (1954), Buhler 

(1959) and Frankl (1969), along with Harlow (1953) and Allport (1960), 

who are at odds with the basic premise of the homeostatic construct and 

its use in the attempt to provide a satisfactory explanation of 

motivation. Apter (1982, p. 86) has also questioned the ability of the 

theory to distinguish between four nouns: "anxiety", "excitement"? 

"boredom" and "relaxation", which are reflections of pleasant, 

unpleasant, and high and low arousal. The possibility of low or high 

arousal being experienced as pleasant by individuals under certain 

circumstances is not easily encompassed within the optimal arousal 

theory approach. Explanations which have suggested that excitement is a 

reflection of moderately high arousal whilst very high arousal is 

reflected in feelings of anxiety (e. g. Hebb, 1955) are not compatible 

with experience, since feelings of excitement would always have to 

experienced before an individual could become anxious. Finally, optimal 

arousal theory seems unable to account for the pleasant feelings 

individuals experience during risk-taking behaviour. In, for example, 

dangerous sports such as parachuting, mountaineering and motor-racing, 

Jntrinsic high levels of arousal are experienced as pleasurable by the 

participants (Kerr, 1985a; in press-a). 

There would appear to be two possible approaches to overcoming the 

problems of a uni-dimensional concept of arousal. One approach would be 

to develoD multi-dimensional models contrasting behavioural, 

psychological and physiological aspects of arousal. This approach is 

nroblematic in that it tends to weaken the original concept and 

introduces an unnecessary set of paradoxes and complications associated 

with the poor correlations which have been found between psychological 

and physiological measures. These inherent difficulties have been 

discussed by Cox (1985) .A second approach would be to keep the 
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strength of the original uni-dimensional concept of arousal but be more 

sophisticated by placing it in a context of other psychological states 

such as pleasantness or stress. 

The purpose of the next section -Js to present two alternative 

theoretical views which, although developing independently and 

originating from different theoretical backgrounds, share some common 

ground and may prove to be beneficial in the understanding of arousal 

effects in competitive sport. 

ALTER. NATIVE APPROACHES TO UNDERSTANDING AROUSAL 

Experimental work has already shown that the individual, depending 

on the circumstances, can interpret arousal in different ways. 

Schachter and Singer (1962) used injections of epinephrine to increase 

subjects' level of physiological arousal. By manipulating the 

environmental conditions they then found that subjects, ignorant of the 

effects of epinephrine, interpreted their high arousal as either 

euphoria or anger depending on the pertinent conditions. Levi (1967) 

contradicted the notion held by some researchers that adrenaline 

release could be related to particular emotions such as fear and anger. 

His findings indicated that both unpleasant and pleasant stimuli were 

just as likely to result in catecholamine release. More importantly, 

however, adrenaline release was shown to reflect the intensity of 

arousal, but no connection could be made between adrenaline release and 

particular emotional responses. 

The work of Cox and his colleagues at the University of Nottingham 

on the study of stress, particularly in occupational settings (see e. g. 

Cox & Mackay, 1981), has led to the development of an orthogonal model 

of the relationship between stress and arousal (Cox, 1978; Mackay, Cox, 

Burrows & Lazzarini, 1978). The development of a self-report Stress- 

Arousal Checklist (SACL) using factor analysis (Mackay et al., 1978; 

Cox & Mackay, 1985; see Chapter 2), based on Thayer's work (1967, 
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1978), has provided research findings which support the idea of a 

stress and an arousal factor, existing as independent bipolar factors. 

A graphical representation of this relationship is shown in Fig. 2. 

HIGH STRESS 

HIGH 
AROUSAL 

LOW 
AROUSAL 

FIG. 2. orthogonal model of arousal and stress (from Cox, 1978). 

Research studies carried out over a 10-year period, in a variety of 

settings and using a number of different methods of measurement, have 

indicated the resilience of the orthogonal model over time (Cox, Mackay 

& Thirlaway, 1978; Cox, Thirlaway & Clox, 1982; Surawy, Stepney & Cox, 

1985). The use of self-reported mood (stress and arousal) techniques 

allows the measurement of the individual's response to particular 

situations or environments. There are, of course, advantages and 

disadvantages associated with the use of self-report techniques (Mackay 

LOW STRESS 
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& Cox, 1987) 
. However, such information could, especially if used in 

combination with measures of performance or physiological responses, 

provide a more complete picture of, for example, mood changes during 

competitive sport. 

Referring back to Fig. 2, here clearly high or low arousal can be 

combined with either high or low stress. Depending on the particular 

combination, the experience of the individual is characterised by 

feelings of excitement, over-stimulation (anxiety), under-stimulation 

(boredom) or drowsiness. Kerr (1985b) has argued that this postulated 

inter-relationship between stress and arousal can be linked with 

reversal theory (Apter, 1982) which is based on what is known in the 

theory as "structural phenomenology"; the provision of pattern and 

structure to experience. A description of some of the basic features of 

the theory will allow the role that arousal plays to be understood. 

Arousal in reversal theory terms is defined as "the degree of 

motivational intensity which an individual experiences at a given time" 

and known as "felt arousal". (For a glossary of reversal theory terms 

see Appendix D). Also conceptualised within the theory are a number of 

"metamotivational states" which exist together as paired opposites in a 

bistable system with two alternative preferred states. one of the pair 

of phenomenological states is thought to be operative at any particular 

time, however, a reversal to the opposite state is always possible. 

Three types of inducing agents: contingent events, frustration and 

satiation, may trigger a reversal from the operative state to its 

opposite. The importance in terms of arousal can be seen if the telic- 

paratelic pair is examined. In the telic state, the individual prefers 

low arousal, is geared towards achieving goals, and behaviour tends to 

be future oriented. In the paratelic state, high arousal is preferred, 

behaviour is present-oriented and concerned with the pleasure of 

immediate sensation, usually of high intensity. The Telic Dominance 

Scale (TDS; Murgatroyd, Rushton, Apter & Ray, 1978; see Chapter 2), has 

been developed to measure any consistency in subjects' disposition for 

the telic or paratelic state over time. (A related state version of the 

TDS, the Telic State Measure (TSM; Svebak & Murgatroyd, 1985) has also 

been developed). 
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A graph of "hedonic tone". or experienced pleasure against felt 

arousal (see Fig. 3) , shows how in the telic state low arousal is 

preferred and gives rise to pleasant relaxed feelings. High arousal in 

this state is usually considered unpleasant and leads to feelings of 

anxiety. Low arousal in the paratelic state, however, is experienced as 

unpleasant boredom and high arousal as pleasant feelings of excitement. 

Clearly there are many examples which illustrate that this 

interpretation is compatible with what is often experienced in everyday 

life. 

Relaxation Excitement Pleasant 
Avp W, . 00 

#0 
40 

00 

Hedonic 40M 

Tone 

Unpleasant 40 Boredom Anxiety 
le 
Low *- Felt Arousal High 

FIG. 3. The relationship between arousal and hedonic tone for the 
telic state (solid line) and the paratelic state (broken 
line). The dotted line indicates the single curve of 
optimal arousal theory (from Apter, 1982). 

In his comparison of the inverted-U hypothesis with reversal 

theory, Apter (1979) argues that, depending on which state is 

operative, either high or low arousal can be equally pleasant to the 
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individual. It can be seen in Fig. 3 that the X-shape of the curve has 

contained in its lower half an inverted-U shape. Under the terms of 

reversal theory, intermediate levels of arousal would still be 

experienced as pleasant, and this might conceivably provide an 

explanation for some of the research evidence which tends to support 

the inverted-U relationship. In this way it could be said that reversal 

theory subsumes the optimal arousal theory interpretation. Cox and 

Mackay's approach has also identified four separate stress/arousal 

interactions. The sleep/drowsiness condition proposed by them may not 

be exactly the same as Apter's concept of low "felt arousal". 

Nevertheless, if the orthogonal model of arousal and stress suggested 

by Cox and Mackay (Cox, 1978; Mackay et al., 1978) is superimposed over 

the hypothetical curves representing hedonic tone and arousal (Apter, 

1982) a certain similarity becomes apparent (see Fig. 4). 

LOW STRESS 

Pleasant I Relaxation Excitement 

ge 
00 

. 0p 
. 0.00 

- .1ý 

SLEEP 
. 40. e 

d rows 
SLE P 
rowsiness) 

LOW AROUSAL J# 00 HIGH 
AROUSAL 

UNDER- 
STIMULATION OVERSTIMULATION 

Hed; nic 
tone 

HIGH STRESS 
Unpleasant Boredom Anxiety 

Low -me Arousal am, High 

FIG. 4. Superimposing the orthogonal model of stress and arousal 
on the graph of hedonic tone against arousal (from Kerr, 
1985b). 
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Perhaps the most important difference between these two approaches and 
optimal arousal theory is that they both allow for high levels of 

arousal to be interpreted in different ways depending on the hedonic 

tone of the individual at the time. These approaches together of f er an 
interpretation of arousal which has to be considered in relation to 

other psychological states. 

Other common ground between these two approaches concerns the idea 

of the individual expending effort to compensate for any discrepancy in 

level of arousal. Reversal theory distinguishes between "felt" and 
"preferred" arousal, where preferred arousal is the level of arousal 

that the individual would have preferred at any given time, rather than 

that which was actually experienced (see TelJAc State Measure, 

Chapter 2). A discrepancy between these two levels of arousal will lead 

to the individual experiencing tension- stress" (Apter & Svebak, in 

press). Effort on the part of the individual to reduce the discrepancy 

in arousal levels, often accompanied by unpleasant negative hedonic 

tone, is thought to result in "effort-stress". Cox, in developing a 

model and methods of measurement of mood states, has also described a 

cognitive mechanism which contributes both to the emotional experience 

and the control of behaviour which is based on the discrepancy between 

actual levels of arousal (self-reported) and required levels 

(determined by internal and situational factors). A marked discrepancy 

between these two may lead to "compensatory" behaviour, while the 

threat implied by an inappropriate (actual) level of arousal and the 

effort of compensating contribute in turn to a negative emotional 

experience (self-reported stress) (Cox, Thirlaway & Cox, 1982). They 

state: 

"It is suggested here that self-reported arousal (SACL) 
reflects the actual level of energy or activity within the 
overall psychophysiological system (arousal) as experienced 
by the person. It is also suggested that self-reported stress 
(SACL), in part, reflects the effort expended in balancing 
this actual level of arousal against that required for 
effective behaviour (activation). " (P. 125). 

There would appear to be little difference between the two 

approaches in terms of their definitions of arousal and in their 
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conceptualisation of stress as described above. These ideas can be 

applied to the understanding of arousal effects in sport and have 

particular implications for the use of cogn-4t-, ve intervention 

strategies prior to or during competition. These implications are 

discussed in the next section. 

Arousal effects and sports performance: implications for cognitive 

intervention 

Rushall (1979) claimed that athletes rarely experience large 

changes in arousal levels because they develop a method of controlling 

activation which evolves through trial-and-error learning and 

experience. There is some evidence to suggest that top-level sports 

performers are able to adjust their activation levels according to the 

particular demands of the situation (Genov, 1970; Fenz & Jones, 1972; 

Barry; 1979). Langer (1966) has shown that, prior to competition, the 

level of tension is reasonably stable in proficient athletes. Vanek and 

Cratty (1970) pointed out that arousal levels can be increased, 

decreased or sustained for as long as necessary at particular levels by 

the better sports performers. Evidence is provided by Rushall (1977) 

and Barry (1979) that elite sports performers have a heightened self- 

awareness, enabling them to recognise the bodily sensations and 

feelings that concur with different arousal levels. It appears that top 

sports performers may be able to develop "na.. ive" strategies for 

affecting arousal levels based on trial and error and the experience of 

what has been successful in similar predictable environments. Outside 

predictable environments, these naive strategies are likely to break 

down and lead to poorer performance. If the performers understood why 

the naive strategies had been successful, then it is possible that the 

strategies m. Jght have been adapted successfully to unpredictable 

environments. 

Although top performers are generally thought to be able to 

control arousal, for some, emotional feelings may be more difficult to 

regulate. Kerr (1987a; in press-b) has drawn attention to the 
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increasing frequency of references to the use of cognitive intervention 

in the sports context. Intervention techniques initially developed and 

utilised in clinical psychology are primarily oriented towards altering 
the individual's level of arousal (e. g. progressive relaxation, 

Jacobson 1938; biofeedback, Basmajian, 1962; 1963) and are largely 

concerned with arousal reduction. These techniques have been advocated 

for use by sports performers as possible aids to adapting and coping 
during competition (see e. g. Bell, 1976; Blais & Orlick, 1977; 

Zaichkowsky, Dorsey & Mulholland, 1977; Bennett & Stothart, 1978; 

Layman, 1978; Tomayko, 1978; Pressman, 1979; Pulos, 1979). 

Rushall (e. g. 1982) is one of those who advocates the use of "on- 

site" intervention techniques should it be necessary. He has formulated 

detailed strategies and competition-specific plans for top level sports 

performers based on evaluations of their behaviour, the nature of 

specific sports situations, and the character istics of the sports and 

their participants. Rushall has included the possibility of "on-site" 

cognitive intervention to be implemented when the mental state of the 

performer was thought to be inappropriate for the demands of the 

particular competition environment. obvious requirements for the 

success of such techniques are the necessity of prior training of the 

sports performer in the relevant technique and an ability on the part 

of 1--he sports psychologist to recognise situations where intervention 

is appropriate. Many of the reports of the use of these techniques in 

this context are positively biased and, as Mahoney (1984, p. 14-15) and 

Heyman (1984, p. -2-69) have both pointed out, caution is required until 

further research has been carried out. 

An enduring theme, undoubtedly the outcome of optimal arousal 

theory, is the notion of over-arousal, the idea that the individual 

performer's level of arousal becomes so high that it interferes 

negatively with performance. Reducing arousal, however, may not always 

be an appropriate strategy to use. Research reported by Heide and 

Borkovec (1983) and Budzinski, Stoyva and Peffer (1980) has shown that 

some subjects are unable to achieve a state of low arousal and that, 

for others, relaxation training can paradoxically induce anxiety (see 
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also Smith, 1985) . More recently, there are some researchers and 

authors (e. g. Railo, 1982; Stallings, 1982; Caudill, Weinberg & 

Jackson, 1983; Mahoney, 1984; Garfield & Bennett, 1984) who have 

recognised the importance for some sports performers of achieving high 

levels of arousal prior to and during competition. 

In attempting to provide a theoretical background which would 

support such recognition, Kerr (1987a; in press-b) argues, from a 

reversal theory viewpoint, that there are three other equally effective 

intervention possibilities for affecting arousal levels in sport. The 

four possible strategies are illustrated in Fig. 5. 

INDIVIDUAL IN 
TELIC STATE 

ANXIETY 
OPTION 1 

DECREASE LEVEL 
OF AROUSAL 

OPTION 2 
INDUCE A REVERSAL 
TO PARATELIC STATE 

EXCITEMENT 

FELT AROUSAL 

RELAXATION 

OPTION 4 
INDUCE A REVERSAL 

TO TELIC STATE 

OPTION 3 
INCREASE LEVEL 
OF AROUSAL 

INDIVIDUAL IN 
PARATELIC STATE 

BOREDOM 
LOW 

FIG. 5. Possible options for affecting felt arousal (from 
Kerr, 1987a; in press-b). 

Arousal reduction (1) would be appropriate for the individual in 

the telic state, result-ing in unpleasant feelings of anxiety being 
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changed to pleasant feelings of relaxation. For the individual in the 

paratelic state, where low levels of arousal are experienced as 

unpleasant boredom, an increase in arousal (3) is required, to a level 

which would then be experienced by the individual as excitement. Svebak 

and Stoyva (1980) have suggested that this might be achieved by, for 

example, using biofeedback to teach subjects to voluntarily increase 

arousal rather than the opposite. Inducing reversals (2 & 4) would 

result in a reinterpretation of arousal, as perceived by the 

individual, thus changing hedonic tone. 

Equally, if Cox and Mackay's (Cox, 1978; Mackay et al., 1978) 

model of arousal and stress, where the feelings experienced by the 

individual are dependent on the interaction between arousal and stress, 

is considered, then similar possibilities for affecting the level of 

arousal and its interpretation ex-ist. 

This moderation of arousal level or reinterpretation of arousal by 

induced reversal leads back to Duffy's (1962) concept of level of 

energy and the degree of accompanying pleasant or unpleasant feelings. 

It does not, however, deal with sports performance in terms of content 

and strategy. These elements of performance should be considered 

because they may be dependent on level of arousal through the concepts 

of alertness and effort. 

ATTENTION, AROUSAL AND PERFORMANCE 

Posner and Boies (1971) have underlined the central or key 

components fundamental to the study of human attention. These are (a) 

alertness, (b) the ability to select information, (c) limitations on 

the central processing capacity. L-Jttle progress since the early ideas 

of William James (1890) was made until the appearance of Welford's 

(1952) single channel hypothesis, followed by Broadbent's filter theory 

in 1958. Deutsch and Deutsch (1963) decided that Broadbent's limited 

concentration channel was positioned further along in the information 

processing stages, and processed incoming signals relatively 
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automatically. Treisman (1964) followed relatively quickly with an 

approach that also accommodated the processing of unattended 
information. Rather than the complete rejection of stimuli at the 
"bottleneck". Treisman (1964) argued that attenuation took place, 

allowing all incoming signals to pass through the limited concentration 

channel in a weakened form. Attenuation was thought to involve the 

analysis of incoming information on a hierarchical basis. The findings 

of experiments carried out by Cherry (1953) on the now well-known 
"cocktail party phenomenon" provided some support for these ideas. The 

differences between the theories of Deutsch and Deutsch (1963) and 

Treisman (1964) led to a whole series of experiments which have been 

comprehensively described and evaluated by Eysenck (1982). 

Norman (1969) and Keele (1973) made later valuable contributions. 

In particular, Norman's more flexible model permitted the parallel 

processing of incoming information. Selection was thought to take place 

on the basis of "pertinence" with the performer choosing, prior to the 

task and on the basis of past experience, those cues which were thought 

to be most relevant to the performance of the task. In addition, all 

input information was subject to a sensory analysis which, depending on 

threshold values or relative importance, automatically activated stored 

representations in memory. Kahneman (1973) introduced the idea of 

attention and effort. He suggested that, within the limits of capacity, 

parallel processing could take place throughout information processing. 

Cognitive assessment of task demands largely controls the proportion of 

capacity or effort accorded to a particular task. Capacity was seen as 

variable and could change in response to differing demands. This view 

of capacity or effort as variable was, of course, in conflict with 

previous theories in which capacity was regarded as fixed. Some 

theorists have taken their ideas a stage further and proposed that 

information processing itself may be flexible. 

The -4nteraction of automatic processes and conscious attention was 

examined by Posner and Snyder (1975a and b) The results obtained 

provided some foundation for the authors' two predictions that 

performance is facilitated by activation of memory by the priming 
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stimulus, and that decision-making would be speeded up when an expected 

event occurred by the reactions of conscious attention to the 

probabilities of expected events. Unexpected events were thought to 

require an additional shift and therefore additional time. In a second 

experiment, Posner and Snyder's (1975a) hypothesis focussed on the 

proposed improvement in the speed of operation of automatic activation 

with practice. Again their results supported their theoretical 

predictions. The outcome of this work was the development of a 

conceptual difference in the meaning of the terms "automatic process" 

and "conscious attention". Posner and Snyder (1975a and b) proposed 

that automatic processes should occur without intention, should not 

give rise to any conscious awareness, and should not interfere with any 

other ongoing mental activity. 

In general, these different approaches have explained the 

influence of arousal on attention in terms of the inverted-U 

hypothesis. Moderate levels of arousal have been considered most 

conducive to attentional demands during performance. Often quoted in 

this respect is a paper by Easterbrook (1959) (see also Teichner, 

1968), where he argued that increases in emotional arousal produce 

greater attentional selectivity and reduce the range of cue 

utilisation. Eysenck (1982) summarised the situation: 

"The beneficial effects of moderate arousal are primarily 
attributable to increased attentional selectivity, which 
leads to a greater proportion of the available processing 
resources being allocated to task performance. In addition, 
the natural speed of processing is enhanced as arousal 
increases above its resting level, and there may be an 
increase in total attentional capacity. The detrimental 

effects of high arousal largely revolve around a reduced 
ability to engage in shared or parallel processing. High 
arousal also leads to increased distractibility to both 

external and internal informational sources and an impaired 

ability to make perceptual d -4 scriminat ions. Finally but more 
speculatively, high arousal may reduce attentional capacity. " 
(P. 177). 
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Attention and arousal under dangerous conditions 

Weltman and Egstrom (1967), using novice divers, found that the 

ability to monitor a faint peripheral light whilst performing a central 
task was affected when the task was performed under high arousal 

conditions during diving. Baddeley and his colleagues, in a series of 

experiments which examined manual dexterity during diving (Baddeley, 

1966; Baddeley & Fleming, 1967; Baddeley, De Figueredo, Hawkeswell- 

Curtis & Williams, 1968; Davis & Osbourne, 1970), found that 

performance deteriorated as the depth of dive and level of anxiety, 

dependent on the apparent risk involved, increased. In a more elaborate 

experiment, in which anxiety responses were measured, Weltman, Smith 

and Egstrom (1971) again found that detection of peripheral information 

deteriorated, but performance on the central task remained the same. 

The results of these experiments suggested that in dangerous situations 

attention becomes more narrowly focussed on that aspect of the 

situation that is of greatest immediate importance. Baddeley (1972) 

goes on to discuss how some individuals with experience can adapt 

themselves to dangerous environments. An often-quoted study in an 

ongoing series by Epstein and Fenz (1965) on parachutists has produced 

results which corroborate the idea of experience and adaption to 

danger. Novice and experienced Parachutists were compared on self- 

rating reports and physiological measures at a number of stages during 

the parachute jump. As the jump approached, culminating with the ready 

signal, novice jumpers became increasingly more and more adverse to 

jumping. For the experienced jumpers; feelings of maximum aversion to 

jumping were apparent on the morning of the jump and on landing. As the 

jump approached, contrary to the novices, their enthusiasm and 

eagerness to jump increased. According to Epstein and Fenz (1965), the 

experienced Jumpers learn to inhibit anxiety since it tends to inhibit 

performance. 

Most of the material reviewed in the section above has supported 

the idea of increases in arousal bringing about a narrowing of 

attention, with a resultant detrimental effect on performance. Yet some 

of the Epstein and Fenz (1965) findings suggest that this may always be 
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the case. Kerr (1985a; in press-a) has reviewed the anecdotal 

observations of some top level sportsmen proficient in high risk 

sporting activities (e. g. mountaineering, motor sports) where 

attentional factors are crucial to their survival. For them the 

intrinsic high arousal associated with such activities was reported as 
being experienced as pleasant and constituting an essential element in 

their continuing participation and high level performance. 

There is, however, some evidence from other non-sports literature 

(Kerr, 1987b) which would appear to indicate that unpleasant high 

arousal (anxiety) can be beneficial to performance. In an experiment 

investigating visual angle (Schmidt, 1964), subjects were required to 

distinguish peripheral cues. The Taylor Manifest Anxiety Scale (Taylor, 

1953) was used as a measure of trait anxiety. Subjects who recorded 

high scores on the scale revealed a broader reporting of stimuli than 

those with low levels of trait anxiety. Similar results were obtained 

by Solso, Johnson and Schatz (1968) which indicated an increased range 

of perception of stimuli with highly trait-anxious subjects. Again the 

Taylor scale was used and the task in this experiment involved a broad 

stimulus layout, from which subjects had to pick out as many stimuli as 

possible. Cornsweet's (1969) findings, supported by Landers (1978) and 

Sarason (1980), showed that when peripheral cues were relevant to the 

central task, the threat of shock increased the extent to which they 

were used. Research work by Mendelson and Griswold (1967) found that 

moderately anxious males were most restricted with respect to 

utilisation of task-relevant peripheral cues; a curvilinear 

relationship was found between trait anxiety and the range of task 

relevant peripheral cues utilised. They have suggested that, given 

peripheral cues which are relevant to the central task, increasing 

levels of anxiety cause a narrowing of the attentional range up to a 

certain point, beyond which further increases produce a wider range. 

Also, with reference to incidental learning: 

"The assumption that under certain conditions anxiety may 
produce a broadened range of cue utilization also helps 
clarify an otherwise confusing state of the data on the 
relationship between anxiety and incidental learning. Taking 
into account the Easterbrook hypothesis only, one would have 
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to predict that high levels of anxiety would be associated 
with relatively poor incidental learning, because utilization 
of cues necessary to such learning would be hampered". 
(Geen, 1980, p. 48). 

Dusek, Mergler and Kermis (1975) and Dusek, Kermis and Mergler (1976) , 
in two research studies examining trait anxiety on intentional and 
incidental learning, have found rather different results. Children who 

scored high on anxiety were found to be inferior in learning the 

central task but superior in terms of learning the incidental stimuli. 

Here the performance of high test-anxious subjects on the central task 

is not unusual in that increased anxiety is thought to produce task 

irrelevant responses. However, the superior performance in incidental 

learning by the same group of subjects conflicts with Easterbrook's 

(1959) position. An analogy used by Watchel (1967) may be helpful in 

the interpretation of these results: attention was compared to a beam 

of light which may be broad and diffuse, or conversely rather more 

narrow and focussed. Watchel's analogy goes further than Easterbrook's 

notion, where the breadth or narrowness of attentional focussing was 

considered to be related to the individual's level of arousal, and 

described how the "beam" might be limited to a small range or might 

scan a much wider area. Increases in arousal were assumed to have a 

dual role, bringing about increases in the range of scanning and 

causing the focus of attention on particular points of the field to 

become narrowed. Furthermore, Teichner (1968) argued that searching or 

scanning was dependent on attention, which in turn was dependent on 

activation (arousal). This led to the assumption that band width was 

inversely related to activation, with increases in activation resulting 

in decreases in band width and therefore increases in attentional 

processing speed and searching behaviour. 

The results of these anxiety studies provided some evidence that 

high arousal could be beneficial to performance. There are of course 

other, more general exceptions to the idea that low levels of arousal 

are always associated with broad attention and high levels of arousal 

with a narrowing of attention. Arousal reduction techniques, such as 

meditation or progressive relaxation (Jacobson, 1938) or yoga-type 
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techniques like transcendental meditation, are associated with a narrow 

range of attention. In spite of inconsistencies in the interaction 

between arousal and attentional factors in performance, the utilisation 

of peripheral cues and incidental stimuli are an obvious concern of the 

sports performer. This is especially true for racquet sports such as 

squash where these factors could be crucial to good performance. 
Consequently, experimental investigations which examine the use of 

peripheral cues, incidental stimuli and attentional range with 

corresponding changes in arousal are important. 

one approach developed by Nideffer (1976) has generated interest 

among sports psychologists. It has attempted to measure such 

attentional differences using a paper and pencil test; the Test of 

Attentional and Interpersonal Style (TAIS). 

Attentional and interpersonal style 

The theoretical foundation of Nideffer's (1976,1981) work is 

based on the two-dimensional approach to attention, comprising both 

breadth and direction of focus (Easterbrook, 1959; Watchel, 1967). This 

notion has been coupled with the _Jdea that individuals can direct their 

attention either internally or externally (Heilbrun, 1972; Shakow, 

1962), allowing Nideffer to produce a graphical representation of what 

he terms "attentional styles". 

Individuals are thought to maintain a balance between narrow and 

broadly focussed attention and internally or externally oriented 

attention, shifting from one to another. Incorporated within this 

approach are certain basic assumpt-Jons which Nideffer (1981) makes 

explicit: 

(1) There are several attentional dimensions that are 
related to effective performance including width and 
direction of attentional focus. 

(2) Attentional processes can be thought of as having both 

state and trait components. 
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(3) The ability to control attention, and to shift from one 
attentional focus to another, is related to arousal. 

(4) Individuals tend to have preferred attentional styles. 
There are individual differences in attentional 
abilities and each of us has our own relative 
attentional strengths and weaknesses. " 

These interpretations led to the development of the Test of Attentional 

and Interpersonal Style (TAIS) by Nideffer (1976; see Chapter 2) to 

measure attentional and interpersonal characteristics involved in 

performance. Nideffer (1981) extended his ideas and the use of his test 

to performance in sporting activJties. A two-dimensional graphical 

representation of "attentional style", described in terms of width and 
direction, is shown in Fig. 6. 

EXTERNAL 

Preoccupied with environmental stimilli. 
Responses occur without reflection. 
ReInforcement comes from the environment. 
Behavior is stimulus-response pairing at 
the extreme there is almost a complete 
external locus of control. 

BROAD NARROW 

When effective Integrative Persistent, dedicated, focused. 
however, may become overloaded, may be underinclusive, lack 

confused by environment. ability to generalize. 

May appear rigid and Inflexible. Broad internal leads to 
theoretical analytical thought 

processes. Can be overideational. 

INTERNAL 

Internal locus of control in that external 
controls are not readily apparent. May be 

withdrawn, cognitive reinforces are most potent. 
May tone out environment and have difficulty 

expressing affect. 

FIG. 6. Theoretical consequences of particular attentional styles 
(from Nideffer, 1976). 
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Nideffer (1981) claims that, in complex and rapidly changing 

sports situations, it is likely that performers would need to be able 
to shift both the width and direction of attentional focus. Performers 

who could do this in a controlled and voluntary manner, rather than be 

subject to uncontrolled shifts or the inability to shift attention, 

were considered to have an advantage with respect to performance. 

Futhermore, increases in arousal were thought to interfere with the 

ability of the sports performer to shift attentional focus and also to 

result in an involuntary narrowing of attention. 

Sports-based research which has examined the predictive ability of 

the Nidef f er test has produced ambiguous results. Landers and Courtet 

(1979) , for example, obtained more accurate performance scores from 

shooters who reported being able to effectively integrate ideas and 

information from many different areas, as measured by the broad 

internal attentional focus subscale. Again in a study of shooting, 

Landers, Furst and Daniels (1981) found attentional differences (broad 

external and broad internal attentional focus) between skeet/trap (open 

skill) shooters and rifle/pistol (closed skill) shooters. Using a very 

small sample of 9 subjects, Kirschenbaum. and Bale (1980) correlated 

mean golf score and each of the seventeen TAIS subscales. Coefficients 

for four subscales: overloaded by external stimuli, broad internal 

attentional focus, reduced attentional focus, obsessive, were reported 

as surpassing the p<0.05 level of significance. 

Generally, some support has been found for the - broad-narrow 

breadth of attention dimension and for identifying those sports 

performers who become "overloaded" by stimuli and reduce attention too 

much. More problematic is Nideffer's claim that the internal-external 

direction of attention can be predicted. Indeed, the current test items 

appear to be more concerned with "band width" than with the internal- 

external source of information. According to Van Schoyck and Grasha 

(1981), following a TAIS study involving 90 tennis players as subjects, 

a multi-dimensional view of band width, consisting of both a scanning 

and a focussing component, was preferable to Nideffer's broad-narrow 

concept. 
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The Test of Attentional and Interpersonal Style, in addition to 

subscales concerned with attentional ability, does have a number of 

subscales which measure personality variables. The subject of 

personality and performance in sport has been one that has been the 
focus of some research activity. The findings from this research 

activity are relevant to this investigation and are reviewed in the 

following section. 

PERSONALITY AND SPORTS POPULATIONS 

Research began as early as the 1930's and 40's (e. g. Cowell, 1935; 

Carter & Shannon, 1940; Sperling, 1942). Although some research 

studies, especially in the United States, were undertaken using the 

Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI; Hathaway & McKinley, 

1951) for example, it was with the development of the Eysenck 

Personality Inventory (EPI; Eysenck, 1964) and later the Eysenck 

Personality Questionnaire (EPQ; Eysenck & Eysenck, 1975) , along with 

Cattell's 16 Personality Factor Questionnaire (Cattell, Eber & 

Tatzucka, 1970) that real interest began. 

Of interest to the present investigation are previous research 

studies which have examined the personality characteristics of sports 

populations using the EPI and EPQ. Personality scores for 152 physical 

education students were listed among the data from 46 occupational 

groups presented in Eysenck and Eysenck (1975) . Apart from two other 

small occupational groups, mean extraversion scores were the highest, 

while neuroticism scores were close to the average and psychoticism 

slightly below average for these students, when compared with other 

groups equivalent in age. In a similar unpublished study (cited in 

Eysenck, Nias & Cox, 1982, p. 12) , 118 first-year physical education 

students produced average scores on neuroticism but scored much higher 

than average on extraversion. Brooke (1967) had obtained similar 

results. A further group of 39 British athletes had similar scores, 

i. e. average for neuroticism but above average for extraversion. Knapp 

(1965) studied Wimbledon-standard tennis players. Mean scores again 
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showed higher extraversion and average neuroticism scores for this 

group when compared with the general population. 

In another unpublished study, Olympic athletes (n=192) who 

completed the EPQ scored significantly higher on extraversion, lower on 

neuroticism and higher on psychoticism than 500 control subjects, 
(cited in Eysenck, Nias & Cox, 1982, p. 10) . The subjects in this study 

came from a variety of different sports, but there is some other 

evidence which indicates that sport performers from different sports 

(e. g. Kane, 1966), or even within different disciplines of the same 

sport (e. g. Coleman, 1979) , differ in personality. Coleman (1979) 

examined personality using the EPI in relation to different types of 

shooting sports involving a variety of skills. For example, trap 

shooting involves hitting a moving target on a trajectory while the 

free pistol event allows the competitor more time to concentrate on 

precision shooting. Extraversion scores seemed to be related to the 

degree of difficulty of the event, the number of factors to be 

controlled, and possible decisions to be made. The rapid-fire pistol 

group, who must rapidly move the pistol between targets under very 

tight time restrictions, were found to be the most extraverted group. 

Although there are many methodological problems associated with 

research work examining the relationship between personality in sport, 

several of which are underlined by Eysenck, Nias and Cox (1982), they 

have identified a number of reasonably well-supported conclusions. The 

most important of - these in the present context are that sportsmen and 

sportswomen tend to be extraverted, and that outstanding sports 

performers score low on neuroticism. The relationship between 

psychoticism and performance or success in sport is much less clear. 

In the light of the evidence summarised above, and the tentative 

conclusions arising from previous studies which incorporated the EPI or 

EPQ in the study of personality and sport, it seemed worth including 

such measures in the present research investigation, especially as the 

extraversion-introversion dimension has been linked to variations in 

levels of chronic arousability. Introverted subjects have been shown to 
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have higher levels of chronic arousal when compared to extraverted 

subjects. As a result of this, introverts have been shown to be better 

performers, for example under monotonous conditions where arousal tends 

to decrease (see Welford, 1976, p. 137). 

Unfortunately, despite studies on personality, other research 

which has concentrated on psychology and sport, although growing each 

year, could by no means be said to be substantial. Little research has 

focussed on the psychological processes invoked during competitive 

sport and even less has involved the game of squash, the subject of 

this research. This may be due in part to the relatively recent growth 

of squash as a popular sport available to all classes of people. Those 

research studies which have investigated squash are reviewed in the 

next section. 

PREVIOUS RESEARCH ON SQUASH 

An examination of the relevant sports literature revealed little 

research concerned with psychological aspects of squash performance. 

For example, a computer-based search using the Dialog system, listed 

some 2,444 studies on performance and arousal and 8,778 on performance 

and attention. None of these, however, focussed on squash. Using the 

keywords "stress", "motivation", 11 personality", "training" and 

n performance", 131,665 studies were identified, but only 157 remained 

when the keywords "squash, "badminton", "tennis".. "racket" and 

19racquet" were used. A combination of these groups of keywords produced 

76 studies. Only two studies were connected with squash. Forgas, 

Brennan, Howe, Kane and Sweet (1980) examined audience effects on 

squash performance, while Dowd and Innes (1981), using Cattell's 16PF 

test (Cattell, Eber & Tatzucka, 1970), compared the personality 

profiles of top with regular but low ability squash and volleyball 

players. The results indicated that more skillful players were more 

intelligent, less anxious, more exPeriment. 4; 
-ng, more conscientious and 

less controlled than the less skillful players. Although there were few 

differences between the two sports, volleyball players were found to be 

slightly less anxious than squash players. 
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A small number of other studies concentrating on physiological and 
biomechanical aspects of squash (Winter, Fairley & Kidd, 1986; 

Constaninides & Montgomery, 1986; Chapman & Zuyderhoff, 1986), were 
discovered from other sources. In addition, Hughes (1984), based on 

earlier work by Sanderson and Way (1977), developed a method of 

notational analysis for squash using a microcomputer. Hughes (1986) 

reports the use of this system in the analysis of play at different 

levels of competitive squash. Using recreational, county and 

nationally-ranked players, the analysis showed that recreational 

players were not accurate enough in their shots to sustain a tactical 

plan, hitting more winners and making more errors than the other 

players. County players showed a greater variety in the range of shots 

they played during matches and utilised a simple tactical strategy, 

keeping the ball deep and predominantly on their opponent's backhand 

side. Their shots were significantly less accurate than the nationally- 

ranked players, but significantly more accurate than the recreational 

players. National ly-ranked players were found to utilise more complex 

tactics in an "all court-game" which incorporated better stroke 

technique and covering ability due to their superior fitness. Rallies 

lasted longer during play between the national ly- ranked players, with 

the service proving less crucial at this level than at recreational and 

county level where rallies were shorter. 

Only a few of these additional studies were concerned with 

psychological aspects of performance in squash. Bright and Sanderson 

(1986) utilised questionnaire and discrete observation techniques to 

investigate attitudes towards sportsmanship amongst 26 male squash 

players involved in competitive league squash. The results indicated 

that sportsmanship and vulnerability were inversely related, suggesting 

that poor sportsmanship may be connected with emotional lability. In 

addition, players were found to regularly and intentionally use severe 

negative behaviours on the court, some of which violated the current 

squash rules. 

Spray and Ashford (1987) examined age and sex differences in 

participation motives in squash players. Questionnaire responses were 
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obtained from female (n=36) and male (n=103) players at a private 

squash club in Essex. Health and fitness, competition and esteem 

received more emphasis from males than females, who were more concerned 

with affiliation, power and the actual game. Also, while players aged 

over 25 emphasised the importance of fitness, affiliation and 

competition, younger players reported excellence, skill development and 
independence as motives for participation. 

Two case studies of stress inoculation training (see Meichenbaum, 

1977) for controlling anxiety in squash were reported by Mace and 

Carroll (1986) . After preliminary interviews, the male and female 

squash players concerned each completed state anxiety questionnaires 

(Spielberger, Gorsuch & Lushene, 1970) just before five important 

league or team matches, in order that baseline levels of anxiety could 

be established. Following eight training sessions, this procedure was 

repeated and baseline levels of anxJety were found to be reduced. 

Although improved performance was also rep: )rted by the players, it 

cannot be concluded that this was a direct outcome of the stress 

inoculation training. An additional methodological problem was the 

small number of subjects on which the stress inoculation training was 

carried out. 

Of more direct relevance to this research was a study undertaken 

by Sanderson and Gilchrist (1982) , who examined the anxiety and 

attributional responses of competitive squash players. The results 

indicated that there was no relationship between pre-match anxiety and 

performance, although the post-match anxiety scores of winners fell 

significantly (p<O. 001) . By way of contrast, losers' post-match anxiety 

increased significantly (p<0.05) . In addition, winners were found to 

attribute significantly more internally (p<0.001) and significantly 

less externally (p<0.001) than losers, although internal attributions 

were still considered to be the most important determinant of match 

outcome by losers. 

It is clear that the growing popularity of squash as a racquet 

sport and the relatively recent dates of the small amount of research 
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work that has been carried out reflect a developing interest in this 

area. It was the intention of this research to add to this recent 
development by examining psychological factors affecting performance in 

squash. Although some psychological studies have been carried out in, 

it would appear, a rather unsystematic or even haphazard manner, this 

investigation attempted a more systematic interpretation of arousal 

within a broader framework of psychological states. 

SUMMARY 

This chapter has reviewed the relevant literature on arousal in 

the context of sports performance. An attempt was made to highlight the 

methodological problems which beset much of the research and the 

problems associated with a uni-dimensional view of arousal. The more 

sophisticated approaches of Cox and Mackay (Cox, 1978; Mackay et al., 

1978) and Apter (1982) have been summarised with the intention of 

providing an acceptable alternative to optimal arousal theory and a 

theoretical base for this investigation. The nature of the area under 

study, sports performance, necessitated the inclusion of a section 

dealing with notions of attention in order that its role during 

performance could be evaluated. Those studies concerned with 

personality as another possible influence on successful performance, 

along with studies concentrating on squash, were reviewed in the final 

sections of this chapter. 

AI14S OF THIS THESIS 

General aims 

This thesis set out to investigate the psychological factors 

associated with playing competitive sport. more specifically, it was 

concerned with arousal effects in competitive squash and the 

interaction of these effects with performance. 
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Specific aims 

To investigate the psychological preparation of squash players, 

particularly their cognitive and emotional states and behaviour 

before and during competition. 

(2) To determine the role of cognition and mood with particular 

reference to arousal and attention in the performance of squash 

tasks. 

(3) To examine individual differences, beyond playing ability, using 

personality and ability questionnaires. 

To determine the role of level of playing ability on the factors 

described in (1-3) above. 

(5) To investigate possible differences, in psychological responses, 

between successful ("winners") and unsuccessful players ("losers") 

during competitive play in a squash tournament. 

Finally, a major overall aim of this thesis was to infer which 

psychological processes underlie success in competitive squash, thus 

providing the possibility of making recommendations to those interested 

in improving performance in other competitive sports settings. 
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CHAPTER 2 

METEUDOLOGY 

INTRODUCTION 

This chapter on methodology focusses on the empirical aspects of 
the research investigation. In order to gather accurate information 

about the psychological processes involved in competitive squash, 

several different research techniques were utilised. These comprised, 
firstly, a questionnaire survey which examined psychological 

preparation for competitive squash, secondly, a "laboratory type" study 

of a squash practice task and, thirdly, field research in the form of 
three simulated squash tournaments. In all three cases, the enquiry 
focussed on the nature of the players' psychological state, 

particularly their mood reactions. An overview is presented in Table 1. 

In addition, this chapter contains sections which provide a discussion 

of research strategy, a description of the subjects involved and 

details of the measures used in the studies. 

RESEARCH STRATEGY 

In general, sports psychology research has been conducted either 

"in the field", examining uncontrolled complex sports situations, or in 

the laboratory, involving tightly-controlled, detailed analysis of 

abstracted sports tasks. Taken individually, there are problems and 

advantages in both approaches. For example, laboratory studies have 

tended to be more accurate in terms of methodology than field studies, 

which some observers argue address more interesting and relevant 

Droblems. There are, however, three important interacting dimensions 

which require consideration in sports psychology research. Firstly, 

does the research study concern questions which are ecologically valid, 
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dealing with the whole activity in context, or is it concerned with the 

study of some abstracted part of sPOrts tasks? Secondly, is the study 
being conducted under natural conditions in the field or under 

artificial laboratory conditions elsewhere? Finally, is the methodology 

adopted in the field or laboratory adequate? 

Whiting (1972) has suggested that a useful interaction should 

exist between the two different types of study, while Glencross (1978) 

has urged that distinctions between theoretical study, laboratory 

investigation and the solution of problems at the practical level 

should be strongly avoided. Martens (1979), in a long discussion of the 

problem, draws attention to the weaknesses of the traditional types of 

study, and goes on to argue that the real future for sports psychology 

lies in applied field research; that is, importing experimental 

techniques into situations which have an "ecological" validity. 

Glencross (1978) suggests that those who are involved with the study of 

psychology and sport should endeavour to: 

study issues, questions and variables that are 
situationally significant and purposeful and not 
because they are convenient or easily manageable; 

(2) study such questions and issues in close relation 
to the natural environment in which the sportsman 
performs and achieves; 

(3) devise procedures, techniques and methods that are 
suitable for the investigation of complex 
interacting variables that characterise the 

sporting context; 

(4) select procedures which relate to highly skilled 
subjects in complex situations and avoid the use of 
inexperienced subjects exposed to novel and 
art-4ficial tasks. " (P. XII) 

In the light of arguments presented above the following research 

strategy was devised. The first stage was correlational study in field 

conditions which examined the psychological preparation of squash 
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players prior to competit 

to take part in the study 

playing and asked to 

questionnaire. While such 

of hypothesis testing, 

scientific inquiry. 

-ive play. Subjects who had previously agreed 

were approached at their sporting venue after 

complete a specially designed squash 

an approach may be judged inadequate in terms 

it often represents the first stage of 

The second stage in research strategy was an experimental analysis 

of squash performance. Squash players were required to Perform skills 
in familiar, realistic surroundings, but at the same time, because of 
the enclosed nature of a squash court, the conditions under which they 

did so could be relatively tightly controlled. This scenario could, for 

example, provide a context in which task difficulty might be 

manipulated and its effects studied. In this way, the advantages of 
laboratory and field studies could be maximised while the disadvantages 

of both could be minimised. 

While this study had made a useful beginning, an even better 

understanding of the psychological processes in competitive squash 

could be obtained by taking the research methodology one step further 

and studying players' reactions under competitive tournament 

conditions. This was the theme of the third stage in research strategy, 

where simulated squash tournaments were specially set up to permit 

players' psychological reactions to be monitored under "natural", but 

nevertheless controlled conditions. Having carried out the two more 

extreme options in the questionnaire survey and "laboratory-type" study 

of the squash task, the third part of this investigation was an attempt 

to find a more ecologically valid environment for measurement, probably 

pos-itioned in the middle ground of the "fi eld- laboratory continuum". 

Every attempt was made to avoid the pitfalls that are sometimes 

associated with simulation research and to ensure that, in this example 

of applied field research, the simulations encompassed all the "normal" 

features of competition. 
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The issue of validity in simulated field research is not just 

limited to sports psychology. For example, Monahan and Loftus (1982), 

researchers concerned with the psychology of law, examined the use of 

simulations to study jury decision-making and concluded that many of 
them lacked realistic or valid representations of the actual jury 

process. Somewhat earlier, Bem and Lord (1979, p. 841) stated that the 

external, or ecological, validity of simulation research in any area of 

psychology requires that "the relationships between situational 

variables and the behavior in the (simulated) setting replicate the 

relationships between situational variables and the behavior outside 

the laboratory". An interesting paper by Tunnell (1977) argued that 

there were three dimensions of naturalness which had been selectively 

emphasised or neglected by field researchers. These three dimensions 

were (1) natural behaviour, (2) natural setting, and (3) natural 

treatment. Tunnell (1977) claimed that if all three were used 

simultaneously, the outcome of field research studies would be much 

richer. 

Given the reservations outlined above, especially Tunnell's (1977) 

concern for naturalness in simulation research, it seems worth 

considering the validity of the squash tournament simulations. As far 

as natural setting and natural treatment were concerned, the 

tournaments, organised, presented and managed by a third party, were 

held both in familiar squash surroundings and under normal competitive 

conditions (e. g. tournament play was controlled by experienced 

"markers"). The subjects taking part were independently recruited high- 

level squash players (skilled club, county and national under-19 level 

players) who believed they were playing in a "real" squash tournament. 

The subjects played against opponents of similar ability and, as is 

usual in such tournaments, cash prizes were awarded to the tournament 

finalists, with all players receiving travelling expenses. 

With respect to natural behaviour, the post-tournament 

observations of the organisers and markers suggested that players were 

involved and committed. This was also reflected in the obvious ongoing 
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signs of trying hard, competitiveness, and elation and disappointment. 

The feedback from players during debriefing indicated that their 

reactions to the event were positive and that they had enjoyed taking 

part. It was generally agreed by peers Jn each tournament that the 

appropriate people had won, suggesting that the natural outcome was 

realistic rather than distorted. Some players mentioned that American 

scoring was unusual in tournaments, but it is otherwise well known in 

squash. 

In terms of the three dimensions of naturalness outlined by 

Tunnell (1977) , it was thought that the simulated squash tournaments 

had a high level of ecological validity and came very close to the 

"real" situation, with the impact of the experiment be-Jng only minimal. 

It was also clear that the points outlined by Glencross (1978) in 

connection with future sports psychology research, mentioned above, 

were well satisfied in the simulated squash tournament. 

In regard to the overall research strategy, it was felt that the 

inclusion of questionnaire survey methods and a study of the 

psychological processes involved in performing squash tasks allowed an 

accurate p4hcture of psychological aspects of competitive squash play to 

be pieced together. 

All the subjects in the three study areas of the investigation 

were volunteer male squash players and, with the exception of the first 

study where samples of British and Canadian squash players were 

compared, were all of British nationality. The subsequent findings of 

the Spray and Ashford (1987) study, which showed that males and females 

differed in their motives for participation in squash, suggested that 

restricting study to males only was prudent. 
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In an attempt to "tease out" differences in psychological 
functioning that might be apparent at varying levels of playing 

ability,, squash players covering a broad spectrum of playing ability 

were deliberately included as subjects in the research studies. Players 

ranged from novices and beginners to highly skilled and experienced 

county and England under-19 players. 

There were no significant differences in age between the various 

groups of squash players, with the exception of the third study. Here, 

as might be expected, the members of the English national under-19 

squad were significantly younger (F2,27=5.51 p=0.009), than the club 

and county players in the same study. 

Where subjects were subdivided into ability groups, expert opinion 

from experienced squash coaches, with personal knowledge of the 

respective players, was sought to assist the experimenters in this 

task. In the first two studies, for example, groups of players 

classified as "novice", "average" and "skilled" were chosen at random 

from larger populations of squash players. In the third study, players 

were specially recruited by independent squash experts. In this latter 

case, subjects volunteered to play in a specially-arranged squash 

tournament against subjects of similar playing ability. Three separate 

tournaments involved players competing in Nottingham city club squash 

leagues, in county teams in the North Midlands area, and players 

involved in practice and competition as members of the English national 

under-19 squad. 

. TILE: - t: tw-, ) J-jc, ý, PSYCHOLOGICAL MEASURES OF j0r-IF. ý'%). 4oTyl 's 

In order to build up psychological profiles of the various sample 

groups of squash players taking part in this investigation, a number of 

different psychological inventories, questionnaires and checklists were 

utilised. These measures were used in combinatlon to provide 

information about enduring personality characteristics, psychological 
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preparation for squash and the more dynamic situation-specific changes 
in mood response which might take place during the performance of 
squash tasks or competitive tournament play. These are first listed and 
then described: 

Specially designed squash questionnaire; 

Eysenck Personality Inventory (EPI; Eysenck, 1964); 

Eysenck Personality Questionnaire (EPQ; Eysenck & Eysenck, 1975); 

Test of Attentional and Interpersonal Style (TAIS; Nidef f er, 1976) 

Telic Dominance Scale (TDS; Murgatroyd et al., 1978); 

Telic State Measure (TSM; Svebak & Murgatroyd, 1985); 

Stress-Arousal Checklist (SACL; Mackay et al., 1978; Cox & Mackay, 
1985). 

(1) Squash questionnaire 

In the absence of any other suitable measure, a questionnaire was 

specially designed to elicit information about the cognitive and 

emotional states and the behaviour of squash players before and during 

squash competition. It was thought that differences in psychological 

preparation might exist between players of varying levels of ability. 

In particular, the questionnaire attempted to draw out the salience of 

11 arousal -inducing" compared to "relaxation" or "calming" techniques. 

The questionnaire was constructed in a manner which allowed descriptive 

comments and opinions to be recorded as well as players' responses to 

closed, pre-coded questions. The items on the questionnaire (see 

Appendix B. 1) , finalised after scrutiny by two squash coaches, were 

designed to provide information about: (1) subject characteristics, 

e. g. age, time playing squash, etc., (2) the subjects' assessment of 

their own ability, (3) the subjects' pre-game anxiety states, (4) the 

use of pre-game psychological preparation, and (5) the frequency, 

nature and effect of any such preparation. 
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Reliability study 

The reliability of the questionnaire as a means of recording 
players' experience of the game was tested in a separate study. A 

sample of 20 British squash players was given the questionnaire to 

complete on two occasions some three months apart. Data from five of 
the first six questions,, concerned with players' background and pre- 

match state, were considered in some detail as a test of the 

questionnaire's reliability. Responses to the other questions were also 

subject to examination. 

The first variable was age, which was used as a simple check of 

reporting accuracy. Complete data were available from 19 of the 20 

respondents who were county players from the North Midlands and players 
from the England under-19 squad. The players' mean age, on the first 

occasion, was 22.8 years (SD=5.7). 

The data from three variables were standardised (age, length of 

time playing squash, and number of symptoms of anxiety) , and then test- 

retest coefficients were calculated using Pearson's product moment 

correlation. The coefficients were 1.00 (age), 0.99 (length of time 

playing) and 0.64 (reported anxiety symptoms). A test-retest 

correlation was also computed for one further measure (frequency of 

play: 1.00) using Spearman's rank order coefficient. The other 

variables (level of skill and the presence or absence of pre-match 

mental preparation) were examined using a frequency breakdown of 

responses on first completion against responses on second completion. 

For both variables, 17 of the total 19 responses were identical. Due to 

the nature of these distributions, analyses using the Chi square 

statistic were neither possible nor necessary. Thus, where test-retest 

coeff. Jcients could be calculated, they proved acceptable (from 0.64 to 

1.00) . Where they could not, there was agreement on 17 out of 19 

responses over the two sessions. 
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In addition, as shown in Table 2, a high level of test-retest 

agreement was obtained on the remaining questions (9-13), with the 

exception of question 12 which examined subjects' opinions about 

playing ability being related to how much players are "psyched up". 

For most questions, the level of agreement was between 78-89%. 

Most of the inconsistency recorded reflected the effects of two Players 

changing their responses to question 6 ("Before playing a game of 

squash do you attempt to prepare yourself mentally? ") which then 

determined whether they had to complete questions 7 to 13. Question 12 

was less reliable than the other questions, and data from that question 

was ignored in the main study. 

TABLE 2. Showing the consistency of subjects " responses 
on questions 4-13. 

QUESTION NO. 

CONSISTENT 
RESPONSES 
AGREENENT PERCENT 

4 17/19 89 

6 17/19 89 

8 15/18 83 

9 14/18 82 

10 15/18 83 

11 14/18 78 

12 10/18 56 

13 16/18 89 

(2) Eysenck Personality inventory (EPI; Eysenck, 1964); 

Eysenck Personality Questionnaire (E PQ; Eysenck & Eysenck, 1975) 

Eysenck's work originally incorporated two broad personality 

dimensions, extraversion and neuroticism, to which a third, the normal- 

psychotic dimension, was later added. 
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The Eysenck measures of personality, the Eysenck Personality 

Inventory (EPI; Eysenck, 1964) and the Eysenck Personality 

Questionnaire (EPQ; Eysenck & Eysenck, 1975), have been widely used in 

personality testing in psychology. As a result, a substantial 

literature, both theoretical and experimental, now exists (e. g. 

Eysenck, 1967; 1970; 1973; 1981; Eysenck & Eysenck, 1985). As well- 

established measures of personality, and in view of the previous work 

carried out on sports populations (see Chapter 1), it seemed wise to 

4nclude them in this investigation. In addition, the finding that 

introverted individuals exhibit higher levels of chronic arousability 

than extroverts provided further justification for their inclusion. 

Due to the widespread use of, and general familiarity with the 

Eysenck personality measures it is not necessary to provide more than a 

brief description here. Appendices B. 2 and B. 3 contain complete 

versions of the two measures. 

Test of Attentional and Interpersonal Style (TAIS; Nideffer, 1976) 

The Test of Attentional and Interpersonal Style (TAIS; Nidef f er, 

1976, as shown in Appendix B. 4) has been used increasingly to provide 

information about sports populations (e. g. Landers & Courtet, 1979; 

Landers, Furst & Daniels, 1981; Van Schoyck & Grasha, 1981). It has 

also been used to measure the individual's ability in a number of 

contexts where attentional and interpersonal factors are important for 

effective performance (see Nideffer, 1977). 

The test consists of 17 subscales grouped together into three main 

areas: (a) attentional style (BET,, OET, BIT, OIT NAR, RED) ; (b) 

behaviour and cognitive control (INFP, BCON); and (c) interpersonal 

style (CON, SES, P/0, OBS, EXT, INT, IEX, NAE, PAE) . (Note: For the 

purposes of this thesis, the INFP subscale, although classified by 

Nideffer under the "control" subscales, is so obviously connected to 

attentional aspects of functioning that it has been included in the 
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attentional scales data). In answer to each of the 144 statements, 

subjects are given a 5-choice response to indicate whether the 

statement applies to them never, rarely, sometimes, frequently, or 

always. A response of "never" usually receives a score of 0 and a 

response of "always" a score of 4. For some items scoring is reversed. 

The Test subscales are described below: 

BET (Broad external attention): High scores on this scale are 
obtained by individuals who describe themselves as being able 
to effectively integrate many environmental stimuli at one 
time. 

OET (External overload): The higher the score the more mistakes 
due to being confused and overloaded by environmental 
information. 

BIT (Broad internal attentional focus) : High scorers see 
themselves as effectively integrating ideas and information 
from several different areas, as being analytical. 

OIT (Internal overload): The higher the score, the more mistakes 
individuals make because they think about too many things at 
once. 

NAR (Narrow attention): The higher the score, the more effective 
individuals describe themselves in terms of ability to narrow 
attention (e. g. to study or read a book). 

RED (Reduced attention) :A high score indicates individuals make 
mistakes because they narrow attention too much, failing to 
include all of the task-relevant information. 

INFP (Information processing) : High scorers think a lot and 
process a great deal of information. 

BCON (Behaviour control): A high score indicates a tendency to be 
Jmpulsive and/or to engage in behaviour that could be 

considered anti-social. 

CON (Control): A high score indicates the individual sees 
him/herself as being in, and needing, control over most 
interpersonal situations. 

SES (Self-esteem): The higher the score, the more positive the 

self-image. 

P/0 (Physical orientation) : High scores indicate the person 

participated in, and en30YS, competitive athletics and 

physical activity. 
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OBS (Obsessive): High scores indicate a tendency to ruminate and 
worry about one particular thing without any resolution or 
movement. This scale provides an indication of the person's 
speed of decision making. 

EXT (Extroversion): Individuals who score high are warm, 
outgoing , need to be with other people, and tend to be the 
life of the party. 

INT (Introversion): High scores indicate the person enjoys being 
alone with thoughts and ideas. They have a need for personal 
space. 

IEX (Intellectual expression) :A high score indicates the person 
expresses thoughts and ideas to other people. 

NAE (Negative affect expression): High scores are associated with 
a tendency to be confrontive, to express anger and negative 
feelings to others. 

PAE (Positive af f ect expression) :A high score indicates the 
person expresses feelings of affection to others in both 
physical and verbal ways. These individuals tend to be 
emotionally supportive. 

of particular importance in this investigation, and consequently a 

reason for the test's inclusion, -Js the concept of attentional style, 

which is described as "being located simultaneously along two 

continuous dimensions". These are breadth of attention, comprising 

narrow and broad,, and direction of focus, comprising internal to 

external. These dimensions are thought to have a special relationship 

with arousal (see Chapter 1) . Nidef f er proposes that individual 

performance should be affected by the individual's attentional style. 

In an ongoing performance situation such as squash, where processing of 

peripheral cues is necessary to achieve superior performance, Nideffer 

proposes that broad attenders should perform better than narrow 

attenders. 

Test-retest reliability 

Research has shown good test-retest reliability. For example, 

Wolfe and Nideffer (1974), with a sample of introductory psychology 

students, after a two week test-retest period, found correlations 
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ranging from . 60 on the obsessive subscale to . 93 on the physical 

orientation subscale and a mean correlation of . 83. Other studies have 

also confirmed the reliability and acceptable construct validity of the 

TAIS (see Nideffer & Wiens, 1975; Nideffer, 1976; Nideffer, 1977; 

De Palma & Nideffer, 1977). 

(4) Telic Dominance Scale (TDS; Murgatroyd et al., 1978) 

Reversal theory is one of the two alternative theoretical 

approaches offered in Chapter 1 for the understanding of arousal 

effects in sport. In order to measure any enduring predisposition to 

the experience of arousal in a certain way, the Telic Dominance Scale 

(TDS; Murgatroyd et al., 1978) was used in this study. Each item on the 

42-item questionnaire is comprised of telic, paratelic and "not sure" 

responses and subjects are asked to choose the alternative they would 

normally prefer. Within the scale are three subscales: serious- 

mindedness, planning orientation and arousal avoidance, each consisting 

of 14 items. Telic responses are awarded a score of one point and "not 

sure" responses score half a point. An individual's score is computed 

for each of the three subscales and the scores added together to obtain 

the overall telic dominance score. A complete version of the scale is 

provided in Appendix B. 5. 

Test-Retest Reliability 

Murgatroyd (1983) reported four test-retest reliability studies 

with four different groups of subjects. These subject groups included: 

(1) 32 students and staff of a psychology department; 

(2) 48 part-time students aged between 17 and 35 attending a 
technical college; 

(3) 32 undergraduate psychology students aged 18; 

(4) 15 housewives aged between 28 and 38 attending a leisure 

education programme. 
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Time intervals between the administrations of the TDS varied 
between groups; the shortest time interval was 6 hours (1) and the 

longest 12 months (4) . Pearson correlation coefficients were calculated 

as shown in Table 3. 

TART. 3. Test-Retest reliability studies of the TDS for differing 
periods of elapsed time (from Hurgatroyd, 1983). 

TIME SUB-SCALE INTER-CORRELATIONS 
BETWEEN 

GROUP TESTS N SERIOUS PLANNER AVOIDER 

1 6 hours 32 . 952* . 803* . 872* 
2 6 weeks 48 . 605* . 773* . 790* 
3 6 months 32 . 634* . 702* . 711* 
4 12 months 15 . 632* . 677* . 698* 

indicates correlations reaching statistical significance at 
p<0.01 level. 

The correlations were all found to be statistically significant at 

p<0.01 level, indicating that the TDS has a high test-retest 

reliability, at least within the 12-month time period. Furthermore, the 

alpha coefficients of the subscales have been shown to be in the range 

. 655 to . 837 and are therefore satisfactory. Murgatroyd (1983) and 

Gallacher, Phillips and Apter (1983) have also reported satisfactory 

aýpha coefficients. 

In the studies reviewed by Murgatroyd (1983), no significant 

differences between male and female subjects in TDS scores were 

identified using t-tests. (In the present research any such differences 

are avoided because all subjects are male). 

Little previous published work has been carried out on sports 

populations, but Kerr (1987c) found differences in the telic dominance 

characteristics of "professional", "serious amateur" and "recreational" 
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sports performers. Kerr and van Lienden (1987) also investigated the 

motivational characteristics of "masters athletes" and found them to be 

similar to the characteristics of the professionals in the earlier 

study. In a cross-cultural study, no significant differences were found 

in TDS subscale scores between top level rugby players from four 

different countries (Kerr, in press-c). In addition, Svebak and Kerr 

(in press) investigated impulsivity and sport preference in samples of 

Australian subjects. The results indicated that impulsivity and 

paratelic dominance are associated with subjects' preference for and 

participation in different types of sports. 

(5) Telic State Measure (TSM; Svebek & Murgatroyd, 1985) 

The Telic State Measure (TSM; Svebak & Murgatroyd, 1985) ,a 
derivative of the TDS, was designed to measure the extent to which 

subjects maintained their dominant state in an experimental situation. 

The measure is comprised of four questions which ask respondents to 

estimate (1) how serious or playful they felt, (2) how far they would 

have preferred to plan ahead or be spontaneous, (3) how aroused they 

felt, (4) the level of arousal which they would have preferred. Each of 

the four questions is followed by a six-point rating scale with 

defining adjectives at each end (serious-playful, preferred planned- 

preferred spontaneous, low arousal-high arousal, preferred low arousal- 

preferred high arousal). Low scores are concomitant with the telic 

state and high scores with the paratelic state. The fifth item, the 

discrepancy between preferred and actual levels of arousal, is computed 

by subtracting felt arousal from preferred arousal (i. e. score on item 

4 minus the score on item 3) and can therefore be positive or negative. 

Details of the measure are provided in Appendix B. 6. 

The TSM has previously been used in combination with 

psychophysiological measures (e. g. Svebak, 1984) or structured 

interviews conducted blind to the TSM results (e. g. Svebak & 

Murgatroyd, 1985). In the present research, the TSM is used in 

combination with the Stress-Arousal Checklist (SACL; Mackay et al., 
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1978; Cox & Mackay, 1985) to measure mood in specific situations (e. g. 

pre and post performance) Although Svebak and Murgatroyd (1985) 

pinpointed some difficulties in the use of the TSM, they claim it was 

effective in their multi-method approach. Whether this effectiveness 

will be repeated in the present research remains to be seen, and the 

inclusion of the measure here allowed a further test of its 

effectiveness to be carried out, in the sporting context. 

Stress-Arousal Checklist (SACL; Mackay et al., 1978; Cox & Mackay, 

1985) 

Thayer (1967), following factor analysis of American undergraduate 

student responses to a number of adjectives which described varying 

levels of arousal, developed one of the first instruments designed to 

measure self-reported arousal, or "activation". Later revision (Thayer, 

1975) of this instrument, known as the Act ivation-Deactivation 

Adjective Checklist (AD-ACL), led to the addition of two adjectives to 

the "high activation scale", one of the four original dimensions, and 

another dimension, the "deactivation-sleep" factor, became bipolar. 

Use of the AD-ACL in research studies with British populations 

(see e. g. Mackay, 1980) proved only partially successful due, it was 

thought, to cross-cultural difficulties in the interpretation of some 

of the adjectives. Mackay et al. (1978) replaced the problematic 

adjectives with more cultural-specific adjectives and, using a large 

sample of British undergraduates, they carried out both oblique and 

orthogonal rotation on the subsequent data. Two bipolar factors, 

labelled stress and arousal (rather than Thayer's four monopolar 

factors) were identified. The current version of this scale, the 

Stress-Arousal Checklist (SACL; a full version of which is provided in 

Appendix B. 7) contains the 30 adjectives with the strongest factor 

loadings, shown in Table 4. 
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TABLE 4. Distribution of adjectives across factors (from 
Kackay et al., 1978). 

STRESS 

Positive (10) Negative 

AROUSAL (12) 

Positive (7) Negative (5) 

Tense 
Apprehensive 
Worried 
Bothered 
Uneasy 
Dejected 
Nervous 
Distressed 
Up-tight 
Jittery 

Relaxed 
Restful 
Peaceful 
Cheerful 
Contented 
Pleasant 
Comfortable 
Calm 

Drowsy 
Tired 
Idle 
Sluggish 
Sleepy 

Active 
Energetic 
Vigorous 
Alert 
Lively 
Stimulated 
Activated 

Cox and Mackay (1985) in a paper which replied to questions 

raised by Cruikshank (1984) about the structure and use of the SACL, 

provided additional data and evidence in support of this instrument. 

The use of the "? " response (see Appendix B. 7) as a response category 

with the dual purpose of covering any difficulty on the part of the 

respondent in understanding an adjective or any uncertainty about it 

accurately describing their current mood, was criticised by Cruikshank. 

Cox and Mackay (1985) argued that Cruikshank's criticism was invalid, 

but important in this context was the question, addressed by them, as 

to the proportion of the variance in the "? " response attributable to 

uncertainty and non-comprehension. 

In a subsequent study reported by Cox and Mackay (1985) , adult 

female workers (n=100) completed the checklist twice in two hours and 

the data was analysed to establish the frequency and repeat 

endorsements with which subjects marked the "? " response. The frequency 

of "? " response usage was found to be similar to that reported by 

Cruikshank (1984) (i. e. Time 1: Mean=13.6% SD=5.4; Time 2: Mean=11.7% 

SD=2.9). Repeat endorsements over the two-hour time peric4 were found 

to be very low (Mean=4.4% SD=2.1). Sixty-two per cent of the sample did 
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not use repeat endorsements of any "? " category. of those remaining, 
29% used from one to four repeat endorsements,, and 8% used five or 

more. Cox and Mackay (1985) claim that it was unlikely that a worker's 

understanding of the meaning of an adjective would change significantly 

over a two-hour time period and conclude from the findings that the 

contribution of non -comprehension to the "? " response category is 

somewhat limited, although Cox and Mackay (1985) do accept the 

recognised problem that, in any subject sample, some lack of 

understanding of the adjectives in a checklist is likely. 

Details from the Cruikshank (1984) and Cox and Mackay (1985) 

papers are provided to illustrate that the SACL has been subject to 

rigorous examination. In this case, the examination took the form of a 

debate which may prove beneficial in drawing attention to the strengths 

(and possible weaknesses) of the instrument. 

Test-retest reliability 

Cox, Mackay and Page (1982) have shown the reliability 

coefficients of the SACL to be acceptable: arousal 0.82, stress 0.80. 

Cox and Mackay (1985) point out that inability to report feelings may 

be characteristic of a "disordered psychophysiological state" and lead 

to a problem of uncertainty concerning mood (see previous section). As 

a result they scored the frequency of the "? " responses and reported 

the split-half reliability coefficient for such a "? " scale as 0.89. 

Although not used previously in the sPOrts context, the validity 

of the SACL has been confirmed in a number of clinical and occupational 

studies (e. g. Burrows, Cox & Simpson, 1977; Cox, Thirlaway & Cox, 1982; 

Graveling, Simpson, Mabey, Flux, Hodge & Leamon, 1980; Ray & 

Fitzgibbon, 1981). In these studies, the SACL has proved particularly 

useful for the measurement of mood in ongoing situations. Several 

different paradigms have been used (e. g. Watts, Cox & Robson, 1983), 

and these studies incorporated the repeated administration of 

checklists to map changes over time, or before and after a specific 

task (Cox, Mackay & Page, 1982) . To minimise practice effects in 
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studies such as these, the checklist adjectives are presented in 

different order on colour-coded sheets. 

Recent studies have underlined the scale's versatility in a number 

of vastly different situations, including life on Antarctica 

(McCormick, Taylor, Rivilies & Cazes, 1985), arousal determinants of 

smoking (Surawy, Stepney & Cox, 1985) , and the measurement of stress 

and arousal during childbirth (Wilson-Evered & Stanley, 1986). 

PHYSIOLOGICAL "KEASURES' OF AROUSAL 

A number of putative physiological measures of arousal (and 

stress) have been developed. These include electroencephalographic 

(EEG) measurement, along with other autonomic indicants of arousal 

level such as skin conductance, palmar sweating, changes in heart rate 

or blood pressure, changes in respiration and changes in muscle 

tension. In addition, the catecholamines, adrenaline and noradrenaline 

(epinephrine and norepinephrine), chemicals released by the autonomic 

nervous system, have been used to monitor arousal levels. 

Cox (1985) has criticised the use of supposed physiological 

measures in the context of stress research, arguing that there cannot 

be direct physiological measures of stress, but rather physiological 

correlates of stress. His arguments are based on contemporary stress 

theory. Beginning with the notion (Lazarus, 1966) that stress, a 

complex psychological state, can be attributed to the individual's 

cognitive appraisal and exists as a result of the individual's 

recognition of his inability to cope with a particular situation, Cox 

(1985) goes on to argue that this in turn is likely to result in 

negative feelings of discomfort or unpleasantness (Kagan, 1975). Indeed 

there are thought to be four factors (Cox & Mackay, 1981; Cox, 1984) 

involved in this process of appraisal. These include: the demands 

placed on an individual; the personal resources (characteristics, 

skills and ability) with which the individual can meet those demands; 

the constraints that the individual must operate under when attempting 
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to cope and the support received from others during the coping process. 
Important here is the perception of the individual as to whether a 
discrepancy exists between the levels of demand and his or her ability 
to cope, and stress may only exist if the individual perceives the 
discrepancy as significant (Sells, 1970). 

As Cox (1985) points out, "the classic stressful situation is one 
in which the person's resources are not well matched to the level of 
demand and where there are constraints on coping and little social 

support. Stress, itself, is an individual psychological state. It is to 

do with the person's perception of the (work) environment and the 

(emotional) experience of it". The whole point of Cox's (1985) argument 
hinges around the concept of stress, described above, as concerned with 
individual perception and experience and being essentially 

psychological in nature. Consequently, he feels there can be nýýrect 

physiological measures of stress, only physiological correlates of 

stress. 

An attempt was made in the second study (see Chapter 4) to 

incorporate a physiological indicant of arousal (heart rate) into the 

research design. The electrocardiogram (ECG) is commonly used to 

monitor heart rate. A more recent and more versatile development with 

respect to measuring heart rate during movement has been the 

manufacture of the "Medilog recorder". The recorder is capable of 

recording on magnetic audio tape for up to 24 hours. The manufacturers 

claim that the size of the recorder and its light weight (400 gs) means 

that it can be carried by the subject without restricting movement. 

Although there had been no reports of its use for the measurement 

of heart rate during squash play or even racquet sport-type tasks, it 

had been planned to use the device as a means of measuring changes in 

heart rate in part of this research. After an unsuccessful "dry run" 

during a pilot study (see Appendix A), this proved impossible and 

unfortunately its use in the main study had to be abandoned. However, 

for completeness, a short review of research on sports populations 
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which attempted to measure physiological correlates of arousal is 

presented below. 

Ryan (1962) used a balance stabilometer and galvanic skin response 
(GSR) measurements on two groups of 20 subjects divided on the basis of 
high and low responses to skin conductance measurements. In all, five 

different skin conductance measurements were taken and in every case, 

apart from initial conductance, performance was significantly better 

for the group with higher conductance. Lakie (1967) investigated the 

relationship between GSR, task difficulty and feeling, emotion and 

motivation. The results, after testing 39 subjects, indicated larger 

GSR readings for tasks anticipated by the subjects as more difficult. 

Also, a higher mean GSR score was recorded for the " success -motivated 

group" on the more difficult tasks. 

Harmon and Johnson (1952) carried out a research study on the 

emotional aspects of athletic sports contests. The subjects of the 

study were the Boston University American football team, with testing 

taking place just prior to each game during the 1949 season. 

Measurements included galvanic skin response, pulse rate and systolic 

and diastolic blood pressure. Using these physiological indicators of 

changes in arousal, the authors were able to show that the best game of 

the season was played when the team was most highly aroused and that 

the team played extremely poorly when the team registered low arousal 

levels. 

Burwitz, Jakeman and Smith (1982) underlined the work of Elmadjian 

(1957) who examined adrenaline release during competition using tennis, 

basketball and professional hockey players along with amateur boxers as 

subjects. The results indicated that adrenaline was released both prior 

to and during competition. Daniels and Chosy (1972) incorporated 13 

middle-distance runners who took part in the 1968 U. S. trials as 

subjects, for whom epinephrine release was compared on race and 

training days. The findings indicated that the amount of epinephrine 

released was always greater on race days. The distinction between 

epinephrine and norepinephrine in terms of function was also apparent. 
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Norepinephrine was found to be concerned with the card-Jovascular 
demands of running, whilst the release of epinephrine seemed connected 
to the mental demands of the activity. 

ANALYSIS OF DATA 

The majority of data was collected using an ANOVA design or 

paradigm and was subject to statistical analysis using that technique. 

This statistical procedure was warranted because in most cases there 

was random allocation of subjects to conditions. The only exception was 

where subjects were categorised according to skill level. Generally, 

the data from different groups were compared for homogeneity of 

variance using within groups ANOVA designs. Where this requirement was 

obviously not satisfied, data were suitably transformed. The first 

study was based on a correlational design and was therefore an 

exception to this overall strategy. 

SUPOIARY 

The discussion in this chapter has been concerned with the methods 

used to gather information about what were considered the more 

important psychological ingredients of squash play. of special concern 

were those factors which might cause performance to be enhanced or 

hindered. Consequently, a research strategy was adopted which examined 

pre-competition psychological preparation and on-going psychological 

strategies during play. In addition, the research strategy had to allow 

players' reactions to the performance of squash tasks and to 

competitive play to be measured. Measurement was concerned with the 

effect of arousal on performance and, in particular, the individual's 

experience of that arousal in relation to hedonic tone. Other 

personality and attentional assessments, along with the comparison of 

players at different ability levels, were incorporated. In the next 

three chapters, comprehensive reports of each of the individual studies 

have been presented. 
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CHAPTER 3 

STUDY 1: PSYCHOLOGICAL PREPARATION FOR COMPETITIVE SQUASH 

INTRODUCTION 

Increasing attention is being paid in the sports psychology 
literature to psychological preparation prior to and during sports 

performance (e. g. Unestahl, 1982) . Cratty and Davis (1984) stated that: 

"The mental lives of athletes differ from the usual types of 
mental activity reported by the non-athlete in several ways. 
For the most part, the tensions inherent in sport prompt them 
to spend an inordinate amount of time engaged in thought 
about their source of achievement. These thoughts literally 
'take over' their conscious life, especially during the days 
of important or intense competitions. " (p. 327). 

A major debate surrounds the nature of mental preparation. It 

focusses on whether preparation should have an arousal-increasing 

("psyching-up") or an arousal-decreasing (relaxation) effect. 

Proponents of the first approach tend to base their views on early 

versions of drive theory, which considers that performance 4s directly 

facilitated by increases in arousal or drive. Research work by Harmon 

and Johnson (1952) and, more recently, by Fiorini (1978) and Barry 

(1979), with elite athletes, has produced results which support this 

approach. Rushall (1979) was in no doubt when he stated clearly that 

"the more aroused is the elite athlete, the better will be the 

performance. This to the writer's satisfaction is a fact. " (p. 56). 

Proponents of the second approach base their views on optimal 

arousal theory, which considers the relationship between arousal and 

performance to represented by an inverted-U curve (e. g. Hebb, 1955; 
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Fiske & Maddi, 1961; and, in relation to sport, Martens, 1974; Landers, 

1978). To a large extent, this latter approach has dominated and, in an 

effort to maximise performance without exceeding the point of optimal 

arousal, research work has concentrated on providing athletes with a 

means of controlling and reducing their arousal levels: meditation 

(e. g. Layman, 1978), progressive relaxation (e. g. Nideffer & Deckner, 

1970), biofeedback (e. g. Bird, 1980) and hypnosis (e. g. Johnson, 1961). 

The implication is that sports performers tend to be over-aroused or 

too anxious immediately prior to competitive events and that they 

should employ techniques to reduce this state. Casual observation 

suggests that this is not the universal condition, and is an 

oversimplification of what happens in practice. 

Important differences may exist between elite or highly skilled 

athletes and beginners or less-trained athletes in relation to 

preparation effects (see for example, Clark, 1960; Decaria, 1977) . 
Clark (1960) studied three groups of subjects, categorised according to 

previous experience, to determine whether mental practice, when 

substituted for physical practice in the development of a basketball 

shooting skill, resulted in an improvement of that skill. The findings 

indicated that a certain level of motor experience was necessary before 

the effects of mental practice were maximised. Decaria (1977), using 

novice and intermediate gymnasts as subjects, found that mental 

rehearsal (a combination of progressive relaxation training and mental 

practice) modestly enhanced the gymnastic performance of the 

intermediate, but not-the novice subjects. In addition, results from 

both groups showed cumulative, but not immediate, decreases in self- 

reported performance anxiety. However, the number of subjects used by 

Decaria (1977) was small (n=10). 

According to Rushall (1979), it is important that skills are 

conceptually well-established and practised. He concluded that: 

"It is most likely that athletes who traJi. -n and consistently 
perform mental rehearsal of the many activities associated 
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with their sport will achieve higher levels of performance 
than athletes who only train. " (p. 104). 

He suggested that imagJ&. ng prepares the body and mind for activity 

and serves as the main mechanism for maintaining attentional control on 

task-relevant factors. Mental rehearsal is considered beneficial, not 

only with short duration physical skills (e. g. "shooting a basket"; 

Clark, 1960), but also when used prior to and during complex and 

extended duration events (e. g. a swimming race; Rushall, 1970). For 

instance, Rushall (1979), using squash as an example, suggested that in 

spite of the progressive changes which take place whilst a game like 

squash is in progress, it is still possible to incorporate mental 

rehearsal techniques. Rushall emphasised six points about mental 

rehearsal, first identified by Baroga (1973) in his study of weight 

lifters. Four of these are directly relevant to the present study: 

"(1) Mediocre athletes concentrate on factors other than 
performance factors. 

(2) Elite athletes mentally rehearse the exact skill in a 
successful manner. 

(3) The imagery of elite athletes has exact motor patterns 
which are of similar form and temporal relationship to 
the skill. 

(4) The rehearsal time is constant and longer for elite 
athlete whereas, it is shorter and more varied for 

mediocre athletes. " 

In view of Rushall's suggestion that the use of mental rehearsal 

techniques is Possible in squash, but given the lack of scientific data 

with regard to psychological preparation for this game, it seemed wise 

to begin the present project by exploring pre-match psychological 

states and the preparation strategies used by squash players at 

different levels of playing ability. 
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Design and analysis 

This study was based on a correlational design, with some 

opportunity to compare different groups of subjects on the basis of 

nationality and skill level. Some data were continuous, some were 

categorical and others were derived from free report. Generally 

speaking, one way analyses of variance carried out using SPSS 

(Morrison, 1982) were used to examine effects of group membership on 

the continuous variables, while cross -tabulation procedures (Chi 

square) were used for analysis of the categorical variables. Subjects' 

comments and opinions were appraised separately and used as 

supplementary information to support, or otherwise, the statistical 

findings. 

Subjects 

Canadian (n=35) and British (n=29) male squash players volunteered 

to be subjects in this study. Their mean age was 25.3 (SD=5.7) years. 

The subjects were chosen at random from members of a British university 

and a private Canadian squash club, of roughly equal standing in their 

respective sports communities. Two experienced squash coaches, with 

personal knowledge of the respective players, assisted in subdividing 

the subjects into groups of similar playing ability. These groups were 

labelled "novice" (n=23), "average" (n=22) and "skilled" (n=19). The 

members of the skilled and average groups played competitive squash on 

a regular basis, at different levels, in their respective area leagues. 

The novice group, although reasonably competent, were by comparison of 

a substantially lower skill level. Subjects who had previously agreed 

to take part in the study were approached at their sporting venue after 

playing and asked to complete the squash questionnaire. 
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Measures 

The squash questionnaire (see Appendix B. 1 and Chapter 2) was used 
in this study to provide biographical information about the squash 
players in the sample and details of their psychological state and 
psychological preparation prior to and during competitive play. 

RESULTS AND COMMENTARY 

There were no detectable differences between the responses of 
British and Canadian players, and thus the data f rom these groups was 

collapsed. 

(1) Subject characteristics 

There were no significant differences in the ages of subjects 

across ability groups (F2,61-: 1.24, p=ns), however the age range for the 

novice group was not as large as for the other two groups. Predictably, 

the skilled and average groups had been playing for a significantly 

longer time than the novice groups (F2,61=4.91, p<0.01) (see Table 5). 

TABLE 5. Showing the age and time playing squash for the three 
ability groups. 

AGE (YEARS) TIME PLAYING SQUASH 
(YEARS) 

------------------ ------------------- 
GROUP N MEAN SD RANGE MEAN SD RANGE 

Skilled 19 26.7 6.3 25 7.1 4.5 16 

Average 22 26.3 6.0 23 6.2 4.9 16 

Novice 23 24.2 4.5 13 3.3 2.6 9 

ANOVA F2,61ý1.24, p=ns (1) F2,61=4.91, p<0.01 

(1) ns = not significant 
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The data on frequency of play were collapsed across "response 

categories" so that subjects playing less and more than twice a week 
could be compared. It was obvious that,, while the average group was 
split equally across categories, most of the skilled group played more 
and the majority of the novice group played less than twice per week 
(Chi square=7.79, df=2, p<0.05) (see Table 6). 

TABLE 6. Showing the frequency of play and self-assessment of playing 
ability for the three ability groups. 

FREý2UENCY OF PLAY SELF-ASSESSMENT RATING 

AGREEMENT 
WITH COA RATING 

<2 PER >2 PER 
GROUP N WEEK WEEK YES NO 

Skilled 19 7 12 
Skilled/ 34 7 

Average 22 11 11 Average 

Novice 23 18 5 Novice 7 16 

CHI SQUARE(+) 7.79, df=2, p<0.05 15.43, df=l, p<0.0001 

(+) Based on raw frequencies 

The self-assessment data from the skilled and average groups were 

also collapsed and, along with data from the novice group, were 

compared with the coaches' assessment of their playing ability. 

Although in general the subjects' self-assessment of their own ability 

for the skilled and average groups corresponded to the coaches' rating, 

the novice group's did not. A large proportion of the novice group 

overestimated their ability and considered themselves "average". 

Differences between groups were significant (Chi square=15.43, df=l, 

P<0.0001) (see Table 6). 
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(2) Level of anxiety and use of skental 
-preparation 

prior to play 

All groups reported only mild symptoms of anxiety (as frequently 

reported by other authors in the literature) prior to competition. The 

majority reported 0-3 symptoms out of a maximum possible score of 9, 

with no significant differences apparent between the mean scores for 

the different groups (F2,55`0.007, p=ns) . Considering the frequency of 

report, broken down by group, and by low (0-1) and moderate (2-5) level 

of symptoms, also revealed no significant differences (Chi square=5.39, 
df=10 P=ns) (see Table 7). 

A much higher proportion of the players stated that they prepared 

mentally prior to playing within the "skilled" category than within the 

plaverage" or "novice" groups. This difference was significant (Chi 

square=7.51, df=2, p<0.05). Those subjects who did not prepare mentally 

indicated that they did not consider -Jt necessary (see Table 7). 

TABLE 7. Showing the incidence of pre-gane anxiety symptoms 
and the use of mental preparation for the three 
ability groups. 

PRE-GAME ANXIETY 
SY14PTONS 

(possible max score--9) MENTAL PREPARATION 

------------------- 
GROUP N 0-1 2-5 USED NOT USED 

Skilled 19 7 12 15 4 

Average 22 8 14 8 14 

Novice 23 8 13 13 10 

CHI SQUARE 5.39, df=10, p=ns 7.51, df=2, p<0.05 
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The nature of psychological preparation 

These data related to those players who reported using some form 

of psychological preparation before play. Some 83% of these players 
believed that such preparation had a beneficial effect on performance. 

The different strategies described by the players were listed, 

discussed and grouped on the basis of similarity by a panel of sports 

psychologists and squash coaches. This exercise was conducted "blind"; 

the participants did not know the respondents' answers to any other 

question. Four groupings were produced, two related to arousal 

modulation and two to the more cognitive and strategic aspects of play: 

(1) calming (relaxing, calming down etc. ); (2) arousing (psyching up, 

increasing aggression, getting worked up, etc. ) ; (3) f ocuss ing 

(concentrating, keeping one's mind on the game, increasing attention 

etc. ); (4) planning (thinking the game through, planning strategies or 

tactics, rehearsing moves) (see Table 8). The distribution of responses 

by skill level is shown in Table 9. 

TABLE 8. Psychological strategies used by players 
in pre-game preparation 

TYPE STRATEGY N (36) % 

Arousal Calming 5 14 

Modulation ----------------------------- 
Arousing 10 28 

Cognitive Focussing 9 25 

Strategies ----------------------------- 
Planning 12 33 

There was some similarity in the distribution of responses across 

categories between the skilled and average groups, and these airrer 

somewhat from the novice group. As shown in Table 9, this difference is 

most obvious with respect to the "arousing" strategy. The frequencies 
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with which these two groups reported using arousing or non-arousing 
strategies were compared (Chi square=3.42, df=l, p<0.06). Some examples 
of the comments on "arousing" made by the novice players serve to 
illustrate their attitude: "I psych my confidence up and try to 

maintain a determination to win"; "I sometimes try a hate the opponent 
attitude"; "Sometimes I think of really having to win, must win". The 

nature and frequency of these comments contrasted with those recorded 
for "calming". There were no such comments provided by the novice 
players, and only a modest number by the skilled and average groups. 
The relatively small number of players who reported using calming (14% 

of all subjects of skilled or average ability) is consistent with the 
low levels of anxiety reported earlier. 

Despite this apparent difference by skill level in the actual use 

of arousal modulation strategies,, there was no overall difference in 

the f requenc. Jes with which the two groups used arousal modulation 

compared to cognitive strategies (Chi square=0.17, df=l, p=ns). 

TABLE 9. Showing collapsed raw scores, skilled/average and 
novice groups on "arousing" and other preparation 
strategies. 

AROUSAL COGNITIVE 
GROUP AROUSING OTEDER MODULATION STRATEGIES 

Skilled + 
Average 4 19 9 14 

Novice 6767 

CHI SQUARE 3.42, df=l, p<0.06 0.17, df=l p=ns 

The most obvious difference between skill levels in the reported 

use of these cognitive strategies appeared with respect to "planning": 

relatively more skilled and average players used planning elements in 

their preparation than did novice players (39 to 23%). Planning aspects 
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of preparation appeared to be the most important for the skilled 

players (40% reported using this form of preparation), as illustrated 

by the following comments: "I concentrate on my own game. I also think 

of my opponent and think of which way I will play him"; "Think through 

my opponent's strengths and weaknesses. Think of the strategy to be 

used". 

The majority of players from all three groups who used 

psychological preparation as part of their pre-game strategy stated 

that the nature of the preparation varied with the importance of the 

game and the level of ability of the opponent. Generally, psychological 

preparation was most intense prior to league or cup games, and against 

players perceived as superior. Most players also reported continuing to 

"think things through" during play (75%), however, relatively more 

skilled and average players (91%) reported doing so than did novice 

players (46%) . It is interesting to note from the examples of comments, 

made to themselves during games, that the novices concentrated on 

"arousing". A few of the comments of the skilled group also fell into 

this category, but a greater number fell into the planning category. 

The replies to the question "Have you experienced a situation where you 

were psyched up too much or too little" produced almost equal 

percentages in all three ability groups, indicating that they had all, 

with little exception, failed on occasions to prepare appropriately. 

DISCUSSION 

The results of this survey-based research indicated that about 

half the players questioned reported using some form of psychological 

preparation before games and believed it beneficial to their 

performance. Differences existed in that preparation, which appeared to 

be related to the skill or ability level of the players. A higher 

percentage of skilled players utilised psychological preparation than 
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did average or novice players, and there were significant differences 
in the length of time and frequency of playing squash which might have 
influenced the development of those strategies. 

The pre-game data suggested that players were often not satisfied 

with their pre-competition state. However, the low level of anxiety 
identified by self-report of pre-game symptoms suggested that arousal- 
inducing rather than arousal-reducing procedures would be more 
appropriate if arousal modul. ation was a part of psychological 

preparation. The symptoms listed in this question have been frequently 

cited in the literature and used elsewhere as indicants of anxiety. 
Bearing in mind theoretical issues raised in Chapter 1, it should be 

possible for players to be highly aroused without being anxious. As 

pointed out in Chapter 2, this question is clearly dealing with 

physiological indicants of high levels of arousal, some of which may be 

evoked in exciting as well as in anxiety-provoking situations. To this 

extent, the results do not necessarily mean that those players not 

reporting symptoms of high arousal are not highly aroused, but rather 

that this level of arousal is not disruptive. Logically, this does not 

preclude them from feeling alert and highly aroused. There is no 

evidence that they have progressed over the top of the inverted-U 

curve, past the "optimal point", and therefore arousal reducing 

techniques cannot be recommended. 

As would be expected from the previous finding, the majority of 

players who did prepare did not use relaxation or calming strategies 

(86%) . Previous research carried out by Sanderson and Gilchrist (1982) 

on competitive squash players had found no relationship between pre- 

match anxiety and performance. Referring back to the section in 

Chapter 1, where a case was made for relaxation to be recognised as 

fecting arousal, these only one of the four possible options for af., 

findings to some extent provide support for such a view. 

Many of the novice players who attempted to prepare concentrated 

on arousing strategies and, even when this was unsuccessful, continued 

with them. In contrast to the skilled and average groups, relatively 
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fewer novice players seemed concerned about concentration and attention 
in planning aspects of play. The most important aspect of preparation 
for the skilled and average groups was the planning (cognitive) 
dimension. The results obtained with the novice group go some way to 

reinforce the points made by Baroga (1973) for weight lifters. 

Specifically, he described mediocre athletes as "concentrating on 
factors other than performance factors", which is in agreement with the 

novice group's lack of concern for factors other than the arousing 
dimension. Also, work undertaken by Hughes (1986), reported earlier, 
had shown that recreational players were not accurate enough in their 

shots to sustain tactical plans, thus suggesting, perhaps, that before 

4nexperienced players can think about tactical and strategical elements 

of performance a degree of technical expertise must be acquired. Unlike 

the novices, where arousal seemed to be uncontrolled and undirected, 

the skilled and average players were also concerned with other 

performance factors. Although the squash players who comprised the 

skilled group could not be considered as entirely compatible with the 

elite athletes in Baroga's study, there was evidence to suggest that, 

like them, the skilled and average squash players were very conscious 

of planning considerations. A model showing the elements of 

psychological preparation for competitive squash identified in this 

study is offered in Fig. 7. 

In retrospect, it would have been advantageous to have examined 

the personality characteristics of the different groups of subjects in 

this study. This might have identified differences between ability 

groups with respect to, for example, skilled players' orientation to 

planning, either in the general sense or in specific situations 

concerned with competitive play in squash. The different cognitive 

strategies used by the players at different levels of ability in their 

pre-game psychological preparation warrant further investigation. For 

instance, a large proportion of the novice players in this study failed 

to change to a different strategy even when a particular strategy 

proved unsuccessful. By examining the attentional strategies or styles 

of players of different ability, it may be possible to elicit more 

specific information about the contribution of cognitive processes to 
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success in squash. In a more structured way, measures of personality 
and attentional style were included in Study 2, with the aim of adding 
to the understanding of the psychological processes involved in 

competitive play. 

SUP94ARY 

A degree of support for Rushall's view expressed earlier was 

provided by the findings from this study. Whilst not necessarily the 

correct approach for every player, for many of these players, high 

levels of arousal are an implicit and important element in both 

psychological preparation and subsequent performance. The data on pre- 

game anxiety and arousal suggest that the use of arousal reducing 

techniques in Pre-competition preparation, whilst possibly appropriate 

elsewhere, with other sports, -Js not appropriate with squash players. 

On the other hand, only a relatively small proportion (20%) of skilled 

players in this study attempted to increase their levels of arousal. It 

is therefore concluded that deliberate arousal modulation is not a 

necessary part of the psychological preparation for squash, although 

some players do attempt it. It might be that arousal increases during 

games as a natural consequence of play. The next study set out to 

obtain a clearer picture of arousal effects by studying individuals 

performing squash tasks under game-like conditions. 
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CHAPTER 4 

STUDY 2: COGNITION AND HOOD IN REIATION TO THE PERFORMANCE OF SQUASH 
TASKS 

INTRODUCTION 

In the light of arguments about the "ecological" validity of 
experimental techniques in sports psychology research (Whiting, 1972; 
Glencross, 1978; Martens, 1979), it was decided that the experimental 
analysis of squash performance could provide a valid example of applied 
field research. Squash players could be required to perform skills in 
familiar, realistic surroundings, but at the same time, because of the 

enclosed nature of a squash court, the conditions under which they did 

so could be relatively tightly controlled. This scenario could, for 

example, provide a context in which task difficulty might be 

manipulated and its effects studied. 

Study 1 examined the psychological preparation strategies of 
"novice", "average" and "skilled" squash players prior to and during 

competitive play. The study found that clear differences existed in 

pre-competitive preparation which were related to the skill level of 

the players. Such a study posed questions concerning both the reactions 

of these different groups of players to the actual game,, and their 

performance. In other studies, the "reactions" of players have usually 

been conceptualised and measured in terms of changes in anxiety 

(e. g. Klavora, 1978) Although closely related to "arousal", the 

concept of anxiety is fundamentally different. "Anxiety" refers to 

behaviour along two dimensions, those of intensity and quality, and 

suggests some cognitive activity by the individual. The term "anxiety" 

also has negative connotations. "Arousal", on the other hand, has only 

intensity. It is not inherently pleasant or unpleasant, but may attract 

such "hedonistic" overtones, depending on the degree to which the 

actual level of arousal is appropriate to that required for effective 

behaviour (Cox, Thirlaway & Cox, 1982). 
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Due to the complex nature of the interaction between arousal and 
performance, the chosen methods of measurement should interfere with 
the performance process as little as possible. In addition, in order to 
take account of situational factors, arousal levels should be monitored 
as close in time to the actual performance as possible. In order to 
fulfil these requirements, self-report measures have been designed 

which require a reasonably short time for completion, administered pre 
and post performance. It was thought that this procedure would not 
affect the responses of players involved in the performance of a squash 
task. 

Task difficulty is known to be an important intervening variable 
in the complex relationship between arousal and performance. Following 

the arguments of optimal arousal theory, several authors have suggested 

that the range of optimal arousal associated with maximum performance 
%"AV4a Aot 

decreases with increases in task difficulty (e. g. vFiske & Maddi, 1961; 

Landers, 1978) Martens (1977, p. 125) has proposed that the 

combination of greater physical energy requirements and increased 

levels of task difficulty (conditions which exist in many sports) will 

restrict the range of optimal arousal st. 411 further. 

Linked in with these arguments is the notion that increases in 

arousal levels produces attentional narrowing in performance tasks 

(Easterbrook, 1959). However, other research undertaken by, for 

example, Broadbent (1971) , Naatanen (1973) and Kahneman (1973) has 

indicated that interactions between arousal and attention are more 

complicated than Easterbrook's hypothesis suggests. Eysenck (1982, 

p. 53) points out that Easterbrook's hypothesis conceptualises 

narrowing of attention under high arousal conditions as a passive and 

automatic process, and argues that a more accurate view would consider 

attentional narrowing as a "an active coping response". However, the 

ideas proposed by Easterbrook have been influential and used as the 

foundation of several, more recent, theoretical approaches. An example 

is the work of Nidef f er (1976) , which is of ten ref erred to in sports 

psychology literature. 
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It had been hoped to incorporate the use of the Medilog heart rate 
recorder to provide an additional physiological correlate of arousal in 

this study. Oxford Medical Systems, the manufacturers of the Medilog 
2-24 heart rate recorder, claim that the instrument was designed 

especially for use with mobile subjects. For this reason it was thought 

that it would be particularly useful for measuring heart rate with 

squash players. However, prior to the experimental procedure being 

finalised, a small scale pilot experiment (see Appendix A) was carried 

out to pinpoint possible problems in the experimental set-up. Heart 

rate recordings obtained during the pilot study proved unsuitable for 

analysis. This was thought to be due to a combination of factors 

affecting electrode contact, including the vigorous nature of the 

movements involved and the effect of perspiration after warm-up. 

Consequently, it was reluctantly decided to abandon attempts to obtain 

physiological data in this experiment. 

It may be worth noting that, whilst disappointing, the fact that 

the Medilog recorder could not be used resulted in subjects being able 

to perform the squash tasks in a completely unrestricted manner, and 

some subjects did report that their movements had been restricted to 

some degree by the electrode leads. In addition it is likely that, for 

some subjects, going through the process of having the apparatus 

attached might have brought about a change in mood state. This in turn 

might have affected their experience of the situation, thus possibly 

affecting performance. 

The present study concerned possible changes in self-reported mood 

during the performance of a squash-related practice task by players of 

varying levels of competence. Task difficulty was investigated as an 

independent variable, while individual differences beyond playing 

ability were assessed using the Eysenck EPI (Eysenck, 1964) and the 

Nideffer TAIS (Nideffer, 1976). It was hypothesised that not only would 

there be the expected differences in performance, confirming the 

categor4sation of players, but that these would be related to the way 

in which subjects coped with the squash task (style) and reacted to it 
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(mood) . The obvious prediction was that skilled players would show 
different attentional style to the other ability groups and react more 
positively to the situation. 

METHOD 

Subjects 

The participants were informed volunteers from among staff and 

student squash players at a British university. They were assigned to 

three groups, labelled "skilled", "average" and "novice", on the basis 

of playing ability. Playing ability was assessed in conjunction with an 

experienced squash coach. All the subjects were male (n=40) and ranged 
in age from 18 to 37 years, with a median of 20.9 years (Mean=22.6, 

SD=4.4). Although there was no significant difference between groups 

with respect to age, the age breakdown by group was as shown in 

Table 10. 

TABLE 10. Mean age, range and standard deviations for squash 
ability groups. 

GROUP N RANGE MEAN SD 

Skilled 13 19-37 yrs. 24.2 (5.9) 
Average 13 18-30 yrs. 22.6 (2.8) 
Novice 14 19-27 yrs. 21.2 (2.7) 

Design 

A factorial design was employed to investigate the effects of task 

difficulty on the psychological state of the players. In addition to 
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level of skill, there were two other factors with repeated measures on 
the second. The first factor was the difficulty of the task, (easy vs. 
difficult), and the second factor time of testing on the various 
measures. Half the subjects in the skilled, average and novice groups 
completed task 1 (easy), then task 2 (difficult), and the other half 

completed task 2 (difficult) first and then task 1 (easy) . Effects of 
task difficulty on performance were also examined. 

Squash: situation and task 

A standard-sized squash court with the regulation markings was 

used in this experiment. It was modified by the placement of additional 

markings to highlight target areas. The additional markings, in red 

marking tape (shown in Figs. 8a and 8b) , were placed on both sides of 
the courts to accommodate right and left handed squash players. 
Subjects were permitted to use their own squash racquets, but squash 
balls (yellow dot) were provided. 

Following discussions with two experienced squash coaches, a 

realistic practice task was designed with two levels of difficulty. It 

was based on a common technique in squash - the forehand shot close to 

the side wall which lands in the rear corner of the court. (The closer 

the shot is to the side wall and the rear corner, the more difficulty 

the opponent has in making a return shot). It is also common practice 

for squash players daring a warm-up to repeatedly hit a number of these 

forehand shots down the same wall, endeavouring to keep the ball close 

to the wall and obtain "good length". 

(1) Easy Task Condition 

The target shown in Fig. 8a was subdivided into three areas, with 

the highest points score for the area closest to the side wall. 
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Subjects were required to strike this marked target area on the front 

wall of the squash court with 30 continuous forehand shots, hit from a 
position at the rear of the court. There was no time limit. If, for any 
reason, the ball went astray, subjects were instructed to collect the 
ball and begin again, adding to the score already attained until 30 

good shots were completed. The scores from successful shots were marked 
by an independent observer. 

(2) Difficult Task Condition 

Conditions were similar to those for the easy task, with one 

exception. Subjects were informed that each forehand shot had, 

preferably, to strike the target on the front wall and then the target 

in the rear corner of the court (see Fig. 8b) before being struck 

again. Subjects were told that they scored if their shots hit either or 

both targets. However, in order to facilitate analysis of the results 

and comparison between the two tasks only successful scores on the 

front wall target were used. 

The following measures were used in this study to obtain 

information about intervening variables: the Eysenck Personality 

Inventory (EPI; Eysenck, 1964) the Test of Attentional and 

Interpersonal Style (TAIS; Nidef f er, 1976) ; the Telic Dominance Scale 

(TDS; Murgatroyd et al. 1978) . In addit 4 on,, the Stress-Arousal 

Checklist (SACL; Mackay et al., 1978; Cox & Mackay, 1985) and the Telic 

State Measure (TSM; Svebak & Murgatroyd, 1985) were used to assess 

individual psychological states or responses before and after 

performance on the squash tasks. 
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Figs. 8a & b: Showing front wall and rear court targets used in the 
squash tasks (easy and difficult). 

NOME. See also Figs. A. la &b in Appendix A, which show a subject 
perforwing the squash task during the pilot study. 
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Procedure 

The study was executed in two stages (see Fig. 9). First, prior to 

the actual day of performing the squash tasks, the subjects completed 
the Eysenck Personality Inventory, the Test of Attentional and 
Interpersonal Style and the Telic Dominance Scale (see Chapter 2) 

administered on a group basis. Second, on the day of the experiment, 

wearing suitable squash clothing, subjects arrived at a quiet office 

near the squash courts where they were asked to complete the Stress- 

Arousal Checklist and the Telic State Measure, (see Chapter 2). Both 

measures were demonstrated to subjects, who were then given the 

opportunity to practice completing them. These data were not analysed. 

Following this, subjects were escorted to the squash court and informed 

of what was required in the two squash tasks. 

COKPLETE 14WD 
'TRAIT TYPE' ADJECTIVE. 

QUESTIONNAIRES aEUXXLISTS 

2 

WARMUP HOOD 
(5 KINS) ADjEcrrvE 

CHIEXXLISTS 

SQUASH 
TASK 

(EASY OR 
DIFFICULT) 

3 

SQUASH 
TASK "DOD 

2 ADJEX: TrVE 
(DIFFICULT 11 11 CHECKLISTS : 

OR EASY) 

Fig. 9. Diagrammatic representation of the experimental 
procedure. 

Subjects were allowed a five minute warm-up period. In the warm- 

up, subjects were requested to perform forehand shots to the front wall 

from a position at the centre-rear of the court, gradually moving 

closer to the side wall. After five minutes, subjects again completed 

the state measures and then engaged in the first squash task. Following 

this, subjects were requested to begin the second squash task, after 

which they again answered the state measures. 
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RESULTS AND CommEWARy 

(1) Attentional style 

In order to provide some structure to the information obtained 
from the subjects performing the squash tasks, an initial examination 

of the attentional subscales from the Nideffer (1976) test was 
undertaken. Profiles were constructed of the subjects comprising each 

of the skilled, average and novice groups. 

Differences between the three groups were tested using one-way 

ANOVA; where necessary, scores were transformed (x=y-x) before analysis. 

Using the raw data (see Table 11), significant differences between 

groups were identified on only one subscale, "information processing" 

(INFP), which measures the individual's ability to process stimulus 

information (F2,37=3.22, p=0.05). Skilled and novice players' mean 

scores on this subscale were lower than the mean score of the average 

players. 

Following a square root transformation of data to reduce 

heterogeneity of variance, two other subscales, "reduced attentional 

focus" (RED) (F2,37=2.99, p=0.06), and "broad internal attentional 

focus" (BIT) (F2,37=4.65, p=0.016), were shown to demonstrate 

significant or near significant differences between groups. The first 

of these subscales measures the tendency of individuals to make errors 

because they narrow their attention too much, and the second the 

ability to integrate ideas and information from several different 

sources effectively. The mean scores of the skilled and novice subjects 

were lower on the broad internal attentional focus subscale, but higher 

on the reduced attentional focus subscale, than the mean scores for 

average subjects. 
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TABLE 11. Showing a Suimkiry of subject" s scores on the attentional 
styles subscales f rcm Midef fer 's (1976) Test of Attentional 
and Interpersonal Style (TAIS). 

NIDEFFER 
ATTENTIONAL SCALES SIGNIFICANCE ErjrECTS 

BROAD EXTERNAL 
ATTENTIONAL FOCUS ns 
(BET) 

OVERLOADED BY 
EXTERNAL STIMULI ns 
(OET) 

BROAD INTERNAL *F2,37=4.65 SKILLED & NOVICE SCORES 
ATTENTIONAL FOCUS p=0.016 SIMILAR & LOWER T HAN 
(BIT) AVERAGE GROUP 

OVERLOADED BY 
INTERNAL STIMULI ns 
(OIT) 

NARROW ATTENTIONAL 
FOCUS (NAR) ns 

REDUCED *F2,37=2.99 SKILLED & NOVICE SCORES 
ATTENTIONAL FOCUS p=0.06 SIMILAR & HIGHER THAN 
(RED) AVERAGE GROUP 

INFORMATION 37=3.22 F2 SKILLED & NOVICE SCORES 
PROCESSING . , 

P=0.05 SIMILAR AND LOWER THAN 
(INFP) AVERAGE GROUP 

DATA TRANSFORMED 

ns = NON-SIGNIFICANT 

(2) Personality factors 

Skilled players exhibited higher levels of "self-esteem" (SES, 

Nideffer), "extraversion" (Eysenck) and "physical orientation" (P/0, 

Nidef f er) and lower levels of "introversJ on" (INT, Nidef f er) , 
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"neuroticism" (Eysenck) , "obsession" (OBS, Nidef f er) and "depression" 

(DEP, Nidef f er) , and showed greater tendency to express their feelings 

to others (PAE , Nidef f er) .A summary of the mean scores f or the skilled 

and novice groups on these subscales is shown in Table 12. This table 

is reproduced in Appendix C (Table C. 4.1) with data from three other 

non-sports samples taken from Nideffer (1977). 

TABLE 12. Mean personality subscale scores and standard 
deviations for the skilled and novice groups. 

PERSONALITY 
SUBSCALES SylIT. T. NOVICE 

NIDEFFER 23.1 19.9 

SELF ESTEEM (SES) (SD=7.1) (SD=4.8) 

EYSENCK 17.1 14.6 

EXTRAVERSION 4-+ (SD=4.0) (SD=2.9) 

NIDEFFER 31.9 28.4 

EXTROVERSION (EXT) (SD=5.8) (SD=5.1) 

NIDEFFER PHYSICAL 21.0 18.0 

ORIENTATION (P/0) (SD=3.9) (SD=3.5) 

NIDEFFER POSITIVE 24.3 19.4 

AFFECT EXPRESSION (PAE) (SD=3.4) (SD=2.7) 

NIDEFFER 16.5 

INTROVERSION (INT) (SD=3.3) 

EYSENCK 4.8 

NEUROTICISM (SD=2.4) 

NIDEFFER 14.5 

OBSESSIVE (OBS) (SD=4.2) 

18.4 
(SD= 3.7) 

8.4 
(SD= 3.8) 

15.7 
(SD= 3.8) 

NIDEFFER 4.5 6.7 

DEPRESSION * (DEP)+++ (SD=1.7) (SD=3.8) 

NIDEFFER NEGATIVE 12.9 12.9 

AFFECT EXPRESSION (NAE) (SD=3.8) (SD=3.3) 

* SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES BETWEEN GROUPS (p<0.05) 

++ DIFFERENCES BETWEEN GROUPS APPROACHING SIGNIFICANCE (p=0.06) 

+++ NOTE: The Nideffer depression subscale is not included 

in the list of 17 subscales as it forms part of 

the computation of the self esteem (SES) score. 
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No significant differences were found between skilled, average, 
and novice players on total telic dominance scores or any of the 
subscale scores (see Appendix C, Table C. 4.2). Planning orientation 
(F2,34""0.47, p=ns) , seriousmindedness (F2,34=2.08, P=ns) , arousal 
avoidance (F2,34=0.24, p=ns), total telic dominance (F2,34=0.43, P=ns). 
Total telic dominance scores reflected the individual total scores of 
players in all three groups, few of which fell at the paratelic end of 
the telic paratelic dimension. 

(3) Performance scores and order effects 

As might have been expected, skilled subjects scored higher 

(Mean=44, SD=8.56) than average subjects (Mean=33, SD=7.85) who scored 
higher than novice subjects (Mean=28, SD=9.12). 

An interesting finding from the squash task performance scores was 
that subjects completing the tasks in the order task 1 (easy) then 

task 2 (difficult) scored significantly higher on task 2 than subjects 

completing task 2 before task 1. Scores on the difficult task were 

better after practice on the easy task. Subjects completing the tasks 

in reverse order (i. e. task 2 then task 1) showed no differences in 

scores across tasks. However, this pattern of differences was least 

obvious for the skilled group (see Tables 13 and 14). 

TABLE 13. Showing the relationship between task order and 
performance. 

TASK ORDER TASK NO. N MEAN SD 

TASK 1/TASK 2 Tl 22 34.68 (10.45) 
TASK 1/TASK 2 T2 22 40.05 (11.09) 

TASK 2/TASK 1 Tl 18 32.83 (8.22) 
TASK 2/TASK 1 T2 18 32.11 (11.49) 
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A two-way analysis of variance was used to examine the performance 

scores. As predicted and shown in Table 14, significant differences 

between groups were obtained. 

TABLE 14. Sumary of two-way analysis of v iance scores showing 
group differences on performance. 

SOURCE ss df ms Fp 

GROUP 3446.21 2,34 1723.10 20.20 0.000 

ORDER 473.73 1,34 473.73 5.55 0.020 

GROUP X ORDER 315.43 2,34 157.72 1.85 ns 

TASK 137.81 1,34 137.81 3.37 ns 

GROUP X TASK 70.47 2,34 35.23 0.86 ns 

ORDER X TASK 183.34 1,34 183.34 4.48 0.042 

GROUP X ORDER 149.98 2,34 74.99 1.83 ns 
X TASK 

(4) Self-reported mood (SACL) 

Initial arousal levels, as measured by the SACL, and partly 

determined by anticipation of what was required in the experiment, were 

high and were then maintained at those high levels throughout the test 

period (pre-session: Mean=10.8, SD=1.8; post-session: Mean=10.4, 

SD=2.0) . There were no significant differences between groupst 

(F2,34=2.42, p=ns). However, there were significant differences between 

the three groups in the levels of self-reported stress (see Table 15). 

There was no significant increase in self-reported stress across the 

test session for any of the groups, (F2,34=0.31, p=ns). 
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TABLE 15. Showing mean SACL stress levels. 

GROUP MEAN SD 

NOVICE 7.46 (3.43) 
AVERAGE 6.80 (4.74) 
SKILLED 3.65 (3.43) 

---------------------------------------- 
F2,34=3.37 P<0.05 

A definite pattern emerges from the mood data. For the average and 

novice groups, high self-reported stress accompanied high arousal 

before the test session, and these levels remained constant throughout 

the experiment. By contrast, for the skilled group, low stress 

accompanied high levels of arousal, and those levels were also 

maintained. 

(5) Self-reported mood (TSM) 

Differences between groups were non-significant on all five items 

of the TSM, although differences between groups in felt arousal 

pre-performance approached significance (skilled=novice<average 

(F2,33=3.04, p=0.06). Significant or near-significant increases in the 

telic direction, pre to post task, were obtained on the planning- 

spontaneous (Fl, 33=11.28, p=0.002) and serious-playful (Fl, 33=3.73, 

p=0.06) items. In addition,, significant increases in felt arousal 

(Fl, 33=8.68, p=0.006), pre to post task, were found (see Table 16). 

Consideration of the scores on the seriousmindedness item from the 

TSM (thought, for the telic-paratelic pair, to be the best indicator of 

operative metamotivational state in any particular situation) indicated 

that the majority of subjects were in the telic state (see Table 17) 

pre and post completion of the squash tasks. In addition, a high 

percentage of subjects, including those in both the telic and paratelic 

states, recorded that they were experiencing high levels of felt 

arousal, both just before and just after task performance. 
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TABLE 16. Showing a summary of pre and post squash task mean scores and 
standard deviations for the 3 squash ability groups on the 
5 items of the Telic State Measure (TSM). 

PRE TASK 

N MEAN SD 

POST TASK 

MEAN SD 

SERIOUS-PLAYFUL 

SKILLED 13 2.4 (1.12) 2.4 (1.39) 
AVERAGE 13 2.7 (1.60) 2.1 (1.55) 
NOVICE 13 2.8 (1.24) 1.9 (0.95) 

No significant differences 
between groups in reaction to 
tasks. overall an almost- 
significant reduction in scores 
(pre->post) with no interaction 
between these two factors 
(F=1,33=3.73, p=0.06). 

PLANNING-SPONTANEOUS 

SKILLED 13 3.4 (1.45) 3.2 (1.46) 
AVERAGE 13 4.2 (1.52) 3.0 (1.68) 
NOVICE 13 3.4 (1.71) 2.7 (1.49) 

FELT AROUSAL 

SKILLED 13 3.4 (1.26) 3.9 (1.12) 
AVERAGE 13 4.4 (0.87) 4.6 (1.12) 
NOVICE 13 3.2 (1.01) 4.5 (1.51) 

No significant differences 
between groups, no interaction 
effect. Significant differences 
pre->post task (F=1,33=11.28, 
p=0.002). Effect less marked for 
skilled group. 

Nearly significant differences 
between groups pre performance 
s=n<av. (F2,33=3.04, P=0.06). 
Increases in felt arousal across 
tasks significant, (F1,33-: 8.68, 

p=0.006). No interaction effect. 

PREFERRED AROUSAL 

SKILLED 13 3.5 (1.13) 4.1 (1.12) 

AVERAGE 13 4.6 (1.12) 4.5 (1.13) 

NOVICE 13 3.8 (1.24) 3.9 (1.34) 

No significant differences. 
Skilled and novice groups scores 
increase, average group scores 
decrease pre->post task. 

D-SCORE DISCREPANCY BETWEEN PR-EF R AND FELT ALROUSAL 

SKILLED 13 2.9 (1.34) 1.2 (1.03) 
AVERAGE 13 4.6 (1.73) 0.9 (1.39) 
NOVICE 13 3.8 (1.27) 1.7 (1.16) 

No significant differences between 

groups. Significant decrease in 
discrepancy pre->post task, least 
for skilled group. (Fl, 33=64.07, 
p=0.0001). Significant interaction 

effect, (F2,36=4.19, P=0.02). 
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TABLE 17. Showing numbers of subjects pre and post task performance 
in telic and paratelic states and experiencing high levels 
of felt arousal. 

CHI SQUARE 
(actual ccxq: )ared 
to equal distribu- HIGH 

N TELIC PARATELIC tion of scores) AROUSAL 

TOTAL 39 31 8 12.42, df=l 
PRE TASK (20: 19) P<0.001 

TOTAL 39 32 7 14.78, df=l 
POST TASK (20: 19) P<0.001 

25 (63%) 

30 (75%) 

The discrepancy score results (preferred arousal minus felt 

arousal) showed a significant decrease pre and post task (Fl, 33=64.07, 

p=0.0001). This discrepancy was least for the skilled group. In 

addition, a significant interaction between group on the one hand and 

pre and post arousal discrepancy was obtained, (F2,36=4.19, p=0.02). 

DISCUSSION 

The data from this study extends present knowledge of the 

psychological aspects of squash performance. It established that 

skilled players, who performed better than average and novice players 

in a practice task, also showed a different pattern of mood response to 

that task. Skilled players showed significantly lower levels of stress 

than average and novice players over the entire test period (pre and 

post), but similarly high levels of arousal. Perhaps because of their 

greater level of skill they experienced the task demands as somewhat 

more manageable and thus more pleasant (see Cox, 1985). 

The differences between the three groups appeared to be invested 

in more than just the level of skilled performance and to also relate 

to cognitive skills. Interestingly, the skilled and novice groups 
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appeared to use similar information processing and attentional 
strategies, which were different from those of the average group. 
Skilled and novice players scored lower on "broad internal attentional 
focus" and higher on "reduced attentional focus". According to 

Nideffer, this suggests that skilled and novice players generally seem 
to perceive the environment as less "busy" than average players and, in 

terms of information processing, these players are more able to 

concentrate on particular environmental demands, whilst the average 

players are still preoccupied by the general environment. When 

required, skilled and novice players may thus be better at narrowing 

attention and may not be so "wrapped up" in what is happening or about 

to happen that they become unaware of changing environmental 

conditions. It seems possible that when skilled and novice players 

focus down in this way, the skilled players have learned to focus down 

on the correct features of the playing environment. This would be 

reflected in their superior performance. 

On the basis of this data, it is tentatively suggested that novice 

players, while sharing the "right" attentional strategies with skilled 

players, possibly focus on the wrong elements of the game. This 

contrasts with the average players who do not use the same "right" 

strategies as the skilled players. It might follow that novice players 

can develop in two ways: (a) by maintaining the right strategy but now 

focussing on the right elements of the game; or (b) by changing 

strategy to that used by average players. In the first case, the novice 

players would be "in the fast lane" of development into skilled 

players. Perhaps, as established from the results of the novice and 

skilled players in Study 1, by concentrating more on elements of 

preparation prior to playing such as planning, the most important 

aspect of preparation for the skilled players, this development might 

be advanced. A further implication might be that average players must 

be doing something "right", but that there may be a ceiling to their 

improvement, and few will easily develop into skilled players. 

It seems possible that these differences in attentional style may 

be crucial to being successful in squash and that, even though novice 
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players have the necessary attentional style to become skilled players, 
other factors are involved. For instance, Study 1 showed that, 
generally, skilled players had been playing for a longer period and 
played more frequently than the average and novice players. However,, 
there may be other psychological factors which could also play an 
important role. These factors may be characteristic of the general 
attitudes of the players and may reflect important differences in 

personality variables. The skilled and novice groups differed in terms 

of their personality and behavioural style. Examining the personality 
scores of skilled and novice players, it became clear that they 
differed in a consiistent pattern on a number of subscales across 
different tests. It is possible that the personality characteristics of 
the skilled group identified in this study may have had a part to play 
in the way the experimental task demands were perceived by the skilled 

players. The skilled players exhibited higher levels of extraversion 

and self-esteem and were less neurotic, introverted, obsessive, subject 

to depression and more likely to express their feelings to others. 

Interestingly, novice players in Study 1 reported using arousing 

techniques, which included getting worked up and aggressive towards 

opponents, to a near-significantly greater extent than the skilled 

players in the same study. 

There is , of course, a problem of implying causality with such 

data: no more than an association between skill level and personality 

is implied here. 

With respect to mood, initial arousal levels in this study (as 

measured by SACL) were high and remained high throughout the experiment 

for players in all three ability groups. However, the players' 

experience of the experimental task demands, reflected in self-reported 

stress levels, was very different for the skilled group when compared 

with the novice and average players. For the skilled players, the high 

levels of arousal experienced prior to and during the task were 

reported as non-stressful. With respect to felt arousal (as measured by 

TSM) , significant increases, pre to post task, were obtained, but 

skilled players appeared more successful than the other players at 
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achieving the preferred level of felt arousal. For the novice and 
average subjects, a significantly greater discrepancy between actual 
and preferred levels of felt arousal was identified. In reversal theory 

terms, this greater discrepancy in arousal levels would be experienced 

as increasingly stressful,, thus providing confirmation of the higher 

levels of self-reported stress by the novice and average groups on the 

SACL measure. Skilled subjects, perhaps by virtue of their superior 

ability or experience, were relatively less affected by, and more 

successful at minimising, V emotional responses to task demands. of 

importance is their apparent ability to produce the desired arousal 

level for performance in this context. Consequently, for the skilled 

players, the completion of the squash performance tasks was likely to 

have been associated with positive hedonic tone and experienced as 

pleasant. 

This f inding is supported to some degree by the low level of pre- 

game anxiety symptoms reported by skilled players in the previous 

study, and by the findings of Dowd and Innes (1981), who reported that 

skillful players scored lower on anxiety than less skillful players. 

The Telic State Measure also indicated, perhaps not unexpectedly, that 

although there were no significant differences between ability groups, 

subjects 'generally registered scores reflecting higher levels of 

seriousmindedness and planning orientation after performance on the 

task. It should be noted here that a large number of telic dominant 

subjects in the telic state, pre and post task performance, tolerated 

(usually non-preferred in the telic state) high levels -of arousal. 

However, no particular group pattern emerged. Also, between the first 

and second completion of the TSM, seven subjects (from different 

ability groups) underwent reversals, three from the telic to the 

paratelic state, and four from the paratelic to the telic state (see 

also Chapter 6). 

It is likely that, apart from initial variations in ability, 

differences of this nature in reported mood would affect performance. 

As can be seen from the mean performance scores in Tables 13 and 14 

there is some evidence supporting this argument. Here the performance 
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scores of the average and novice groups were relatively close together 
whilst the scores of the skilled group were, by compar. 6 ison, rather 
higher than might be expected if the differences were due solely to 
ability differences. Fig. 10 provides an overview of the interaction of 
cognition and mood with squash task performance. 

From these data it is not possible to comment on whether these 

individual differences result from or determine the level of skill and 
the membership of the various groups. 

SUMMARY 

This study was an attempt to follow the suggestions of Whiting 

(1972) , Glencross (1978) and Martens (1979) and set up applied field 

research by importing experimental techniques into situations which 
have "ecological" validity. Differences in pre-game psychological 

preparation related to the skill level of players were identified in 

Study 1. It seemed essential to extend these self-reported findings in 

a relatively controlled experimental environment which would allow the 

reactions of players to their performance of squash skills to be 

measured under game-like conditions. It became apparent, from the 

findings of this study, that how the player interprets a particular 

situation and how that experience is perceived by the player in 

relative feelings of pleasantness or unpleasantness is an important 

element in performance. However, in spite of the success of this study, 

an even better understanding might be obtained by monitoring players' 

psychological reactions during actual competitive play. Consequently, a 

central feature of the third study involved studying players' reactions 

under competitive tournament conditions. 
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CHAPTER 5 

STUDY 3: SELF-REPORTED 1400D IN COMPETITIVE SQUASH 

INTRODUCTION 

The research strategy in Study 2 was strongly influenced by the 

suggestions of Whiting (1972) , Martens (1979) and Glencross (1978) , who 

argued that experimental investigation techniques should be attempted 

in applied field situations which have strong "ecological" validity. 

Even though in Study 2 attempts were made to simulate actual playing 

conditions, it became obvious that the experimental methodology was 

still failing to really draw out the complexities of individual 

behaviour in competitive sport. Glencross (1978 p. XII) has insisted 

that researchers concerned with the study of psychology and sport 

should endeavour to select procedures, techniques and methods that were 

suitable for the investigation of complex interacting variables that 

relate to highly skilled subjects in complex situations. 

In response to this challenge, it was decided to study players' 

psychological reactions under competitive tournament conditions. This 

was the theme of the third stage in the research strategy, where 

simulated squash tournaments were specially set up to permit players' 

psychological reactions to be monitored. A major concern in the 

arrangement of these tournaments was the issue of validity in 

simulation research. The points made by Bem and Lord (1979) and Monahan 

and Loftus (1982), discussed earlier, along with Tunnell's (1977) 

dimensions of naturalness (i. e. natural behaviour,, setting, and 

treatment), were given priority. In order to obtain accurate and valid 

data it was crucial to ensure that all the "normal" features of 

competition were encompassed in the simulations. 

The present study set out to examine psychological responses in 

relatiJon to success in competitive squash. It was thought that under 

11real" (ecologically valid) competitive cond. Jitions, differences in 

psychological states and responses between successful ("winners") and 
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unsuccessful players ("losers") might be revealed. 

Previous work in Studies 1 and 2 suggested that squash players 
would be characterised by high levels of arousal during play, although 

not showing any physiological signs of anxiety before play, and that 

skilled subjects might possibly be characterised by more moderate 
levels of stress than average and novice players. With respect to self- 

reported mood, the results from Study 2 indicated that different mood 

responses, depending on the skill level of the subjects, were induced 

during the squash experiment. Throughout the experiment, the skilled 

group reported low stress accompanied by high levels of arousal. The 

average and novice groups, however, experienced constantly high levels 

of arousal, with greater discrepancy, pre and post experiment, between 

preferred and felt arousal, along with high levels of reported stress. 

These psychological responses may be tied in with findings from Study 

1, which showed that many of the novice players, in particular, 

continued with arousing strategies as an attempt at arousal modulation 

even when these strategies were unsuccessful. 

In this study, it was hypothesised that a difference in response 

would occur between those players who became successful and those who 

became unsuccessful, mood being responsive to the changing person x 

situation interaction (Cox, 1985). It was further hypothesised that the 

winners would maintain high levels of arousal and constant but not 

increased levels of stress, while losers would find the experience 

increasingly unpleasant, reflected by increasing stress scores. This 

hypothesis was supported to some degree by the findings of previous 

research work carried out by Sanderson and Gilchrist (1982). They had 

examined the anxiety (unpleasant high arousal) responses of competitive 

squash players and shown that the post-match anxiety scores of winners 

fell significantly (p<0.001) while losers' post-match anxiety scores 

increased significantly (p<0.05). 

Results from Study 2 had also shown that differences existed 

between ability groups in personality variables and attentional 

strategies. For example, the personality scores of skilled and novice 
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players differed in a consistent pattern on a number of subscales 

across different tests. In addition, tentative conclusions about the 

attentional strategies of the skilled and novice players were proposed 

on the basis of differences that were found in attentional style 
between skilled and novice players when compared with average players. 
It was thought that these personality and attent. J. 

-onal factors might 

well play an important role in the interpretation of psychological 

processes involved in competitJ. -ve squash play. Hence, measures of 

personality and attentional style were also administered to subjects in 

this study. 

METHOD 

Three special squash tournaments were set up for skilled club, 

county and national under-19 level squash players in which they played 

against opponents of similar ability. These tournaments, organised by a 

third party, were held both in familiar squash surroundings and under 

normal competitive conditions (e. g. tournament play was controlled by 

experienced "markers"). As is usual Jn such tournaments, players 

received travelling expenses and cash prizes were awarded to the 

tournament finalists. 

Subjects 

The subjects (n=30) who took part in this investigation were 

squash players specially recruited by independent squash experts. To 

ensure that playing ability remained relatively constant, players were 

approached individually and asked to participate in a squash 

tournament. There were three different groups, each group consisting of 

ten male squash players of similar ability. Players in the first group 

were recruited from clubs in the Nottingham area and were involved in 

regular competitive play in the city squash leagues. The second group 

competed at a higher level in county teams in the North Midlands area. 

The third group was made up of England under-19 players involved in 
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regular competition,, training and practice as members of the English 
national under-19 squad. This group was significantly younger 
(F2,27=5.51, p=0.009) when compared to club players and county players. 
All subjects played squash more than twice per week. 

Design 

As with the previous study, a factorial design was employed, but 

on this occasion subjects were "blocked" according to performance 
(winners and losers). The independent variables afforded by this design 

were (1) winners versus losers, (2) games and, for mood means, (3) pre- 
post. 

Measures 

The Stress-Arousal Checklist (SACL; Mackay et al., 1978; Cox & 

Mackay, 1985) and the Telic State Measure (TSM; Svebak & Murgatroyd, 

1985) were used to provide ongoing situational information about 

possible mood changes. In addition, the Telic Dominance Scale (TDS; 

Murgatroyd et al., 1978),, and the Eysenck Personality Questionnaire 

(EPQ; Eysenck & Eysenck, 1975) were used in an attempt to provide a 

picture of consistent behavioural characteristics. The Test of 

Attentional and Interpersonal Style (TAIS; Nideffer, 1976) was also 

included to attempt to pinpoint any aifferences which might occur in 

attentional functioning. 

Procedure 

In each of the three independent tournaments, two standard-sized 

squash courts with the regulation markings were used. The courts, 

situated in private squash clubs,, were specially chosen because the 

court area could be conveniently divided off from the rest of the club, 

allowing the tournaments to be conducted in an uninterrupted manner. 
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Although a quiet sitting room was available for players if required, 

players not on court were not restricted from watching their opponents 
in other games. This was thought to be a normal part of tournament 

behaviour and would help to make the event more real. 4stic. Access to 

the squash courts was by the usual way of a door situated in the back 

wall of the court. Opposite the entrance to each court, tables and 

chairs were positioned to allow subjects to complete the state measures 
(SACL and TSM) in relative comfort just prior to entering and just 

after leaving the court (i. e. just before and just after each game). 

Each tournament consisted of two leagues of five players who 

played one match against every other player in that same league (i. e. 
four games per player) . Matches followed "American scoring", with 

players able to score successfully on either player's service. The 

first player reaching 15 points was the winner. American scoring was 

chosen in order to increase the competitiveness of play, keep the 

games and tournament progressing smoothly, without long games and 

therefore delays, and also to provide a good basis for obtaining 

performance measures. Game scores were totalled and the players who 

scored most points in each league progressed to the "final" match. The 

overall winner and runner-up received cash prizes. 

On arrival, subjects completed the TDS, the EPQ, and the TAIS, 

administered on a group basis. Following this, subjects were informed 

of what was required in the tournament , the use of the SACL and the TSM 

was demonstrated 'and, for practice purposes, subjects were given a 

chance to complete both measures. 

After changing into squash "kit", players were allowed time to 

warm up in their individual ways. This generally involved stretching 

exercises and practising shots on court against another player. Players 

were permitted to use their own racquets, but "yellow dot" squash balls 

were provided by the tournament organisers. Matches were "refereed" by 

experienced squash markers and the scores from the various matches 

recorded and posted on a scoreboard, allowing players the opportunity 

to check their progress as the tournament proceeded. In an attempt to 
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recreate realistic competitive squash conditions, the tournament itself 

was controlled by the markers, who announced the sequence of games 
(order of play) and called opposing players onto court. Before the 

start of play, subjects were allowed a further two minutes "knock-up" 

against their particular opponent in that game. At the end of the 
tournament a debriefing session was held and the cash prizes 
distributed. 

RESULTS AND COKKENTARY 

Following scoring, the data were statistically analysed using 

appropriate ANOVA techniques. No significant differences between groups 

were obtained from any of the initial mood measure scores, or from the 

attentional and personality measures of participants (i. e. club, county 

and England under-19 players) in the three separate tournaments. 

The data were then collapsed across groups, and subsequently the 

most successful ("winners") and least successful players ("losers") 

were identified on the basis of their final points score. This strategy 

allowed two groups of seven players to be established from the overall 

subject pool (n=30). 

"Winners and losers" personality (EPQ, TDS), attentional style (TAIS) 

and performance 

Differences in scores on Eysenck's neuroticism scale between the 

two groups were significant (F,, 12=4.83, p<0.05), with winners 

(Mean=8.4, SD=3.3) scoring lower than losers (Mean=13.4, SD=5.1) (see 

Table 18). No significant differences between winners and losers were 

obtained on any of the Nideffer TAIS personality subscales, as shown in 

Table 18. Neither were any significant differences obtained between 

winners and losers in TDS subscale scores (seriousmindedness 

(Fl, 12=0-00, p=ns), planning orientation (Fl, 12=2.65, p=ns) and arousal 

avoidance (Fl, 12=0-01, p=ns)), or in terms of overall telic dominance 
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(Fl 12: '--0.58, p=ns) (see Appendix C, Table C. 5.1) . Significant 
differences were obtained between winners and losers on two of the TAIS 

attentional style subscales (see Appendix C, Table C. 5.2). Losers 
(Mean=19.7, SD=4.2) scored significantly higher (Fl, 12=6.17, P=0.03) on 
broad internal attentional focus than did winners (Mean=15.1, SD--2.4). 
Similarly, losers scored significantly higher (F,, 12=4.39, P=0.05) on 
information processing (Mean=45.0, SD=8.0) than did winners (Mean=35.1, 
SD=9.5) . 

TABLE 18. Mean personality subscale scores for winners and losers. 

PERSONALITY 
SUBSCALES WINNERS LOSERS F1,12 

EYSENCK 16.1 15.9 0.04 
EXTRAVERSION (SD=2.5) (SD--2.8) p=ns 

EYSENCK 8.4 13.4 4.83 
NEUROTICISM (SD=3.3) (SD=5.1) P<0.05 

EYSENCK 4.3 5.3 0.59 
PSYCHOTICISM (SD=2.1) (SD=2.7) p=ns 

NIDEFFER 27.9 32.1 0.24 
EXTROVERSION (EXT) (SD=4.3) (SD=8.2) p=ns 

NIDEFFER. 19.6 21.0 0.68 
INTROVERSION (INT) (SD=2.9) (SD--3.5) p=ns 

NIDEFFER. 21.4 21.6 0.003 
SELF ESTEEM (SES) (SD=4.7) (SD=4.7) p=ns 

NIDEFFER 16.6 16.7 0.002 
OBSESSIVE (OBS) (SD=3.2) (SD=6.9) p=ns 

NIDEFFER 7.7 8.1 0.07 

DEPRESSION (DEP) (SD=3.4) (SD=2.5) p=ns 

NIDEFFER 18.3 19.1 0.48 

PHYSICAL ORIENTATION (SD=2.5) (SD=2.1) p=ns 
(P/O) 

NIDEFFER 19.9 22.0 2.39 

POSITIVE AFFECT (SD=1.9) (SD--3.2) p=ns 
EXPRESSION (PAE) 

NIDEFFER NEGATIVE 13.9 15.4 0.15 
AFFECT EXPRESSION (SD=8.9) (SD=6.2) p=ns 
(NAE) 

* P<O. 05 
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The overall difference between performance means, was significant 
(Fl, 121"--107.3, p<0.0001) with, as would be expected, winners (Mean=14.9, 

SD=1.1) scoring significantly higher than the losers (Mean=9.5, SD=5.6) 

and was consistent across games (as shown in Fig. 11). There was no 

games x group interaction. 

Performance: Winners and Losers 
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Fig. 11. Showing mean performance scores for winners and losers 

during the squash tournament. 
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"Winners and losers" self-reported nwood (SACL) 

Arousal 

There were significant effects of group W1,12=4.67, p=o. 0'1) and 

games (F3,36ý9.46, p=0.0001) on arousal scor(,!;, an(] alno an imjx-)rt. int 

interaction between group and games (1"3,3,, -'-J. 7ý,, T-). 001, ). Winner-. ' 

ar-)usal scores were higher overall and a d; floronco ,n tlý. -. r pattorl) of 

arousal scores, in comparison with losers' scoren, wan, obtained. 

Subsequent analysis revealed that the arou:; al srurt,! -, of the w,. nnvr:; dd 

not change significantly across gam-, 

the losers did (F3,36=5.77, F=0.001ý. There Wore c. ill t 

d--fferenct-s between the groups' scores on game 3 p-: 0.02) 

and on game 4 (Fl, 12=). 25, p=(). 01). Th., s effoct s dencr., I., od in 

Fig. 12. Means and standard deviations of winners' and arou!: al 

scores are provided in Annendix C, Table C. 5.3- 

Arousal: Winners vs Losers 
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Fig. 12. Showing winners' and losers' mean arou!; al (!; A(--I. ) scores 
at the four games of the f-, qu, j! -, h tournament. 
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stress 

Two interaction effects on stress scores proved of interest: (1) 

that between group and games (F3,36=2.46, p<0.07); and (2) that between 

group and time of testing (pre and post game) (Fl, 12=7.41, p=0.02). The 

stress scores of the winners remained at a constant and moderate level 

throughout the tournament (F3,36mO-15, p=ns) . Those of the losers 

changed (F3,36=4.73, p=0.007): initially they were higher, but they 

declined after game 2. The most reliable effect was that of group x 

time of testing (see Fig. 13). Essentially, the winners' stress scores 

significantly decreased across games (Fl, 12=6.48, p=0.03) while those 

of the losers' did not (Fj, 12ý--1.70, p=ns). (See also Appendix C, Table 

C. 5.4 for winners' and losers' means and SD's pre and post game 

stress). 
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Fig. 13. showing mean pre and post game stress (SACL) scores for 

winners and losers 
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Winners and losers" self-reported nowod (TSM) 

Differences between winners and losers were found to be non- 
significant (with one exception) on the first three TSM items: (1) 

serious-playful (Fl, 12=4.07, p=ns) (2) planning- spontaneous 

, 12"'ý0.74, (Fl p=ns) (3) level of felt arousal (Fl 
112ý-_O. 

82, p=ns) . The 

exception concerned post game 2 scores on the seriousminded item (1) of 
the TSM: losers (Mean=4.22, SD=1.09) scored significantly higher 

(Fl, 12=7.12, P=0.02) than winners (Mean=2.77 SD=1.20). The losers' mean 
score here indicates that relatively more of these players were in the 

paratelic state than in the telic state. Their mean seriousmindedness 

scores for the remai-ning games of the tournament (i. e. approximately 
3.5) suggests that losers were balanced in their responses across both 

telic and paratelic states. In general, the mean seriousmindedness 

scores of winners indicate that a greater number were in the telic 

state than the paratelic state, before and after games throughout the 

tournament. (See also Appendix C, Tables C. 5.5 to C. 5.9 for means and 

standard deviations). 

Preferred arousal 

Results from item 4,, which measures preferred level of arousal, 

indicated that there were no differences between winners and losers 

overall, but the effect of games was significant (F3,12=3.07, P=0.04). 

Also, a decrease effect in level of preferred arousal pre to post game 

was significant (Fl, 36=4.61, p=0.05) for all. Analysis of these changes 

in preferred scores shown by each of the groups revealed significant 

effects (see Table 19): F3,36=3.92, p=0.02 (winners); and F3,36=3.13, 

p=0.04 (losers). 

TABLE 19. Showing mean scores on preferred arousal (TSM) 
for winners and losers at games 1 to 4. 

GAME WINNERS IDSERS 

1 4.5 3.9 
2 3.9 3.8 
3 3.6 4.1 
4 4.0 4.6 

P< 0.02 0.04 
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Discrepancy score (preferred minus felt arousal) 

The results on item 5, the discrepancy score, showed that winners' 

scores did not change significantly across games but that losers' 

scores did (F3,36=3.84, p=0.017) , as shown in Fig. 14. In addition, 

although not significant, a trend in group x games interaction was 

apparent (F3,36=2.53, p=0.073). 

Arousal Discrepancy: Winners vs Losers 
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Fig. 14. Showing mean arousal discrepancy scores for winners 

and losers at the four games of the squash tournament. 
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DISCUSSION 

It seems that,, in this study at least, and in spite of age 

differences, squash players who play the game competitively in teams at 

club,, county or national level are similar with respect to enduring 

personality characteristics and attentional style (as measured by EPQ, 

TDS and TAIS) . However, when the personality and attentional 

characteristics of winners and losers were examined, losers were found 

to score higher on neuroticism (EPQ), a finding which tends to support 

results from Study 2, in which skilled players scored significantly 

lower on neuroticism than novice players. In addition, it confirms the 

trend identified by Eysenck, Nias and Cox (1982) of "outstanding" 

sports performers scoring low on neuroticism. Both winners and losers 

also exhibited high extraversion, in common with the skilled players in 

Study 2 and previous findings also reported in Eysenck, Nias and Cox 

(1982). 

Losers also scored significantly higher than winners on broad 

internal attentional focus (BIT) and information processing (INFP) 

(TAIS) . The TAIS questions which contribute to scores on these 

subscales were separated out and examined with a view to identifying 

the reasons why these dimensions might distinguish between success and 

failure in squash. After examination of the BIT and INFP subscale 

questions, one cautious but plausible explanation is that, during 

competitive play, losers worked to fixed strategies with little 

processing of ongoing information and were therefore, like the average 

players in Study 2, not very adaptable. Conversely, winners were 

possibly less restricted on input and able to allocate more attention 

to the ongoling changing situation, allowing them more flexible 

responses to the demands of play. Support for this argument was 

provided by the results from Study 2 which suggested that skilled 

players, when compared to novice players, may be better at attending to 

the "correct" aspects of play. However, it should be emphasised that 

previous work carried out using the TAIS has not always produced 
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results which distinguish between successful and less successful sports 
performers (e. g. Jackson, 1980; Aronson, 1981; Van Schoyck & Grasha, 
1981). 

Given that the players in each group were matched according to 

playing ability, it would seem that playing performance could have an 
important effect on the ongoing psychological reactions of players at 
this level. Generally, arousal levels were high. Throughout the 

tournaments, the winners achieved and maintained higher arousal levels 

than the losers overall. Closer examination of the arousal and stress 
(SACL) data revealed that game 2 appeared to have been a "crucial 

game", with the outcome (i. e. winning or losing) affecting the arousal 

and stress levels of losers in games 3 and 4, where levels became 

significantly lower than those of the winners. Although differences in 

stress levels between winners and losers were non-significant at 
individual gamest losers' stress levels varied significantly across 

games. The pattern was one where winners' stress scores remained 

relatively constant, while losers' stress levels were much more 

variable, with a considerable change taking place after game 2. 

The only significant difference between winners and losers on TSM 

item measures occurred after game 2, with losers scoring significantly 

higher (i. e. at the paratelic end) on the seriousmindedness item (item 

1). This item is said to be the best reflection of operative 

metamotivational state, and has been chosen in some studies as the sole 

indicator of the telic state. The implication is that not only were the 

more extreme psychological reactions of losers registered in the SACL 

scores, but also on this single TSM item score. These different 

psychological reactions were also reflected in levels of preferred 

arousal (TSM), and particularly in the discrepancy scores (TSM, item 5) 

as the tournament proceeded. This effect is clearly illustrated in 

Fig. 14. 

Although the levels of preferred arousal changed significantly for 

both winners and losers across games, losers' discrepancy scores 

increased significantly, while winners' discrepancy scores did not. In 
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other words, as the tournament progressed, the difference between the 
level of arousal experienced by losers and the level that they desired 
increased significantly. The positive discrepancy scores after game 2 

suggest that losers at this stage would have preferred much higher 

levels of arousal than they actually experienced. By contrast,, for 

winners, where for game 3 discrepancy in felt and preferred arousal 
trends were reversed, in general, discrepancy scores were smaller and 

more consistent. 

Reversal theory proposes that a discrepancy between preferred 
levels and actual levels of felt arousal would lead to negative hedonic 

tone (unpleasant), which is likely to give rise to tension and be 

experienced as tension-stress. In addition, the effort required to 

overcome the discrepancy in arousal levels gives rise to the experience 

of effort-stress. As we have seen above, the discrepancy in losers' 

preferred and felt arousal scores increased as the tournament 

proceeded. This suggests that losers, but not winners, were 

experiencing tension-stress brought about by the discrepancy in arousal 

levels. It seems likely that losers, although perhaps attempting to 

reduce this discrepancy and therefore tension-stress, continued to be 

unsuccessful and consequently arousal discrepancy (and therefore 

tension-stress) continued to increase. A possible consequence is that 

losers were also likely to have experienced effort-stress brought about 

by their attempts, both physical and psychological, to redress the 

balance (i. e. cope) (Apter & Svebak, in press). of interest in the 

present context is Apter and Svebak's argument that effort may be 

required for a second purpose, that of keeping attention on the task at 

hand even though the situation (i. e. losing) is unpleasant. 

It is possible that, although the felt and preferred arousal 

scores may change independently, a situation could occur where the 

discrepancy score does not change (meanlMgfully) , but hides large 

differences in felt and preferred arousal. Felt arousal did not change 

significantly over the tournament. The results from the SACL measures 

are fairly consistent with this pattern of response: effectively little 

change occurred in the winners I arousal scores, but some reduction in 
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losers' arousal occurred after game 2. Therefore, the preferred arousal 
scores must have changed to produce a change in the arousal discrepancy 
scores, and in fact they did. There appeared to be a relat-Jvely 
consistent decrease in the preferred arousal scores of winners and an 
increase in those of losers. 

Winners showed lower and more consistent levels of arousal 
discrepancy than losers (see Fig. 14) and, as a result, winning was 
likely to have been experienced as pleasant. It also seems likely that 

any tension-stress experienced by winners was minimal, and the 

consequent effort-stress not realised. 

In trying to explain these mood changes, it seems possible that, 

while players could perhaps afford to lose the first match, losing a 

second one would mean that the possibility of reaching the final became 

highly unlikely. Conversely, those players who had won their first two 

games had an excellent chance cf reaching the final, although success 

Jn game 3 may have been more crucial for winners (as reflected by the 

discrepancy scores), since any mistake at this stage would again have 

probably ended their chances of progressing to the final. The 

psychological reaction of the losers (especially after game 2) 

therefore appears to be reflected in the changes in their stress and 

arousal scores. A more complete discussion of the arousal discrepancy 

results is undertaken in the light of other reversal theory concepts 

(e. g. the mastery-sympathy metamotivational pair) in Chapter 6. 

In addition, winners' stress levels post game were significantly 

lower than pre game levels, again suggesting that the outcome of the 

game, in this case winning, was likely to have been experienced as 

pleasant, causing a significant decrease in reported stress. 

Interaction effects from the SACL scores highlight the differences 

found in the pre and post game psychological characteristics of winners 

and losers. For example, the interaction effect between arousal levels 

measured before and after games for winners and losers was significant. 

Also, an interaction effect was obtained between winners and losers 

overall for pre and post game stress levels. 
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The differences between winners and losers highlighted in the 

results of Study 3 have been summarised in the model shown in Fig 15. 

SUPOIARY 

In conclusion, the use of simulated squash tournaments in which 
the subjects played against opponents of similar ability allowed 

psychological reactions to the ongoing changes in the game to be 

measured under realistic conditions. By concentrating on those players 

who were successful (winners) and those who were not (losers) it was 

hoped to identify differences in players' psychological reactions which 

might point to the reasons for and the responses to their success or 

failure. 

It seems clear from the results of this investigation that success 

at playing squash over a series of games in a tournament is very much 

concerned with ongoing changes in the pattern of stress and arousal 

levels. Successful players are especially skilled at maintaining 

consistently high levels of arousal. 
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CHAPTER 6 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

INTRODUCTION 

This chapter is concerned with the overall findings of this 

thesis. These are discussed in the light of the theoretical approaches 

suggested in Chapter 1 as possible alternatives to optimal arousal 

theory interpretations of the arousal -performance relationship in 

sport. Finally, an attempt is made to formulate a tentative model of 

psychological effects involved in competitive squash. 

The main aim of this thesis was to examine psychological factors 

affecting performance in squash. of particular interest was the role of 

arousal, its interaction with stress, and the relationship of both to 

elements of performance such as psychological preparation, attention, 

and prevailing mood states. A number of different techniques were used 

to elicit information from squash players at different levels of 

experience and ability. These techniques included a questionnaire 

survey, a laboratory type study of squash skill performance, and the 

use of simulated squash tournaments. 

The chapter begins by reviewing the overall research strategy and 

the main findings of the investigation, attempting to set them in the 

context of theoretical argument and the reality of the game of squash. 

In order to move towards an understanding of the competitive process in 

squash in terms of reversal theory, a discussion is then undertaken 

which highlights some of the problems and questions, both practical and 

theoretical, which arose as a result of this investigation. Finally, a 

tentative model summarising the psychological processes -Jnvolved in 

competitive squash is drawn up, along with a summary of coaching 

recommendations which may act as guidel;, -nes 
for the speedy transition 

of novices via the "fast lane of development" to the ranks of the 

successful players. 
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EFFECTIVENESS OF RESEARCH STRATEGY 

The research strategy adopted in this investigation was comprised 
of three stages, each of which was a separate but inter-related part of 
the overall study. This three-stage strategy examined psychological 

preparation prior to competition and on-going psychological strategies 
during play, and psychological reactions of players to the demands of 
squash skill performance,, and to competitive play. Each individual 

study was designed with the theoretical arguments about the nature and 

validity of sports psychology research, outlined in Chapter 2, under 

strong consideration. of particular importance, especially in Studies 2 

and 3, was the notion of ecological validity, and a good deal of 

attention went into ensuring that the three dimensions of naturalness 

(Tunnell, 1977) were satisfied and the impact of the experiments on 

subjects in Studies 2 and 3 minimal. 

In general terms, the research strategy was successful. The 

different research techniques utilised in each of the three studies 

enabled accurate information about the psychological processes involved 

in competitive squash to be collected. This in turn allowed a more 

complete picture of the complexities of competitive squash play to be 

assembled. one especially pleasing aspect of the researCh strategy was 

the effectiveness of the simulated squash tournaments. These 

tournaments ran exceptionally smoothly and, based on the committed play 

of subjects, the enthusiastic participation of the organisers and the 

results obtained, it was thought that they had been -particularly 

effective in achieving their purpose. All this was taken as an 

indication that the simulations had encompassed all the "normal" 

features of competition. 

One of the additional features of the research strategy was the 

deliberate use of subjects of different ability levels, categorised 

with the assistance of experienced squash coaches with a personal 

knowledge of the respective players. Abil-ity grouping allowed easy 

comparison, and was done to draw out any differences in psychological 
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functioning that might be associated with varying levels of ability. 
overall, the players taking part ranged from novices or begJ nners to 
highly skilled and experienced players. These ability classifications 
were confirmed in Study 2, for example, on squash task performance, 
where skilled players scored well above the average and novice players. 
Ability groupings were used differently in Study 3, but performance, in 

the form of tournament game results, was taken as the selection 

criteria for membership in the winners or losers group whose 
psychological scale results were subject to analysis. The results of 
this study, along with those of Studies 1 and 2 are discussed in the 
following sections. 

PSYCHOLOGICAL PREPARATION FOR SQUASH 

Approximately half the players questioned in Study 1, the survey- 
based research, reported using some form of psychological preparation 
before games. Fewer average and novice players used psychological 

preparation than skilled players. The fact that skilled players had 

been playing longer and more frequently than the other players might 

have been related to the development of their psychological preparation 

strategies. 

Generally, players reported experiencing few anxiety symptoms, 

although many were dissatisfied with their pre-game state. Eighty-five 

percent of the players who did prepare did not use arousal reducing or 

calming strategies (see also Sanderson & Gilchrist, 1982) The planning 

or cognitive dimensions of preparation were most important for the 

skilled and average groups. Relatively more average and skilled players 

than nov-4ce players were concerned about concentration and attention in 

plann-Jng aspects of play. Arousing strateg-Jes were the main concern of 

many of the novice players who alLtempted to prepare and who, even when 

these strategies were unsuccessful, continued to use them (see also 

Baroga, 1973) . Thus, for the novice players, arousal seemed to be 

uncontrolled and und-4rected. The skilled and average players 
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concentrated on other performance factors as part of their preparation 

strategies. 

While the squash questionnaire did elicit much useful information, 

it would have been worthwhile to have added the Eysenck and Eysenck 
(1975) personality scale (EPQ) and Nideffer's (1976) attentional style 

subscales (TAIS) for completion by the subjects in this study. For 
instance, it might have been advantageous to have examined players' 

psychological preparation strategies in relation to their scores on the 

attentional style subscales. 

AIM2ff IONAL STRATBGIES AND PERFORNANCE 

It was decided to include the Nideffer TAIS (Nideffer, 1976) in 

Studies 2 and 3. This questionnaire (see Chapters 1 and 2) purports to 

measure attentional dimensions wh-4ch are related to effective 

performance, -4ncluding width and direction of attentional focus 

(Easterbrook, 1959; Watchel, 1967). 

In both Studies 2 and 3, differences in respective squash group 

means were -identified on two of the TAIS attentional subscales, broad 

internal attentional focus (BIT) and information processing (INFP). In 

Study 1, skilled and novice players scored similarly and significantly 

lower on the BIT and INFP subscales than did average players. In 

addition, these two groups produced pimilar and significantly higher 

means than the average group on another attentional subscale, reduced 

attentional focus (RED) . Attentional subscale data collected as part of 

Study 3 indicated that the winners group scored significantly lower on 

both the BIT and the INFP subscales than did the losers group. 

In an attempt to explain these f indings . the tentative arguments 

presented in Chapter 4 suggested that, different from average players, 

skilled and novice players used similar information processing and 

attentional strategies. Following Nideffer's description of the 
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subscales, skilled and novice players might perceive the environment as 
less "busy" and be more able to concentrate on particular environmental 
demands, than average players. Average players might still be 

preoccupied by the general environment and might become so "wrapped up" 
in what was happening or about to happen that they become unaware of 

changing environmental conditions. Skilled and novice players might 

well be better at narrowing attention when necessary, and more aware of 

changing environmental circumstances. A further suggestion was that 

when skilled and novice players do focus down, as evidenced by their 

superior performance, the skilled players might have learned through 

practice and experience to do so on the "correct" features of play. 

It was further suggested that novice players might well share the 

attentional strategies necessary for successful squash performance with 

skilled players, but might not have yet discovered or learned which 

elements of the game to focus down on. Evidence from Study 1 indicated 

that novice players needed to concentrate more on planning and 

cognitive aspects in preparation strategies. Consequently, if novices 

could learn or be taught how to concentrate on these aspects prior to 

and during play, while maintaining the attentional strategies which 

they apparently have in common with skilled players, they might well 

develop along what, in Chapter 4, was called "the fast lane" into 

skilled players. Alternatively, if the novice players changed their 

strategies to those used by average players, for example, it seems 

likely that they, while enjoying some improvement and success, would be 

less likely to develop into skilled players. 

In Study 3, when club, county and England under-19 players were 

compared, no signif4cant differences between group means were obtained 

on any of the N-4deffer attentional subscales. However, when the winners 

and losers groups were separated, winners scored significantly lower 

than losers on both the broad internal attentional (BIT) and 

information processing (INFP) subscales. In line wJth the arguments 

above, evidence from the BIT and INFP subscale scores suggests that 

losers, in a similar way to the average players in Study 2, might be 
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less able to concentrate on specific environmental demands. They might 
be caught up in over-analysis or distracted by what is happening in the 

general environment and be less aware of changing environmental 

conditions during competitive play. Conversely, winners might be more 

aware of and able to allocate more attention to the changing game 

situation and, when required, be better at narrowing attention on 

specific features of the game. Such strategies might thus allow winners 

more flexible responses to the demands of play than losers, who may 

work to more fixed strategies. Given the data obtained from Studies 2 

and 3, these explanations, while cautious, seem plausible. It must be 

said, however, that these tentative arguments do not completely match 

up with Nideffer's (1977) attentional categorisations for athletes. 

The explanation offered above endeavoured to explain the results 

in the light of what was required during the performance of the squash 

task and in the wider context of competitive play in squash. The line 

of argument was put forward after careful examination of Nideffer's 

subscale descriptions and the actual content of the questions scoring 

on those particular subscales which differentiated between skilled and 

novice players in Study 2, and winners and losers in Study 3. 

Although Nideffer's (1976) TAIS has received some prominence in 

sports psychology literature, previous research results from sports 

populations have been ambiguous (e. g. Landers & Courtet, 1979; Landers, 

Furst & Daniels, 1981) and, like most such scales, it is not without 

its weaknesses. Apart from obvious criticisms about attempting to 

gather information in connection with a complex cognitive process like 

attention, known to involve uncons-cious automatic processes, by using a 

self-report scale, other more specific criticisms can be leveled at 

Nideffer's approach. Van Schoyck and Grasha (1981) have raised a number 

of theoretical and methodological questions with regard to the TAIS and 

work carried out using the instrument which are relevant to this 

discussion. They point out that the character istics of the concept of 

attentional style, as described by Nideffer (1976), are compatible with 

a relatively stable trait. As a result, the attentional subscales of 
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the TAIS do not adequately take into account situational determinants 

of attentional style. In addition, the individual questions on the TAIS 

are not situation-specific. The questions refer to everyday situations 

and are not directly related to sport. In an attempt to overcome this 

problem, Van Schoyck and Grasha (1981) developed their own sport- 

specific modified TAIS measure for use in tennis. 

The other results from this investigation which concentrated on 

psychological states, specifically squash players' arousal levels prior 

to and during performance and play, did not support Nideffer's (1976) 

theoretical stance. His position is linked to the inverted-U hypothesis 

explanation of the relationship between arousal, attention and 

performance. As a result, high arousal is thought to interfere with the 

sports performer's ability to shift attentional focus, causing an 

involuntary narrowing of attention and a decrement in performance. All 

subjects in both Studies 2 and 3 reported high levels of arousal, as 

measured by the SACL instrument, yet all the indications were that play 

was unrestricted and of a high standard. High arousal, as shown by the 

mood response data, was an obvious feature of competitive squash play. 

In this thesis, two of NiJdeffer's attentional subscales, BIT and 

INFP, were sensitive to differences in attentional style between groups 

of differing ability in squash. Tentative explanations have been 

presented which attempted to link those results to what takes place 

during competitive squash play. However, the ambiguous results in 

previous TAIS sports-based research have led to some doubt about the 

theoretical soundness of Nideffer's arguments. If they are correct, 

then they need to be directly supported by research evidence from 

within and across a comprehensive range of sports. It needs to be 

clearly shown that specific attentional strategies or style 

requirements are crucial to superior performance in a variety of 

different sports. Until this task has been completed, confidence in the 

effectiveness of Nideffer's scale in the sports context must remain 

low. 
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PERSONALITY IN SQUASH 

Personality measures were included in the present research 
investigation on the basis of evidence from previous research (see 
Chapter 1) which had shown that there might be differences in the more 
enduring features of sports performers' personality and, in addition, 
that these enduring features might have an influence on the performance 
of sports skills or on the psychological responses of sports performers 
during competitive play. The two Eysenck personality measures, EPI 
(Eysenck, 1964) and EPQ (Eysenck & Eysenck, 1975) and the TDS 
(Murgatroyd et al., 1978) were used, along with personality subscales 
from Nideffer's TAIS (Nideffer, 1976), to assess personality in this 
investigation. The results obtained with the three instruments are 
discussed below. 

Eysenck personality measures (EPI, EPQ) 

In view of the similarity between skilled and novice players in 

their scores on Nideffer's attentional subscales, the personality 

scores of these two groups were compared in an attempt to identify 

differences in personality which might be 1. inked to their obvious 

differences in ability. Average players' personality scores were not 

included in this comparison. 

Skilled players in Study 2 obtained significantly higher 

extraversion scores and significantly lower neuroticism scores than the 

novice players in the same study. It should be said that the mean 

extraversion scores of the novice players, although lower than the mean 

scores of the skilled players, were still quite high, and compatible 

with the scores quoted for non-squash sports populations in other 

sports studies. These results are in agreement with previous findings 

from personality studies of sports population using the EPI and EPQ. 

For example, physical education students have consistently produced 

high mean extraversion scores and average mean scores on neuroticism 
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(Brooke, 1967; Eysenck & Eysenck, 1975; Eysenck,, Nias & Cox, 1982). 

Also, two independent studies, one carried out on the British athletics 

team, and another which tested Olympic athletes and included a large 

control group (both cited in Eysenck, Nias & Cox, 1982), produced 

similar above-average scores for extraversion. Neuroticism scores in 

the first study were about average, but in the second study were lower 

than those of the control group. 

The club, county and England under-19 players involved in the 

three tournaments in Study 3 exhibited no significant differences in 

group means on any personality measures. Although their extraversion 

scores were close to those of the skilled players in Study 2, their 

neuroticism scores were somewhat higher. However, once data was 

collapsed across groups, the same high extraversion scores, with no 

significant differences between winners' and losers' means, became 

apparent, but winners were found to score significantly lower on the 

neuroticism scale than losers. No differences in psychoticism were 

found between winners and losers. 

Earlier mention has been made of a link between levels of chronic 

arousability and Eysenck's extraversion-introversion dimension 

(Welford, 1976). For example, introverted subjects, because of higher 

levels of chronic arousal than extraverts, had performed better under 

monotonous conditions. In this investigation, in Study 2, where novice 

players scored lower on extraversion (near significant) than skilled 

players, there were no initial grotp mean differences in the high 

levels of arousal, as measured by the SACL, prior to completion of the 

squash task. In Study 3, where winners and losers registered similar 

group mean scores on extraversion, once again there were no significant 

group mean differences between winners and losers on arousal scores, 

which again were high and measured using the SACL instrument. Evidence 

here suggested that, on average, subjects were highly aroused prior to 

squash performance or competitive squash play irrespective of their 

scores on the extraversion-introversion dimension. 
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Nideffer's interpersonal style scales (TAIS) 

Nideffer interpersonal subscale results from Study 2 showed that 

skilled, when compared to novice players, exhibited higher levels of 

self-esteem (SES) and physical orientation (P/0) . and lower levels of 

introversion (INT) , obsession (OBS) and depression (DEP) showing 

greater tendency to express their feelings to others (PAE). 

Available normative data on the TAIS interpersonal subscales is 

rather scarce, and few of the studies carried out on sports populations 

refer to the interpersonal subscales. The mean scores from Study 2 can 

be compared with mean scores from psychology students, business 

executives and police applicants (N--; def f er, 1977) as shown in 

Appendix C, Table C. 4.1. 

No correlational relationships were revealed between the Nideffer 

interpersonal scales and the Eysenck personality scales, although the 

descriptions and the item content of their respective extroversion and 

extraversion scales, for example, appear, at least at face value, to be 

similar. It might have been expected that some relationship between the 

two extraversion scales would have been found. In Study 2, an almost 

significant difference in group means was obtained between skilled and 

novice squash players on the Eysenck extraversion measure, but 

differences in group means on Nideffer extroversion or introversion 

subscales were not even near significant. 

In general, the results obtained from Nideffer's TAIS 

interpersonal subscales were rather contradictory and confusing. They 

provided little useful evidence of personality differences between 

sports performers of different abilities and failed to identify 

differences between winners and losers. Taken together with the 

findings from the attentional subscales of the TAIS, there must be some 

doubt as to the overall effectiveness of this instrument. By way of 

contrast, the results obtained from the Eysenck personality measures in 

this investigation allow a greater level of confidence. The findings 
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support the tentative conclusions on personality in sport made by 

Eysenck, Nias and Cox (1982). Personality scores from the skilled 

players in Study 2 and the winners and losers in Study 3 confirmed 
their claim that sportsmen tend to be more extraverted than average. In 

addition, claims that outstanding sports performers score low on 

neuroticism, are confirmed by the evidence from the skilled players in 

study 2 and the winners from Study 3. 

In the interpretation of personality data, some caution is 

required with respect to the question of causality. However, based on 

the results obtained in Studies 2 and 3 and evidence from other 

sources, it is likely that the personality characteristics of sports 

performers play an important role in success in sport. 

Telic dominance scale (TDS) 

The TDS was intended to measure the individual's predisposition to 

spend time in the telic or paratelic states. No significant differences 

between the various squash groups were obtained in this investigation. 

Skilled, and novice players in Study 2 and club, county and England 

under-19 players and winners and losers in Study 3 showed no 

significant group differences in TDS subscale or total telic dominance 

scores. 

Previous work on sports populations, although sparse, had shown 

that participants in different sports varied in their telic dominance 

characteristics. Kerr (1987c), for example, found that "professional" 

sports performers were significantly more telic dominant than "serious 

amateur" and "recreational" sports performers. Aspects of telic 

dominance were shown to play an important role in subjects' preference 

for and participation in different sports (Svebak & Kerr, in press). 

Also, participants within one particular sport were shown to exhibit 

similar telic dominance characteristics. Research by Kerr (in press-c) 

had, in a cross-cultural study, found no significant differences in the 
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telic dominance character -J s tics of rugby players from four different 

countries. 

Interpretation of the absolute scores on the TDS measure obtained 
here in relation to other TDS findings is somewhat problematic because 

these scores may be context specific. To date, not enough normative 
data has been collected on sports populations. Nevertheless, interest 

is continuing and data on these populations is being collected and will 
be available in the future. However, in the present circumstances, 

reversal theory would not necessarily predict any differences, and to 

this extent the findings were not totally unexpected. Results from the 

state version of the TDS, the Telic State Measure, proved more 
interesting and are discussed in a later section. 

SELF-REPORTED MOOD 

Stress-Arousal Checklist 

The versatility and reliability of the SACL as a measure of self- 

reported mood have been discussed in Chapters 1 and 2. This thesis 

presents the first use of the SACL in the sports context. It was 

included to provide a picture of possible mood changes occurring during 

squash performance and competitive play. 

Arousal 

Regardless of ability level, players' arousal levels were high and 

were maintained at a high level throughout the test period in Study 2. 

In Study 3, in spite of there being no significant differences in group 

means in mood measure scores, winners' arousal scores were 

significantly higher overall and the pattern of their arousal scores 

remained relatively stable across the four games of the tournament. The 

arousal scores of the losers, however,, did change and significant 

differences between group means were especially obvious at games 3 
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and 4. These findings, which have identified an association between 
high levels of arousal and success in squash, are contrary to all the 
theoretical predictions of optimal arousal theory and much of 
contemporary thinking in sports psychology (see Chapter 1). 

Stress 

In Study 2, important differences between the means of skilled, 

average and novice players were identified on self-reported stress 
levels. Average and novice players reported significantly higher levels 

of stress than skilled players. However, there were no increases in 

self-reported stress levels across the test session for any of the 

ability groups. In Study 3, winners' stress scores were held at a 

constant and moderate level throughout the tournament. Losers' stress 

scores were high initially but declined after game 2. Also, winners' 

stress scores significantly decreased across the individual games, 

while those of the losers' did not. 

Telic State Measure 

The TSM has previously been used in combination with 

psychophysiological measures or structured interviews conducted blind 

to the TSM results (e. g. Svebak, 1984; Svebak & Murgatroyd, 1985). This 

was the first comprehensive use of the TSM in sports task performance 

and competitive play situations. 

Differences between skilled, average and novice groups in Study 2 

were non-significant on all five items of the TSM. Pre to post task 

significant increases in planning orientation and felt arousal, with 

near significant increases on seriousmindedness, were obtained. Arousal 

discrepancy (preferred arousal minus felt arousal) decreased 

significantly, but the discrepancy was least for the skilled group, pre 

to post task. In addition, a significant interaction between group on 

the one hand and pre and post task arousal discrepancy was obtained. 
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Winners and losers in Study 3 showed non-signif icant group mean 
differences on the serious, planning and felt arousal items of the TSM. 
one exception occurred on the seriousminded item post game 2; losers' 

scores here were significantly higher than those of the w-Jnners. 
Although there were no group differences in preferred arousal, a 
significant effect of games was obtained. A significant decrease effect 
in level of preferred arousal pre to post game was also found. Winners' 

arousal discrepancy scores did not change significantly, but those of 
the losers. did. A trend, approaching significance, was found in the 
interaction of group x games. 

There are a number of interesting questions which arise in 

relation to understanding the discrepancy effect found for losers in 

Study 3. Did the arousal discrepancy come about from, for example, 
increasing levels of preferred arousal or decreasing felt arousal? 

(Based on arguments presented in the disucssion section of Chapter 5, 

it appears that the discrepancy was brought about by a change in 

losers' levels of preferred arousal). Crucial to finding the answers to 

questions such as these is a correct assessment of the state of mind 

the losing players were in at the time. If, for instance, they were in 

the paratelic state, then the implication might be that the losers are 

increasingly looking for excitement or becoming increasingly bored. On 

the other hand, if they were in the teLic state, then the implication 

is that they were increasingly willing to tolerate anxiety but becoming 

increasingly uninvolved emotionally. Conceivably any group of players 

(e. g. the losers in Study 3), at any one time, could (and in this case 

did) contain some players in the telic and some players in the 

paratelic state, so that, depending on the individual players 

concerned, either of these explanations could be appropriate. In this 

investigation, the problems which arise in attempting to interpret the 

losers' arousal discrepancy scores are related to the very nature and 

underlying philosophy of reversal theory. 

The theory is concerned with the structure of human action in 

terms of the ways in whJJ ch individuals experience the motives they have 

for the actions they undertake. As such, the theory is phenomenological 
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and subjective experience central to its structural phenomenological 

approach. Consequently, it may be seen as paradoxical that studies with 

group-based designs are used to test the theory. This problem is made 

more difficult when compound measures such as the arousal discrepancy 

score from the TSM are examined. Here, two ideographic measures (i. e. 

preferred arousal and felt arousal) which vary independently with each 

subject are added together in a group situation. In other words, 

individual patterns of felt and preferred arousal can become indistinct 

in group-based designs. In Study 2, for example, it was stated after 

examination of individuals' data that many of the telic dominant 

subjects were in the telic state, pre and post task performance. As a 

result, it was thought that these players tolerated high levels of 

arousal which are usually not preferred in the telic state. In 

addition, at least seven subjects from different ability groups were 

thought to have reversed at least once (three from telic to paratelic 

and four from paratelic to telic) between the first and second 

completion of the TSM. All this is, of course, not obvious from the 

group analysis. 

Associated with the TSM are a number of other problems which 

further complicate the business of unravelling the arousal discrepancy 

data. Firstly, as previously pointed out, the TSM did not show 

significant changes in arousal between winners and losers over the four 

games in Study 3, but the SACL arousal subscale did. This may have been 

due to difficulties in the clarity of instructions given to subjects 

with regard to the meanings of the words used on the TSM, although 

extended instructions were given. The use of checklists (SACL) does not 

require extended instructions (see Svebak & Murgatroyd, 1985) . It seems 

more likely that the problem 1-Jes with the TSM item scales, in that a 

6-point scale may be too small or too insensitive to register subtle 

changes in arousal. The SACL arousal subscale, although constructed 

differently in the form of a mood adjective checklist, has a 12-point 

arousal "scale", which in this circumstance did allow changes in 

arousal to be identified. Casual observation of the TSM felt arousal 

data from winners and losers in Study 3, in which the scale was 

extended,, produced a graphical pattern the similar to that produced 
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from the SACL data. This problem of sensitivity may not have been 

obvious on previous occasions, because often the use of the TSM 
involved extreme telic or paratelic subjects who were perhaps more 
likely to score at either end of the item scales. Also, in previous 

studies the TSM was often used in combination with some other method of 

measurement. 

As a criterium in previous studies for deciding whether an 
individual is in the telic or paratelic state, the subject's score on 

the seriousminded item from the TSM was thought to be the best 

indicator. However, this item may be incorrectly labelled for sports 

performers. Apter (personal communication, February 1988) has suggested 

that since sports performers repeatedly report, often after the most 

challenging or demanding competition (see also Kerr, 1985a) , positive 

or pleasant feelings of enjoyment or exhilaration, there may be a 

difficulty with the language used. Sports competitors may well be in 

the paratelic state but, because the word "serious" is used, a wrong 

assessment may be made. There may be a need to change the adjectives at 

each end of the scale; perhaps instead of "serious",, "determined" would 

be a more appropriate substitute. Alternatively, it might be that good 

performance is associated with the telic state, but exceptional 

performance may be associated with paratelic functioning. Or the 

situation might be, as Kerr (1987b) suggested, that dominance and 

metamotivational state conditions should match up for good performance 

to be achieved. 

Clearly there is still a good deal of research to be carried out 

on psychological state and performance before these and similar 

questions can be resolved. In this investigation, at least, the results 

suggest that further refinement of the TSM may be required in order to 

maximise its effectiveness as a measuring instrument. Considerable 

effort should be invested in exploring the effectiveness of the TSM, 

because it, or a similar instrument, will play a central role in the 

solution of these intriguing questions. 
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Players' experience during performance and play 

The data from the SACL and TSM in Study 2 were considered together 

and a definite pattern became apparent. This pattern reflected 
differences in the way the various squash ability groups experienced 

the experimental task demands. High levels of arousal (SACL) 

experienced by the skilled players prior to and during the task were 

reported as non-stressful (SACL) and likely therefore to have been 

associated with positive hedonic tone and experienced as pleasant. The 

average and novice players, by way of contrast, reported high levels of 

stress (SACL), accompanied by high arousal (SACL), before and after the 

test session. As evident in their self-reported mood scores, the 

average and novice players' experience during the squash task would 

likely have been relatively unpleasant. For the novice and average 

subjects in Study 2, the significantly greater discrepancy between 

preferred and actual levels of felt arousal (TSM) suggested that they 

were less successful than the skilled players at achieving their 

preferred levels of arousal. The higher levels of stress (SACL) 

reported by these subjects are in agreement with reversal theory 

explanations that discrepancies in preferred and actual felt arousal 

levels are likely to be experienced as stressful. In addition, and 

showing overlap between the two theoretical approaches,, the stress 

scores also confirm notions of arousal discrepancy,, compensatory 

behaviour and negative emotional experience put forward by Cox, 

Thirlaway and Cox (1982) (see Chapter 1). Also, research work by Dowd 

and Innes (1981), which reported that skillful players scored lower on 

anxiety than less skillful players, and the low level of pre-game 

anxiety symptoms reported by skilled players in Study 1 (see Chapter 3) 

provide additional support for these findings. 

In Study 3, game 2 was thought to be crucial for losers in terms 

of their chance of success in the tournament, and this was reflected in 

their self-reported mood data. The arousal (SACL) and stress (SACL) 

levels of losers at games 3 and 4 became significantly lower than those 

of the winners. This pattern was confirmed to some degree by arousal 

discrepancy (TSM) scores. Losers' discrepancy scores increased 

significantly as the tournament progressed, and especially after game 2 

as the losers continued to be unsuccessful. 
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Although there were no significant differences between winners' 
and losers' felt arousal scores (TSM), the SACL data showed that 

winners' arousal scores remained relatively stable throughout the 
tournament, while losers' arousal scores (SACL) changed significantly 

at games 3 and 4. From the TSM data, the preferred arousal (TSM) 

response pattern for winners and losers, taken over the four games in 

Study 3, was similar. At the beginning of the tournament it was high, 
falling away during games 2 and 3 and then increasing again for the 
last game. Further indication that important psychological changes took 

place at game 2 is provided by the significantly lower score of the 
losers on the seriousminded subscale (TSM) post game 2. 

OVERALL SUP94ARY OF FINDINGS 

Overall, successful players (that is skilled players in Study 2 

and winners from Study 3) were highly extravert and significantly less 

neurotic than other groups of players. Telic dominance was not a 

discriminating characteristic in this investigation, but successful 

players' attentional styles were significantly different, as defined by 

Nideffer's BIT and INFP subscales, to those styles or strategies 

employed by less capable players. Successful players generally employed 

psychological preparation strategies prior to and during play to a 

greater extent than other players. when doing so, they were more 

concerned with cognitive strategies, in the form of focussing and 

planning, than arousal modulation strategies. 

In addition, successful players were either less affected by, or 

perhaps more successful at min imi sing,, " emotional responses to playing 

demands than less successful players. In general, arousal levels were 

high and successful players achieved and maintained higher arousal 

levels than unsuccessful players. Thus, high arousal was an intrinsic 

element of their performance and play, but one which was experienced as 

non-stressful. A tentative model of psychological elements in 

successful squash is shown in Fig. 16. 
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In Chapter 4, it was argued that differences of this nature in 
reported mood would be likely to affect performance, that is in 
addition to initial variations in ability. The skilled players' mean 
performance scores were rather higher than might be expected if the 
differences were due solely to ability differences. However, any 
decision as to whether skill level and membership in various ability 
groups are the result of, or determine, these individual differences 

goes beyond the scope of this investigation. In similar vein, the 
difficulties of the cause and effect debate can be seen in attempting 
to interpret the results from Study 3. Here again, groups were matched 
for ability and the relationship between playing performance and 

players' psychological reactions appeared to be inextricably linked. 

ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS FROM REVERSAL THEORY 

This thesis has usefully extended knowledge of the psychological 

effects that are involved in competitive sport, but It would be 

interesting to speculate on the further possibilities offered by 

Apter's (1982) theory. This extended interpretation is not the direct 

concern of this thesis, but reversal theory's comprehensive view of 

human behaviour provides some additional relevant explanations of the 

competitive sports process. By necessity, this involves expanding the 

concepts of tension and effort-stress first mentioned in Chapter 1 and 

introducing the concept of "self-tone" (Apter & Smith, 1985), a kind of 

subset of hedonic tone. Firstly, a closer examination of the likely 

role in competitive squash of one other pair of metamotivational 

states, the mastery-sympathy pair, and its relationship with "felt 

transactional outcome" is undertaken. 

In reversal theory, as well as the telic and paratelic pair, three 

other paJrs of metamotivational states have been postulated: the 

mastery-sympathy, allocentric-autocentric and negativistic-conformist 

pairs (see Appendix D for a glossary of reversal theory terms). The 

theory also proposes that these metamotivational states can be 

operative, in various combinations and intensities, at the same time. 
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The first of these additional pairs of metamotivational states is 

thought to be especially relevant to the discussion of Psychological 

effects in the squash tournament. Unfortunately, speculation about the 

role of the mastery-sympathy pair must remain theoretical. Although the 

early design of possible measuring instruments has been attempted,, 

fully tested, valid and reliable scales are not, as yet, available. It 

is regrettable that such measures were not available for inclusion in 

studies 2 and 3. 

Apter and Smith (1985) have pointed out that the ma s tery- sympathy 

and allocentric-autocentric pairs are concerned with felt transactional 

outcome, defined as "the perceived outcome of an interaction in terms 

of the degree of gain or loss which it is felt to represent". This 

results in the experience of pleasantness or unpleasantness, termed in 

the theory "self-tone", and thought to be of a different quality from 

the hedonic tone associated with the telic and paratelic states. Self- 

tone is, however, still considered part of overall hedonic tone. 

Consequently, pleasant self-tone, feel. J. 
-ngs of happiness and 

contentment, may accompany success ( in terms of autocentric mastery) 

during competitive play. Equally, unpleasant self-tone may accompany 

perception of failure (see below). 

It was proposed in Chapter 5 that the discrepancy in preferred and 

felt arousal would lead to players (losers) experiencing effort-stress 

as they attempted to reduce tension-stress, brought about by this 

discrepancy. As the discrepancy in preferred and felt arousal 

increased, some of the losers' effort might have been diverted from 

trying to win the game into attempting to achieve the preferred level 

of arousal. They might, for example, have tried to play unnecessarily 

risky shots or deliberately got angry in an attempt to increase their 

arousal. This in turn would mean that they would be less likely to win 

the game, thus setting up a kind of vicious circle. 

However, it could also be argued, in reversal theory terms, that 

some of the effort-stress in playing squash relates to the mastery- 

sympathy states rather than to the arousal discrepancy associated with 
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the telic and paratelic dimensions. Effort-stress is associated with 
ef fort expended in the reduction of tension-stress which accompanies 
tension. From the reversal theory definition of tension it should be 

clear that tension can arise from sources other than a discrepancy 

between felt and preferred arousal. Tension is defined as "a feeling 

that accompanies, and is proportional to, any discrepancy between a 

preferred and actual level of some variable". According to reversal 
theory, players involved in competitive squash are likely to be in the 

mastery state for most of the time while playing, therefore at least 

some of the players' efforts might be directed towards reducing the 

discrepancy between preferred and actual felt transactional outcome. 

This type of discussion is, of course, useful in that it provides 

new possibilities for an understanding of the psychological aspects of 

competitive sport. Some of the arguments and suggestions about the role 

of the mastery- sympathy pair, for example, are only speculative at this 

point due to a lack of empirical evidence. However, it must be 

remembered that reversal theory is relatively new and it is only after 

some 10 years' work that the predictions of the theory with respect to 

the telic-paratelic pair have been adequately confirmed. Once measures 

are developed, the opportunity will be available to test some of the 

other proposals from reversal theory in the context of competitive 

sport. 

BEYOND THE ! NV"ERTED-U RELATIONSHIP? 

Much of the discussion in Chapter 1 centred around the limitations 

associated with the inverted-U relationship as a theoretical base for 

the understanding of the relationship between arousal and performance. 

Cox and Mackay's (Cox, 1978; Mackay et al., 1978) model of stress and 

arousal, along with reversal theory (Apter, 1982), were proposed as 

more versatile alternative theoretical approaches. The results obtained 

from the SACL and TSM instruments in this investigation obviously run 

counter to the arguments of optimal arousal theory, underlining the 
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limitations of its use to explain complex psychological functioning in 
sport. These results also extend present knowledge of competitive 
sport, providing a more complete picture of the psychological aspects 
involved. The resilience of the orthogonal model of stress and arousal 
(Cox, 1978; Mackay et al.,, 1978) and the sensitivity of the SACL 
instrument have again been demonstrated in a new context. 

Reversal theory, in spite of some possible shortcomings with the 
TSM, provides another viable alternative to optimal arousal theory. The 
SACL results, as well as providing support for Cox and Mackay's 

approach, equally provide evidence for the arguments of reversal 
theory. Indeed, the results of this investigation have illustrated a 

number of areas of overlap between the two theoretical approaches, even 
though they were developed independently and originated from rather 
different theoretical foundations. 

In addition, the results obtained from all three studies, which 
indicated the important role of high levels of arousal, have important 

implications for cognitive intervention possib4lities with sports 

performers. In Chapter 1, a model (Kerr, 1987b) was proposed which 

argued that there were four possible options for affecting arousal 

levels in sport. Based on the findings of this investigation, arousal 

reduction techniques as part of psychological preparation, or for 

intervention during competitive performance or play, would appear to 

have been inappropriate for many of the squash players in this study. 

CONCLUDING COMMENTS 

One of the most pleasing aspects of undertaking this research 

investigation was the enthusiastic support received from squash players 

and others involved in the sport. Players were especially willing to 

act as subjects, even though this involved a considerable time 

commitment on some occasions. However, while players are often willing 

to take part in research, they tend to draw a line when it comes to 

real top-level performance or competition. They are concerned that any 
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deviation from their normal routine or preparation may interfere with 
their subsequent performance. As a result, the squash simulation study 
provided an ecologically valid opportunity for study without the 

outcome being crucial to the players' future. It proved to be a 
particularly effective vehicle for measuring players' psychological 

responses during competition. In addition, the simulation could be 

easily replicated, for squash or other racquet games and the principles 
involved could be applied to other sPOrts. 

Although the present research investigation proved useful in that 

it provided some accurate and relevant information about the 

competitive sports process, it has clearly generated a whole series of 

new questions. Some possibilities which may become the focus of further 

research studies include an examination of an individual's 

psychological reactions over a full-length squash match or series of 

squash matches, allowing data to be compared over a longer period. Such 

an approach might attempt to incorporate interview material in the 

desiqn and, throughout the play, register ongoing personal reports from 

players along with state measures. Additionally, attempts could be made 

to manipulate stress and/or arousal levels before play, allowing the 

possible effects on performance to be monitored. Finally, the questions 

raised during the discussion of reversal theory concepts in this 

chapter warrant future attention. 

The results of the studies included in this thesis have given 

rise to a number of i-mplications for squash coaching and 

player development; these are included as an addendum. 
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ADDENWK: IMPLICATIONS FQR SQUASH COACHING AND PLAYER DEVELOPMENT 

SUCCESSFUL PLAYERS: 

have been playing longer and play more often than 
unsuccessful players. 

(2) are aware of the importance of psychological preparation 
both prior to and during games. 

(3) concentrate on cognitive aspects of psychological 
preparation, especially planning. 

(4) have attained a level of expertise which allows them to 
successfully implement tactical strategies (Hughes, 
1986). 

(5) generally report low levels of anxiety pre game. 

(6) generally do not attempt to reduce levels of arousal. 

(7) could be more aware of the need to change their 
psychological strategy when "things are going wrong". 

(8) have learned through practice and experience which are 
the important or crucial correct features of play. 

(9) are aware of and able to allocate more attention to the 

changing game situation and are more flexible in their 

responses to the demands of play. 

(10) when necessary, are better at concentrating and narrowing 
attention on specific features of the game. 

(11) exhibit personality character -4 stics which reflect high 

extraversion and low neuroticism. 

(12) experience high levels of arousal in a comfortable, non- 
disruptive, positive way prior to and during play (i. e. 

accompanying low levels of stress). 

(13) are better at matching preferred levels of arousal with 
the level of arousal they actually experience. 
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A. 1 

APPE21DIX A: PILOT STUDY 

INTRODUCTION 

As previously mentioned (Chapters 2 and 4) . prior to the inclusion 

of a physiological indicant of arousal (heart rate) into the research 

design of Study 2, a small scale pilot experiment was undertaken. This 

was necessary (1) to test the general experimental design of the main 

study, and (2) to specifically test the effectiveness of the Medilog 

recorder in recording changes in heart rate during the active 

performance of squash skills required in Study 2. 

METHOD 

Subjects 

The subjects who volunteered to take part were five male physical 

education students aged between 20 and 28 years. As squash players they 

were considered to be particularly skillful, being the most proficient 

players from a total of 124 students. 

measures 

Those measures that were to be used in the main study were also 

included in the pilot experiment. These were the Eysenck Personality 

Inventory (EPI; Eysenck, 1964) the Telic Dominance Scale (TDS; 

Murgatroyd et al. 1978) the Test of Attentional and Interpersonal 

Style (TAIS; Nideffer, 1976) , the Stress-Arousal Checklist (SACL; 

Mackay et al. , 1978; Cox & Mackay, 1985) and the Telic State Measure 

(TSM; Svebak & Murgatroyd, 1985). 



A. 2 

Procedure 

Subjects were required to: 

Complete the: 
Eysenck Personality Inventory (EPI; Eysenck, 1964); 
Telic Dominance Scale (TDS; Murgatroyd et al., 1978); 
Test of Attentional and Interpersonal Style (TAIS; Nideffer, 
1976). 

(2) Be fitted with the Medilog heart rate monitor. 

(3) Complete the: 
Stress/Arousal Checklist (SACL; Mackay et al., 1978; Cox and 
Mackay 1985); 
Telic State Measure (TSM; Svebak & Murgatroyd, 1985). 

(4) Warm up for a period of 5 minutes by hitting forehand shots to the 
front wall of the squash court from a position at the rear of the 
court. 

(5) Again complete the SACL and TSM. 

(6) Fulfill the requirements of the 1st squash task, i. e. strike a 
marked target area on the f ront wall of the squash court with 30 
continuous shots (see Figs. A. l. a and b). Scores were marked by an 
independent observer. 

(7) Complete SACL and TSM for the third time. 

(8) Fulfill the requirements of the 2nd squash task, i. e. strike a 
marked target area on the front wall of the squash court and a 
second marked target area at the rear of the squash court with 30 

continuous shots (see Figs. A. l. a and b) . Scores were marked by an 

-independent observer. 

(9) Complete the SACL and TSM a fourth time. 

N. B. The whole experimental procedure was filmed throughout on 

videotape to allow a retrospective examination of the experimental 
tasks to be undertaken. 

RESULTS AND COMMENTARY 

Heart rate recordings obtained during the pilot study proved 

unsuitable for analysis. This was thought to be due to a combination of 
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factors affecting electrode contact. Additional problems with the 
temperature of the squash ball and the position of the target in task 2 
invalidated performance scores. As a result, questionnaire and 
checklist data collected were not analysed. A number of modifications, 
summarised below, were made to the experimental procedure in the main 
study (i. e. Study 2, Chapter 4). 

(1) The use of the Medilog recorder 

Prior to carrying out the experiment, some exploratory testing was 
carried out to find the most comfortable and least restrictive position 
for the backpack and electrode wires. The most appropriate position for 

the electrode wires was on the side of the body opposite to the racquet 

arm of the subject. The backpack containing the recording device was 

positioned in the small of the back and the electrode leads were taped 

to the subject's body us4,,. ng surgical tape (see Fig. A. 2). In spite of 
the experimenter's careful attention to detail (for example the 

placement and fixing of electrodes) , heart rate recordings obtained 
during the pilot study proved unsuitable for analysis. The vigorous 

nature of the movements involved, coupled with the effect of 

perspiration during and after warm-up were thought to have caused 

problems affecting electrode contact. In spite of attempts to remedy 

this situation, no solution to these problems could be found. In view 

of the problems described above, it was reluctantly decided to abandon 

attempts to obtain physiological data in this experiment. 

(2) The completion of the Stress Arousal Checklist (SACL) and Telic 
State Measure (TSM) between the squash tasks 

The administration of psychological inventories between the squash 

tasks also proved to be problematic. Even though the time taken to 

complete these was relatively short, difficulties were encountered in 

keeping the squash ball warm. The temperature of a squash ball bears a 

direct relationship to its elasticity (Chapman & Zuyderhoff, 1986). As 

a result, subjects experienced difficulty on attempting to complete the 
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second performance task because the ball had cooled down and was not 
bouncing as high as it had done during the first performance task where 
the ball had been properly warmed up. In the light of the subjects' 

experienced difficulties, it was decided that they should be allowed to 

perform the two tasks uninterrupted. They would not be required to 

complete the state measures between tasks. 

(3) The placement of the front wall target 

It became obvious during observation in the pilot experiment 

(subsequently confirmed by the video tape recording) that the subjects 

attempting to perform the more difficult squash task were not being 

successful. Feedback obtained from the subjects following the 

experiment revealed that the f ront wall target was too low, making it 

very difficult to reach the rear target. Further experimentation on a 

trial-and-error basis showed that, by elevating the target so that the 

bottom line of the target coincided with the service line on the front 

wall, subjects were able to achieve scores on both targets (see 

Fig. A. l. a). 

The experimental procedure for Study 2 was modified to eliminate 

the problems outlined above. More complete details are provided in 

Method section of Chapter 4. 
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Fig. A. l. a & b. A subject performing the squash task during the 
pilot study. 



Fiq. A. 2. Photograph of a left-handed subject wearing the mediloq 
recorder. 
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APPENDIX BAL: SQUASH QUESTjotjNAjRE 

PLEASE C014PLETE THE FOLU)WING QUESTIONS ON SQUASH, BEING AS F? JkNK 
AND HONEST AS YOU CAN WITH YOUR ANSWERS. 

1. Age: (years) 

2. How long have you been playing squash? years 

3.1 play squash: - once a month 
- once a week 
- twice a week 
- more than twice a week 

(Please tick the appropriate answer) 

4. Please tick the appropriate answer: 

a. I consider myself a good player. I play regularly in a team and 
take my squash very seriously. I can play all the shots and 
particulary enjoy deceiving my opponent. 

b. I consider myself an average player. I like playing people of my 
own standard. I can play most of the shots. Squash is an enjoyable 
way of keeping in shape. 

cI consider myself a beginner at squash. I do not play regularly 
and some of the shots I find difficult to play. Since starting the 
game I feel I have improved my standard of play. 

5. Do you experience any of the following sensations just before you 
play squash? (Please tick as appropriate). 

-a feeling of dizziness 

-a feeling of queasiness in the stomach 
- sweaty hands 

-a quickening of the heartbeat 

- actually throwing up 
-a relaxed, calm feeling 

- the feeling that you need to urinate 
-a lack of concentration 

6. Before playing a game of squash, do you attempt to prepare 

yourself mentally? 

YES 

NO 

(Please tick the appropriate answer) 
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IF YOUR ANSWER TO QUESTION 6 WAS "YES", THEN CONTINUE To ANSWM 
QUESTIONS ON THIS PAGE. IF IT WAS 'No", THEN YOU HAVE FINISHED. 

7. Describe briefly how you prepare yourself mentally for the game: 

8. Does your psychological preparation change with the importance of 
the game and the ability of your opponent? 

YES 

NO 

(Please tick the appropriate answer) 

If so, describe the differences between: 

a. an important league game or a friendly match 

b. a player of higher ability or a player of lower ability 

9. Do you consciously try to "psych" yourself up and psychologically 
prepare prior to a game? 

YES 

NO 

(Please tick the appropriate answer) 

10. Do you always play better as a result? 

YES 

NO 

(Please tick the appropriate answer) 

If your answer is "no", then briefly describe the circumstances: 

Do you continue this "psyching-up" process during the game by, for 

example, talking to yourself? 

YES 

NO 

(Please tick the appropriate answer) 

Write down some examples of the things you might say to yourself: 
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12. Do you think playing ability is related to how much you are 
"psyched up"? 

YES 

NO 

(Please tick the appropriate answer) 

13. Have you experienced a situation where you were "psyched up": 

a. too much 
b. too. little 

and your play was affected as a result? (Please tick the 
appropriate answer). 

Describe what happened: 

IF YOU HAVE ANSWERED THE QUESTIONS ON PAGES 2 AND 3, YOU ARE FINISHED. 
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APPENDIX B. 2: EYSENCK PERSONALITY INVENTORY (EPI; EYSENCK, 

FORM A 
Yes No 

1. Do you often long for excitement? 0 0 

2. Do you often need understanding friends to cheer you up? 0 0 

3. Are you usually carefree? 0 0 

4. Do you find it very hard to take no for an answer? 0 0 

5. Do you stop and think things over before doing anything? 0 0 

6. If you say you will do something do you always keep your 
promise, no matter how inconvenient it might be to do so? 0 0 

7. Does your mood often go up and down? 0 0 

8. Do you generally do and say things quickly without 
stopping to think? 0 0 

9. Do you ever feel "just miserable" for no good reason? 0 0 

10. Would you do almost anything for a dare? 0 0 

11. Do you suddenly feel shy when you want to talk to an 
attractive stranger? 0 0 

12. once in a while do you lose your temper and get angry? 0 0 

13. Do you often do things on the spur of the moment? 0 0 

14. Do you often worry about things you should not have 
done or said? 0 0 

15. Generally, do you prefer reading to meeting people? 0 0 

16. Are your feelings rather easily hurt? 0 0 

17. Do you like going out a lot? 0 0 

18. Do you occasionally have thoughts and ideas that you 

would not like other people to know about? 0 0 

19. Are you sometimes bubbling over with energy and 

sometimes very sluggish.;, 0 0 
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20. Do you prefer to have few but special friends? 

21. Do you daydream a lot? 

22. When people shout at you, do you shout back? 

23. Are you often troubled about feelings of guilt? 

24. Are all your habits good and desirable ones? 

25. Can you usually let yourself go and enjoy yourself 
a lot at a lively party? 

26. Would you call yourself tense or " highly- strung"'.; ' 

27. Do other people think of you as being very lively? 

28. After you have done something important, do you 
of ten come away f eel ing you could have done better? 

29. Are you mostly qu-Jet when you are with other people? 

30. Do you sometimes gossip? 

Yes No 

00 

00 

00 

00 

00 

00 

00 

00 

00 

00 

00 

31. Do ideas run through your head so that you cannot sleep? 0 0 

32. If there is something you want to know about, would you 
rather look it up in a book than talk to someone about it? 0 0 

33. Do you get palpitations or thumping in your heart? 0 0 

34. Do you like the kind of work that you need to pay 
close attention to? 0 0 

35. Do you get attacks of shaking or trembling? 0 0 

36. Would you always declare everything at the customs, 
even if you knew that you could never be found out? 0 0 

37. Do you hate being with a crowd who play jokes on one 
another? 0 0 

38. Are you an irritable person? 0 0 

39. Do you like doing things in which you have to act quickly? 0 0 

40. Do you worry about awful things that might happen? 00 
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Yes No 

41. Are you slow and unhurried in the way you move? 0 0 

42. Have you ever been late for an appointment or work? 0 0 

43. Do you have many nightmares? 0 0 

44. Do you like talking to people so much that you never 
miss a chance of talking to a stranger? 0 0 

45. Are you troubled by aches and pains? 0 0 

46. would you be very unhappy if you could not see lots 
of people most of the time? 0 0 

47. Would you call yourself a nervous person? 0 0 

48. Of all the people you know, are there some whom you 
definitely do not like? 0 0 

49. Would you say that you were fairly self confident? 0 0 

50. Are you easily hurt when people find fault with you 
or your work? 0 

51. Do you find it hard to really enjoy yourself at a 
lively party? 0 0 

52. Are you troubled with feelings of inferiority? 0 0 

53. Can you easily get some life into a rather dull party? 0 0 

54. Do you sometimes talk about things you know nothing about? 0 0 

55.. Do you worry about your health? 0 0 

56. Do you like playing pranks on others? 0 0 

57. Do you suffer from sleeplessness? 0 0 

PLEASE CHECK TO SEE THAT YOU HAVE ANSMEMED ALL THE QUESTIONS 
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APPENDIX B. 3: EYSENCK PERSONALITY QUESTIONNAIRE (EPQ; EYSENCK 
EYSENCK, 1975 

Occupation .............................. 

Age ............... Sex ................. 

INSTRUCTIONS. Please answer each question 
by putting a circle around the "YES"* or 
the "NO" following the question. There 
are no right or wrong answers, and no 
trick questions. Work quickly and do not 
think too long about the exact meaning of 
the questions. 

PLEASE REMEMBER TO ANSWER EACH QUESTION! 

1. Do you have many different hobbies? ........................ YES NO 

2. Do you stop to think things over before doing anything? .... YES NO 

3. Does your mood often go up and down? ....................... YES NO 

4. Have you ever taken the praise for something you knew 
someone else had really done? .............................. YES NO 

5. Are you a talkative person? ................................ YES NO 

6. Would being in debt worry you? ............................. YES NO 

7. Do you ever feel "just miserable" for no reason? ........... YES NO 

8. Were you ever greedy by helping yourself to more than 

your share of anything? .................................... YES NO 

9. Do you lock up your house carefully at night> .............. YES NO 

10. Are you rather lively? ..................................... 
YES NO 

11. Would it upset you a lot to see a child or an animal 

suffer? .................................................... 
YES NO 

12. Do you often worry about things you should not have done 

or said? ................................................... 
YES NO 

13. If you say you will do something, do you always keep your 

promise no matter how inconvenient it might be? ............ YES NO 

14. Can you usually let yourself go and enjoy yourself at a 
lively party? .............................................. 

YES NO 

15. Are you an irritable person? ............................... 
YES NO 
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16. Have you ever blamed someone for doing something you knew 
was really your fault? 

..................................... YES NO 
17. Do you enjoy meeting new people? ........................... YES NO 
18. Do you believe insurance schemes are a good idea? 

.......... YES NO 
19. Are your feelings easily hurt? 

............................. YES NO 
20. Are all your habits good and desirable ones? ............... YES NO 
21. Do you tend to keep in the background on social occasions? YES NO 
22. Would you take drugs which may have strange or dangerous 

effects? .................................................... YES NO 
23. Do you often feel "fed-up"71 

................................ YES NO 
24. Have you ever taken anything (even a pin or button) that 

belonged to someone else.;, .................................. YES NO 
25. Do you like going out a lot? ............................... YES NO 
26. Do you enjoy hurting people you love? ...................... YES NO 
27. Are you often troubled about feelings of guilt? ............ YES NO 
28. Do you sometimes talk about things you know nothing about? YES NO 
29. Do you prefer reading to meeting people? ................... YES NO 

30. Do you have enemies who want to harm you? .................. YES NO 

31. would you call yourself a nervous person? .................. YES NO 

32. Do you have many friends? .................................. YES NO 

33. Do you enjoy practical jokes that can sometimes really 
YES NO hurt people? ............................................... 

34. Are you a worrier-, ......................................... YES NO 

35. As a child did you do as you were told immediately and 
without grumbling? ........................................ * YES NO 

36. Would you call yourself happy-go-lucky? .................... YES NO 

37. Do good manners and cleanliness matter much to you? ........ YES NO 

38. Do you worry about awful things that might happen? ......... YES NO 

39. Have you ever broken or lost something belonging to 
YES NO someone else? ............................... 

40. Do you usually take the initiative in making new friends?.. YES NO 

41. Would you call yourself tense or "highly-strung"? .......... YES NO 

42. Are you mostly quiet whe n you are with people? ............. YES NO 

43. Do you think marriage is old-fashioned and should be done 

away w-Jth? .............. ................................... 
YES NO 

44. Do you sometimes boast a little? ........................... YES NO 
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45. Can you easily get some life into a rather dull party? ..... YES NO 
46. Do people who drive carefully annoy you? ................... YES NO 
47. Do you worry about your health? 

............................ YES NO 
48. Have you ever said anything bad or nasty about anyone?..... YES NO 
49. Do you like telling jokes and funny stories to your 

friends? 
................................................... YES NO 

50. Do most things taste the same to you? ...................... YES NO 

51. As a child were you ever cheeky to your parents? ........... YES NO 

52. Do you like mixing with people? ............................ YES NO 

53. Does it worry you if you know there are mistakes in your 
work? ................... ................................... YES NO 

54. Do you suffer from sleeDlessness? .......................... YES NO 

55. Do you always wash before a meal? .......................... YES NO 

56. Do you nearly always have a "ready answer" when people 
talk to you? ............................................... YES NO 

57. Do you like to arrive at appointments in plenty of time?.. YES NO 

58. Have you often felt listless and tired for no reason? ...... YES NO 

59. Have you ever cheated at a game? ........................... YES NO 

60. Do you like doing things, in which you have to act quickly? YES NO 

61. Is (or was) your mother a good woman? ...................... YES NO 

62. Do you often feel life is very dull? ....................... YES NO 

63. Have you ever taken advan tage of someone? .................. YES NO 

64. Do you often take on more activities than you have time 
for? ..................... .................................. YES NO 

65. Are there several people who keep trying to avoid you?..... YES NO 

66. Do you'worry a lot about your looks. ) ....................... YES NO 

67. Do you think people spend too much time safeguarding their 
future with savings and insurances? ........................ YES NO 

68. Have you ever wished that you were dead? ................... YES NO 

69. Would you dodge paying taxes if you were sure you could 

never be found out? ........................................ 
YES NO 

70. Can you get a party going? ... .............................. 
YES NO 

71. Do you try not to be rude to people? ....................... 
YES NO 

72. Do you worry too long after an embarrassing experience? .... YES NO 

73. Have you ever insisted on having your own way? ............. YES NO 
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74. When you catch a train do you often arrive at the last 
minute? .................................................... YES NO 

75. Do you suffer from "nerves"? 
............................... YES NO 

76. Do your friendships break up easily without it being your 
fault? ..................................................... YES NO 

77. Do you often feel lonely? 
.................................. YES NO 

78. Do you always practice what you preach? .................... YES NO 

79. Do you sometimes like teasing animals? ..................... YES NO 

80. Are you easily hurt when people find fault with you or the 
work you do? ............................................... YES NO 

81. Have you ever been late for an appointment or work? ........ YES NO 

82. Do you like plenty of bustle and excitement around you? .... YES NO 

83. Would you like other people to be afraid of you? ........... YES NO 

84. Are you sometimes bubbling over with energy and sometimes 
very sluggish? ............................................. YES NO 

85. Do you sometimes put off until tomorrow what you ought to 
do today? .................................................. YES NO 

86. Do other people think of you as being lively? .............. YES NO 

87. Do people tell you a lot of lies? .......................... YES NO 

88. Are you touchy about some things? .......................... YES NO 

89. Are you always willing to admit it when you have made a 

mistake? ................................................... 
YES NO 

90. Would you feel very sorry for an animal caught in a trap?.. YES NO 

PLEASE C31ECK TO SEE THAT YOU HAVE ANSWERED ALL THE QUESTIONS 
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APPENDIX B. 4: TEST OF ATTENTIOmAL AND IRTERpERsoKjkL STYLE (TAIS) 
(NIDEFFER, 1976) 

TEST OF ATTENTIONAL AND INTERPERSONAL STYLE (TAIS) 

Robert M. Nideffer, Ph. D. 

INSTRUCTIONS 

Read each item carefully and then answer according to the frequency 
with which it describes you or your behavior. For example, item 1 is 
"When people talk to me, I find myself distracted by the sights and 
sounds around me. " 

A= NEVER 
B= RARELY 
C= SOMETIMES 
D= FREQUENTLY 
E= ALWAYS 

If your answer to the f irst item is SOMETIMES, you would mark with a 
No. 2 pencil under C for item number 1. The same key is used for every 
item, thus each time you mark an A you are indicating NEVER, etc. 

1. Please be sure to mark your name in the spaces provided at the 

right of the answer sheet. 
2. Fill in your date of birth in the spaces provided at the bottom of 

the answer sheet. 
3. Indicate your sex in the space provided. 
4. At the bottom of the answer sheet under Grade . please indicate the 

number of years of schooling you have completed. 
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1. When people talk to me I find myself distracted by 
the sights and sounds around me. 

2. When people talk to me If ind myself distracted by 
my own thoughts and ideas. 

3. All I need is a little information and I can come 
up with a large number of ideas. 

4. My thoughts are limited to the objects and people 
in my immediate surroundings. 

5.1 need to have all the information before I say 
or do anything. 

6. The work I do is focused and narrow, proceeding 
in a logical fashion. 

7.1 run back and forth from task to task. 
8.1 seem to work in "fits and starts" or "bits 

and pieces". 
9. The work I do involves a wide variety of 

seemingly unrelated material and ideas. 
10. My thoughts and associations come so rapidly 

I can't keep up with them. 
11. The world seems to be a booming buzzing brilliant 

flash of colour and confusion. 
12. When I make a mistake it is because I did not wait 

to get all of the information. 
13. When I make a mistake it is because I waited too 

long and got too much information. 
14. When I read it is easy to block out everything 

but the book. 
15.1 focus on one small part of what a person says 

and miss the total message. 
16. In school I failed to wait for the teachers' 

instructions. 
17.1 have difficulty clearing my mind of a single 

thought or idea. 
18.1 think about one thing at a time. 
19.1 get caught up in my thoughts and become obvious 

to what is going on around me. 
20.1 theorize and philosophize. 
21.1 enjoy quiet, thoughtful times. 
22.1 would rather be feeling and experiencing the 

world than my own thoughts. 
23. My environment is exciting and keeps me involved. 
24. My interests are broader than most people's. 
25. My interests are narrower than most people's. 
26. it is easy for me to direct my attention and 

focus narrowly on something. 
27. It is easy for me to focus on a number of things 

at the same time. 
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28. It is easy for me to keep thoughts from interfering 
with something I am watching or listening to. 

29. It is easy for me to keep sights and sounds from 
interfering with my thoughts. 

30. Happenings or objects grab my attention. 
31. it is easy for me to keep my mind on a single 

thought or idea. 
32.1 am good at picking a voice or instrument out 

of a piece of music that I am listening to. 
33. With so much going on around me, it's difficult for 

me to think about anything for any length of time. 
34.1 am good at quickly analyzing complex situations 

around me, such as how a play is developing in foot- 
ball or which of four or five kids started a fight. 

35. At stores I am faced with so many choices I can't 
make up my mind. 

36.1 spend a great deal of my time thinking about 
all kinds of ideas I have. 

37.1 figure out how to respond to others by imagining 
myself in their situation. 

38. In school I w4ould become distracted and didn't 
stick to the subject. 

39. When I get anxious or nervous my attention becomes 
narrow and I fail to see important things that are 
going on around me. 

40. Even though I am not hungry, if something I like 
is placed in front of me, I'll eat it. 

41.1 am more of a doing kind of person than a thinking 
one. 

42. In a room filled with children or out on a playing 
field, I know what everyone is doing. 

43. it is easy for me to keep my mind on a single 
sight or sound. 

44.1 am good at rapidly scanning crowds and picking 
out a particular person or face. 

45.1 have difficulty shifting back and forth from 

one conversation to another. 
46.1 get confused trying to watch activities such as 

a football game or circus where a number of things 

are happening at the same time. 
47.1 have so many things on my mind that I become 

confused and forgetful. 
48. On essay tests my answers are (were) too narrow 

and don't cover the topic. 
49. It is easy for me to forget about problems by 

watching a good movie or by listening to music. 
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50.1 can't resist the temptation when it is right in front of me. 
51. In games I make mistakes because I am watching 

what one person does and forget about the others. 
52.1 can plan several moves ahead in complicated games 

like bridge and chess. 
53. In school I was not a "thinker". 
54. In a room full of people I can keep track of 

several conversations at the same time. 
55.1 have difficulty telling how others feel by 

watching them and listening to them talk. 
56. People have to repeat things to me because I become 

distracted by irrelevant sights or sounds around me. 
57.1 make mistakes because I try to do too many things 

at once. 
58.1 am good at analyzing situations and predicting 

in advance what others will do. 
59. on essay tests my answers are (were) too broad, 

bringing in irrelevant information. 
60. People fool me because I don't bother to analyze 

the things that they say; I take them at face value. 
61.1 would much rather be doing something than just 

sitting around thinking. 
62.1 make mistakes because my thoughts get stuck on 

one idea or feeling. 
63.1 am constantly analyzing people and situations. 
64.1 get confused at busy intersections. 
65.1 am good at glancing at a large area and quickly 

picking out several objects, such as in those 
hidden figure drawings in children's magazines. 

66.1 get anxious and block out everything on tests. 
67. Even when I am involved in a game or sport, my 

mind -4s going a mile a mýnute. 
68.1 can figure out how to respond to others just 

by looking at them. 
69.1 have a tendency to get involved in a conversation 

and forget important things like a pot on the stove, 
or like leaving the motor running on the car. 

70. it is easy for me to bring together ideas from a 
number of different areas. 

71. Sometimes lights and sounds come at me so rapidly 
they make me lightheaded or dizzy. 

72. People have to repeat things because I get 
distracted by my own irrelevant thoughts. 
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A B C D E 

73. People pull the wool over my eyes because I fail 0 0 0 0 0 
to see when they are obviously kidding by looking at 
the way they are smiling or listening to their 
joking tone. 

74. 1 can spend a lot of time just looking at things 0 0 0 0 0 
with my mind almost a complete blank except for 
reflecting the things that I see. 

75. 1 sometimes confuse others because I tell them 0 0 0 0 0 
too many things at once. 

76. 1 engage in physical activity. 0 0 0 0 0 
77. People describe me as serious. 0 0 0 0 0 
78. 1 sit alone listening to music. 0 0 0 0 0 
79. People take advantage of me. 0 0 0 0 0 
80. 1 keep my thoughts to myself. 0 0 0 0 0 
81. 1 keep my feelings to myself. 0 0 0 0 0 
82. 1 am good at getting my own way. 0 0 0 0 0 
83. 1 like to argue. 0 0 0 0 0 
84. others see me as a loner. 0 0 0 0 0 
85. 1 talked a lot in class when I was in school. 0 0 0 0 0 
86. 1 enjoy intellectual competition with others. 0 0 0 0 0 
87. 1 enjoy individual athletic competition. 0 0 0 0 0 
88. 1 compete(d) athletically. 0 0 0 0 0 
89. 1 physically express my feelings of affection. 0 0 0 0 0 
90. 1 compete with myself intellectually. 0 0 0 0 0 
91. 1 compete with myself physically. 0 0 0 0 0 
92. 1 enjoy activities with danger or an element of 0 0 0 0 0 

the unknown in them. 
93. 1 express my opinions on issues. 0 0 0 0 0 

94. 1 can keep a secret. 0 0 0 0 0 

95. When i believe deeply in something I find I am a 0 0 0 0 0 

poor loser and unable to compromise. 
96. 1 am socially self-confident when interacting 0 0 0 0 0 

With those who are like myself. 
97. 1 am socially self-confident when interacting 0 0 0 0 0 

with authority figures. 

98. 1 am socially self-confident when talking in 0 0 0 0 0 

front of large groups. 
99. 1 am socially self-confident when talking with 0 0 0 0 0 

the opposite sex. 
100. 1 express my anger. 0 0 0 0 0 

101. 1 dated in high school. 0 0 0 0 0 

102. People think I am a clown. 0 0 0 0 0 

103. 1 get mad and express it. 0 0 0 0 0 

104. 1 get down on myself. 0 0 0 0 0 

105. 1 was one of the smartest kids in school. 0 0 0 0 0 

106. 1 am a good person. 0 0 0 

107. my feelings are intense. 0 0 0 0 0 
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A B C D E 

108. 1 need to help others. 0 0 0 0 0 
109. 1 need to be liked. 0 0 0 0 0 
110. 1 enjoy planning for the future. 0 0 0 0 0 
111. 1 wish I lived in a different time. 0 0 0 0 0 
112. 1 feel guilty. 0 0 0 0 0 
113. 1 feel ashamed. 0 0 0 0 0 
114. 1 am seen as a cold person by others. 0 0 0 0 0 
115. 1 am a good mixer. 0 0 0 0 0 
116. 1 am socially outgoing. 6 0 0 0 0 
117. 1 have difficulty waiting for good things to happen. 0 0 0 0 0 
118. 1 peeked at Christmas time. 0 0 0 0 0 
119. When I am angry I lose control and say things that 0 0 0 0 0 

sometimes hurt others. 
120. 1 have been angry enough that I physically 0 0 0 0 0 

hurt someone. 
121. At dances or parties I find a corner and avoid 0 0 0 0 0 

the limelight. 
122. 1 acted in dramatic productions in high school 0 0 0 0 0 

and/or college. 
123. In school the kids I hung around with were athletes. 0 0 0 0 0 
124. In school the kids I hung around with were 0 0 0 0 0 

intellectuals. 
125. In school the kids I hung around with were popular. 0 0 0 0 0 
126. In school the kids I hung around with were outcasts 0 0 0 0 0 

or loners. 
127. People trust me with their secrets. 0 0 0 0 0 
128. 1 am in control of interpersonal situations. 0 0 0 0 0 
129. 1 fought in school. 0 0 0 0 0 
130. 1 have used illegal drugs. 0 0 0 0 0 
131. In groups I am one of the leaders. 0 0 0 0 0 
132. People admire me for my intellect. 0 0 0 0 0 
133. People admire me for my physical ability. 0 0 0 0 0 
134. People admire me for my concern for others. 0 0 0 0 0 
135. People admire me for my social status. 0 0 0 0 0 
136. 1 ran for class offices in school. 0 0 0 0 0 
137. 1 feel as though I am a burden to others. 0 0 0 0 0 
138. People see me as an angry person. 0 0 0 0 0 
139. 1 see myself as an angry person. 0 0 0 0 0 
140. 1 have a lot of energy for my age. 0 0 0 0 0 
141. 1 am always on the go. 0 0 0 0 0 
142. 1 cut school in high school. 0 0 0 0 0 
143. 1 have engaged in activities that could get me 0 0 0 0 0 

in trouble with the police. 
144. 1 guess you could call me a poor loser. 0 0 0 0 0 
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TEST OF ATTENTIONAL AND INTERPERSOKAL STYLE 

SCORING INSTRUCTIONS 

The TAIS is hand scored through the use of 18 scoring keys (1 for 
each scale) . The scoring key is placed over the answer sheet so 
that the vertical lines pass through the middle box in each 
column. The procedure followed to obtain a scale score is then 
identical for each key. Items scored on a particular scale can be 
seen through the key. The subject's response to each item is 
scored from 0 to 4. If there is a single box around the item that 
is being scored, scoring proceeds from left to right (0,1,2,3, 
4) . Thus, a response of "never" receives a0 and a response of 
11always" receives a 4. If the item being scored has a double box 
around it, then scoring is reversed. In this instance, a response 
of "never" receives a4 and a response of "always" is scored 0. 
The subject's score for a particular scale is simply the total of 
all responses. 

The number of questions a subject leaves unanswered should be kept 
to an absolute minimum. To treat the one or two responses that 
subjects occasionally leave blank, assign a score of 2 to 
questions that are not answered. This practice avoids scoring in 
the direction of either of the two extremes. 

A special procedure is followed with respect to scoring the self- 
esteem scale (SES). The score that is plotted is the total score 
of the SES scale responses minus the total score of the five items 

on the depression (DEP) scale. 
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APPENDIX B. 5: TELIC DOKIMMcE SCALE (TDS; MuRGATROYD ET AL., 1978) 

Confidential 

ME ýC DMINANCE SCALE (TDS) 

FORM A3 

The Psychological Reversals Study Group, 1982 

NAME ...................................... SEX ..................... 

OCCUPATION ................................ AGE ..................... 

Instructions 

Here are some alternative choices. If you have an open choice, which of 
the following alternatives would you usually prefer. Please complete 
a1l the items by putting a cross in the circle corresponding to your 
choice, making one choice for each numbered item. only if you are not 
able to make a choice should you put a cross in the circle 
corresponding to 'Not sure'. Try to answer all of the items by putting 
a cross in one of the circles for each item, using the 'Not sure' 
choice as little as you can. work quickly and do not spend too much 
time on any one item: it is your first reaction we want. 

Now turn over the page and start. This is not a test of intelligence or 
ability and there are no right or wrong answers. 

For further information 
about this scale, 
contact: 

Dr. M. J. Apter 
Psychology Department 
University College, Cardiff 
P. O. Box 78 
Cardiff CF1 1XL 

Wales, U. K. 

Do not write in this space 

SPA 

Total: 
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1. Compile a short dictionary 
for financial reward .............. 0 

8. Going to formal evening meetings. -O 

write a short story for fun 

Not sure 

2. Going to evening class to improve 
your qualifications ............... 0 

Gbing to evening class for fun 0 

Not sure .......................... 0 

3. Leisure activities which are just 
exciting .......................... 

Watching television for entertain- 
ment .............................. 

Not sure .......................... 0 

9. Having your tasks set for you 0 

Choosing your own activities 0 

Not sure .......................... 

10. Investing money in a long term 
insurance/pension scheme .......... 0 

Buying an expensive car ........... 0 
Leisure activities which have a 
purpose ........................... 0 Not sure .......................... 

Not sure .......................... 0 

4. Improving a sporting skill by 
playing a game .................... 0 

11. Staying in one job ................ 0 

Having many changes of job 0 

Not sure .......................... 0 

Improving it through systematic 
practice .......................... 0 12. Seldom doing things "for kicks"... O 

Not sure .......................... 
0 

5. Spending one's life in many 
different places .................. 

0 

Spending most of one's life in one 
place ............................. 

0 

Not sure .......................... 

6. Work that earns promotion 

Work that you enjoy doing 0 

Not sure .......................... 

7. Planning your leisure ............. 
0 

Doing things on the spur of the 

moment ............................ 
0 

Not sure .......................... 

Often doing things "for kicks".... O 

Not sure .......................... 

13. Going to a party .................. 

Going to a meeting ................ 0 

Not sure .......................... 

14. Leisure activities ................ 
0 

Work activities ................... 

Not sure .......................... 
0 

15. Taking holidays in many different 

places ............................ 
0 

Taking holidays always in the same 

place ............................. 
0 

Not sure .......................... 
0 
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16. Going away on holiday for two 
weeks ............................. 

24. Eating special things because you 
enjoy them ........................ 0 

Given two weeks of free time 
fiLshing a needed improvement at 
home .............................. 0 

Not sure .......................... 

17. Taking life seriously ............. 0 

Treatinq life light-heartedly 0 

Not sure .......................... 

18. Frequently trying strange foods 0 

Always eating familiar foods 0 

Not sure .......................... 0 

19. Recounting an incident accurately. 0 

Exaggerating for effect ........... 0 

Not sure .......................... 0 

20. Spending J100 having an enjoyable 
weekend ........................... 0 

Spending ilOO on repaying a loan.. O 

Not sure .......................... 

Eating special things because 
they are good for your health 0 

Not sure .......................... 0 

25. Fixing long-term life ambitions 0 

Living life as it comes ........... 0 

Not sure .......................... 

26. Always trying to finish your work 
before you enjoy yourself ......... 0 

Frequently going out for enjoyment 
before all your work is finished.. O 

Not sure .......................... 

27. Not needing to explain your 
behaviour ......................... 0 

Having purposes for your 
behaviour ......................... 0 

Not sure .......................... 

28. Climbing a mountain to try to save 
someone ........................... 0 

Climbing a mountain for pleasure.. O 
21. Having continuity in the place 

where you live .................... 0 Not sure .......................... 

Havinq frequent moves of house 0 

Not sure .......................... 

22. Going to an art gallery to enjoy 
the exhibits ...................... 

0 

To learn about the exhibits 0 

29. Happy to waste time ............... 0 

Always having to be busy .......... 0 

Not sure .......................... 

30. Taking risks ...................... 0 

Going through life safely 0 

Not sure .......................... 
0 

Not sure .......................... 
0 

23. Watching a game ................... 
0 

Refereeing a game ................. 
0 

Not sure .......................... 
0 
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31. Watching a crucial match between 
two ordinary sides ................ 0 

Watching an exhibition game with 
star performers ................... 0 

Not sure .......................... 

32. Playing a game .................... 0 

37. Reading for information ........... 0 

Reading for fun ................... 0 

Not sure .......................... 

38. Arguing for fun ................... 0 

Arguing with others seriously to 
change their opinions ............. 0 

organising a game ................. 

Not sure .......................... 0 
Not sure ...................... 

33. Glancing at pictures in a book 0 

Reading a biography ............... 0 

Not sure .......................... 

34. Winning a game easily ............. 0 

Playing a game with the scores 
very close ........................ 0 

Not sure .......................... 
0 

39. Winning a game .................... 0 

Playing the game for fun .......... 0 

Not sure .......................... 

40. Travelling a great deal in 

one's job ......................... 0 

Working in one office or 
workshop .......................... 0 

Not sure .......................... 
35. Steady routine in life ............ 

Continual unexpectedness or 
surprise .......................... 

0 

41. Planning ahead .................... 0 

Taking each day as it comes 0 

Not sure .......................... 

36. Working in the garden ............. 
0 

Picking wild fruit ................ 
0 

Not sure .......................... 

Not sure .......................... 
0 

42. Planning a holiday ................ 0 

Being on holiday .................. 
0 

Not sure .......................... 
0 

PIZASE MAKE SURE YOU HAVE ANS103ZM ALL THE QUESTIONS 
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APPENDIX B. 6: TELIC STATE MEASURE (TSM; SVE&AX & NURGATROYD, 1985) 

INSTRUCTIONS: 

Please rate your feelings during the period of time indicated by the 
experimenter in terms of the four following rating scales. Do this bY 
circling a number. 

Estimate here how playful or serious you felt. 

Serious Playful 

23456 

2. Estimate here how far you would have preferred to plan ahead or to 
be spontaneous. 

Preferred Preferred 
planned spontaneous 

I 
I 
123456 

3. Estimate here how aroused ("worked up") you actually f elt. 

Low arousal High arousal 
(Not at all (Extremely 
"worked up") "worked up") 

1 

4. Estimate here the level of arousal (how "worked up") you would 
have liked. 

Preferred Preferred 

low high 

123456 
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By "serious" here is meant the feeling that you are pursuing (or 
at least thinking about) some essential goal. For example, the 
goal may be to achieve something in the future which you believe 
to be important, or it may be to overcome some real danger or 
threat in the present. 

By "Playful" is meant the f eeling that you are doing what you are 
doing for its own sake. In this case your activity is felt to be 
enjoyable in itself and not to require any further justification. 
Any goal which there might be is really an excuse for the 
behaviour. 

2. By "planning ahead" is meant trying to organise your behaviour in 
such a way that it leads effectively to some goal in the (perhaps 
distant) future, and being aware of the future consequences of 
your present actions. 

By "spontaneous" is meant that your actions are undertaken on 
impulse, with little regard for future consequences. 

Note that this scale asks for your preference at the time in 
question, rather than your ability to plan or be spontaneous. 

3. By "arousal" here is meant how "worked up" you feel. You might 
experience high arousal in one of a variety of ways, for example 
as excitement or anxiety or anger. Low arousal might also be 
experienced by you in one of a number of different ways, for 

example as relaxation or boredom or calmness. 

4. "Arousal" has the same meaning for this scale as for the previous 
one, but now the emphasis is on the level of arousal you want 
rather than the level of arousal which you are actually 
experiencing. 
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APPENDIX B. 7: STRESS-AROIUSAL CHECKLIsT (SACL; j4AcKAy ET AL, 1978; 
COX & MACKAY, 1985) 

MOOD AWECTIVE CE= LIST 

The words shown below describe different feelings and moods. 
Please use this list to describe your feelings at this moment- 

If the word definitely describes your feelings circle the: 

++ 

If the word more or less describes your feelings circle the: 

+ 

If you do not understand the word, or you cannot decide whether or 
not it describes how you feel, circle the: 

If the word does not describe the way you feel, circle the: 

First reactions are most reliable, therefore do not spend too long 
thinking about each word. Please be as honest and accurate as 
possible. 

*********************** **************************************** ** ** 

STIMULATED ++ + ? APPREHENSIVE ++ + 
NERVOUS ++ + ?- BOTHERED ++ + ? 

DROWSY ++ + ?- SLUGGISH ++ + ? 

DISTRESSED ++ + ?- ENERGETIC ++ + ? 

TENSE ++ + ?- CALM ++ + ? 

ALERT ++ + ?- CONTENTED ++ + ? 

UP-TIGHT ++ + ?- WORRIED ++ + ? 

SLEEPY ++ + ?- TIRED ++ + ? 

LIVELY ++ + ?- IDLE ++ + ? 

JITTERY ++ + ?- ACTIVATED ++ + ? 

COMFORTABLE ++ + ?- UNEASY ++ + ? 

VIGOROUS ++ + ?- RESTFUL ++ + ? 

ACTIVE ++ + ?- CHEERFUL ++ + ? 

DEJECTED ++ + ?- PLEASANT ++ + ? 

PEACEFUL ++ + ?- RELAXED ++ + ? 

****************************** ************************************* 
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TABLES FROM STUDIES 2 AND 3 NOT INCLUDED IN THE TEXT 

Study 2, Chapter 4: 

Means and standard deviations: 

4.1 Skilled & novice: C. 1 
TAIS and EPI personality subscales 

4.2 Skilled, average & novice: C. 2 
Telic Dominance Scale 

Study 3,, Chapter 5: 

Winners & losers: means and standard deviations: 

5.1 Telic Dominance Scale c. 3 

5.2 Test of Attentional and Interpersonal Style c. 3 

5.3 Stres s-Arousal Checklist: Arousal CA 

5.4 Stres s-Arousal Checklist: Stress CA 

5.5 Telic State Measure: Seriousmindedness c. 5 

5.6 Telic State Measure: Planning orientation C. 5 

5.7 Telic State Measure: Felt arousal C. 6 

5.8 Telic State Measure: Preferred arousal c. 6 

5.9 Telic State Measure: Arousal discrepancy c. 7 
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TABLE C. 4.1. Showing mean personality sulm3cale scores and standard 
deviations for the skilled and novice groups (TAIS, EPI) 

NIDEprFER Is 1977 DATA 

PSYCH BUSINESS POLICE 
PERSONALITY SIKTT. Y. NOVICE STUDENTS EXECUTIVES APPLICANTS 
SUBSCALES 

MEAN SD MEAN SD MEAN SD MEAN SD MEAN SD 

NIDEFFER 
SELF ESTEEM 

EYSENCK 
EXTRAVERSION ++ 

NIDEFFER 
EXTROVERSION 

NIDEFFER 
PHYSICAL 
ORIENTATION 

NIDEFFER 
POSITIVE AFFECT 
EXPRESSION 

NIDEFFER 
INTROVERSION 

EYSENCK 
NEUROTICISM 

NIDEFFER. 
OBSESSIVE 

NIDEFFER 
DEPRESSION 

23.1 (7.1) 19.9 (4.8) 21.9 (5.4) 27.8 (6.8) 27.6 (4.8) 

17.1 (4.0) 14.6 (2.9) 

31.9 (5.8) 28.4 (5.1) 27.7 (5.6) 29.8 (5.7) 30.4 (5.1) 

21.0 (3.9) 18.0 (3.5) 16.9 (4.8) 16.2 (4.4) 19.0 (4.0) 

24.3 (3.4) 19.4 (2.7) 20.1 (3.9) 21.8 (4.6) 23.4 (3.6) 

16.5 (3.3) 18.4 (3.7) 22.7 (4.3) 21.0 (4.3) 19.5 (3.4) 

4.8 (2.4) 8.4 (3.8) 

14.5 (4.2) 15.7 (3.8) 14.4 (2.3) 12.0 (3.2) 13.2 (3.0) 

4.5 (1.7) 6.7 (3.8) NOT AVAILABLE 

* SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES BETWEEN GROUPS (P<0.05) 

++ DIFFERENCES BETWEEN GROUPS APPROACHING SIGNIFICANCE 

(p=0.06) 
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TABLE C. 4.2. Showing nean telic dood-nance so 
for skilled, average and novice 

PLANNING SERIOUS- 
ORIENTATION MINDEDNIESS 

GROUP N MEAN SD MEAN SD 

SKII. T. 12 4.63 (2.45) 4.92 (2.02) 

: )res and stand& 
squash players 

AROUSAL 
AVOIDANCE 

MEAN SD 

4.46 (2.06) 

rd deviations 
(TDS) . 

TXYrAL 
TDS SCORE 

PCEM SD 

14.42 (5.52) 

AVERAGE 12 5.04 (2.33) 5.42 (2.69) 3.88 (2.67) 14.27 (7.46) 

NOVICE 14 4.00 (2.46) 3.75 (1.71) 4.29 (1.65) 12.00 (5.09) 

F2,35 0.47 2.08 0.24 0.43 
p=ns p=ns p=ns p=ns 
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TABLE C. 5.1. Shcming telic dominance and subsca-le means and standard deviations for winners and losers (TDS). 

PLANNING SERIOUS- AROUSAL TOTAL 
ORIENTATION KINDEDNESS AVOIDANCE TDS SCORE 

IMAN 
GROUP N AGE MEAN SD MEAN SD MEAN SD MEAN SD 

wiwmms 7 20.71 5.57 (1.62) 5.07 (1.06) 4.57 (1.34) 15.21 (2.25) 

LOSERS 7 22.71 4.00 (1.98) 5.07 (2.65) 4.64 (1.99) 13.71 (4.69) 

F1,12 0.18 2.65 0.00 0.01 0.58 
p=ns p=ns p=ns p=ns p=ns 

TABLE C. 5.2. Showing a stumnary of winners' and losers' mean scores 
and standard deviations on the attentional. styles 
subscales from Nideffer's (1976) Test of Attentional 
and Interpersonal Style (TAIS). 

NIDE7FTR 
ATTENTIONAL SCALES 

WINNERS 
(N=7) 

IA)SERS 
(N=7) F1,12 

BROAD EXTERNAL 12.0 14.1 1.91 

ATTENTIONAL FOCUS (SD=2.5) (SD=3.2) p=ns 

OVERLOADED BY 19.3 23.9 1.94 

EXTERNAL STIMULI (SD=5.6) (SD=6.6) p=ns 

BROAD INTERNAL 15.1 19.7 6.17 

ATTENTIONAL FOCUS (SD=2.4) (SD=4.2) p<0.03 

OVERLOADED INTERNAL 16.1 16.0 0.005 

STIMULI (SD=4.1) (SD=3.5) p=ns 

NARROW 22.0 25.4 2.52 

ATTENTIONAL FOCUS (SD=3.7) (SD=4.4) p=ns 

REDUCED ATTENTIONAL 28.4 31.3 0.61 

FOCUS (SD=5.8) (SD=7.8) p=ns 

INFORMATION 35.1 45.0 4.39 

PROCESSING (SD=9.5) (SD--8.0) p=0.05 
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TABLE C. 5.3. Showing winners" and losers' means and (standard 
deviations) on SACL arousal scale. 

GAME I GAME 2 GAME 3 GAME 4 
AROUSAL AROUSAL ARDUSAL AROUSAL 

GROUP N PRE POST PRE POST PRE POST PRE POST 

WINNERS 7 9.43 9.43 9.42 10.85 -9.28 10.00 10.00 8.57 
(3.99) (3.15) (3.74) (1.46) (3.45) (3.11) (2.52) (4.39) 

IA)SERS 7 8.00 10.00 10.42 8.14 6.42 3.86 5.14 3.57 
(3.10) (1.00) (1.27) (4.09) (3.69) (3.98) (3.58) (2.99) 

F1,12 0.56 0.21 0.45 2.72 2.24 10.37 8.62 6.19 
p=ns p=ns p=ns p=ns p=ns p<0.01 P<0.05 P<0.05 

TABLE c. 5.4. Showing winners and losers means and (standard 
deviations) on SACL stress scale. 

GAME I GAME 2 GAME 3 GAME 4 
STRESS STRESS STRESS STRESS 

GROUP N PRE POST PRE POST PRE POST PRE POST 

WINNERS 7 8.28 4.57 7.71 4.00 6.71 4.85 7.43 5.00 
(3.45) (2.37) (4.19) (3.74) (3.59) (2.41) (3.35) (2.31) 

WSERS 7 7.14 7.42 7.42 9.00 5.00 5.71 4.57 6.29 
(6.18) (5.50) (6.29) (5.97) (3.32) (4.31) (4.50) (4.75) 

PI 12 0.18 1.59 0.01 3.52 0.86 0.21 1.81 0.42 

p=ns p=ns p=ns p=ns p=ns p=ns p=ns p=ns 
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TABLE c. 5.5. Showing winners I and losers" means and (standard 
deviations) on the seriousminded (SK) subscale (item 1) 
(TSM) 

- 

GAME I sm GAME 2 sm 

GROUIP N PRE POST PRE POST 

GAME 3 SH GAME 4 SH 

PRE POST PRE POST 

WINNERS 7 2.57 2.57 2.00 2.42 2.28 3.00 2.43 2.86 
(0.98) (0.98) (1.00) (0.98) (0.95) (1.15) (0.98) (1.57) 

LOSERS 7 2.85 3.14 2.57 4.29 3.57 3.57 3.28 3.57 
(1.07) (2.04) (1.39) (1.25) (1.62) (2.07) (1.79) (1.90) 

F1,12 0.27 0.45 0.77 9.57 3.28 0.41 1.23 0.59 
p=ns p=ns p=ns p<0.01 p=ns p=ns p=ns p=ns 

NOTE: Scores in the 1-3 range indiate the telic state and in the range 
4-6 the paratelic state. 

TABLE c. 5.6. Showing winners' and losers' means and (standard 
deviations) on the planning orientation (PO) subscale 

(item 2) (TSM) . 

GAME I PO 

GROUP N PRE POST 

GAME 2 PO 

PRE POST 

GAME 3 PO 

PRE POST 

GAME 4 PO 

PRE POST 

WINNERS 7 3.14 3.29 3.29 3.28 2.71 3.29 2.57 3.29 
(1.57) (1.38) (1.38) (1.38) (1.70) (1.38) (1.72) (1.25) 

WSERS 7 3.00 3.29 3.57 3.71 4.14 4.14 4.00 3.14 
(1.29) (2.05) (1.39) (1.60) (1.57) (1.68) (1.83) (1.46) 

12 0.03 0.00 0.15 0.29 2.66 1.09 2.73 0.04 

p=ns p=ns p=ns p=ns p=ns p=ns p=ns p=ns 
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TABLE C. 5.7. Showing win ners ' and losers I mieans and (standard 
deviations) on the felt arousal subscale (FA) (item 3) 
(TS14). 

GAME 1 FA GAME 2 FA GAME 3 FA GAmE 4 FA 

GROUP N PRE POST PRE POST PRE POST PRE POST 

wimnERS 7 4.00 4.28 4.28 3.71 4.00 3.85 3.85 4.00 
(1.29) (0.95) (1.11) (1.11) (0.58) (0.89) (0.69) (1.15) 

LOSERS 7 3.14 4.14 4.57 3.71 3.29 3.57 3.00 3.28 
(1.46) (1.46) (1.27) (1.89) (1.49) (2.07) (1.53) (1.89) 

F1,12 1.35 0.05 0.20 0.00 1.39 0.11 1.83 0.73 
p=ns p=ns p=ns p=ns p=ns p=ns p=ns p=ns 

TABLE C. 5.8. Showing winners' and losers' means and (standard 
deviations) on the preferred arousal (PA) subscale 
(item 4) (TSM). 

GAME 1 PA 

GROUP N PRE POST 

GAME 2 PA 

PRE POST 

GAME 3 PA 

PRE POST 

GAME 4 PA 

PRE POST 

WIENNERS 7 4.57 4.57 
(0.98) (1.27) 

IDSERS 7 4.00 3.85 
(1.29) (1.34) 

4.85 3.85 
(0.38) (1.22) 

4.14 3.42 
(1.57) (1.81) 

4.43 3.71 
(0.98) (1.11) 

4.00 4.14 
(1.41) (1.77) 

4.42 4.14 
(0.79) (0.89) 

4.71 4.43 
(1.11) (1.72) 

2 0.87 1.04 1.36 0.27 0.44 0.29 0.31 0.15 

p=ns p=ns p=ns p=ns p=ns p=ns p=ns p=ns 
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TABLE C. 5.9. Showing winners' and losers' means and (standard 
deviations) on armsal discrepancy (preferred minus 
felt arousal) (DISC) (TS14) 

. 

GAME I DISC GAME 2 DISC GAME 3 DISC GAME 4 DISC 

GROUP N PRE POST PRE POST PRE POST PRE POST 

WINNERS 7 0.14 0.14 0.29 0.00 0.00 -0.86 0.43 -0.29 
(1.95) (2.04) (1,70) (1.63) (1.53) (1.57) (0.79) (2.29) 

LOSERS 7 0.85 -0.29 -0.43 -0.29 0.71 0.57 1.71 0.14 
(2.27) (2.43) (1.51) (3.09) (2.49) (3.26) (1.70) (2.97) 

F1,12 0.39 0.13 0.69 0.05 0.42 1.09 3.30 1.02 
p=ns p=ns p=ns p=ns p=ns p=ns p=ns p=ns 
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APPENDIX D: GLOSSARY OF REVERSAL THEORY TERM 

Allc>centric state -A version of the alloic state (qv) in which there is direct interaction between self and other. 

AJL]Loic state -A metamotivational state in which pleasure and displeasure derive primarily from what happens to someone else rather than what happens to oneself at the time in question. It forms a pair with the autic state (qv). 

Arousal,, felt - The degree to which an individual feels himself to be "worked up" at a given time, and in this sense the degree of intensity 
of his feelings of motivation. The felt arousal dimension defined in 
this way is different from the s leer -wakef ulnes s dimension. Felt 
arousal should also be distinguished from tension (qv). 

Arousal-avoidance state -A metamotivational state in which the 
preferred level of felt arousal is low on the felt arousal dimension. 
It forms a pair with the arousal-avoidance state (qv), and is 
characterised by an avoidance of anxiety. 

Arousal-seek-ing state -A metamotivational state in which the pref erred 
level of felt arousal is high on the felt arousal dimension. It forms a 
pair with the arousal-avoidance state (qv) , and _Js characterised by a 
search for excitement. 

Autocentric state -A version of the autic state (qv) in which there is 
direct interaction between self and other. 

Autic state -A metamotivational state in which pleasure and 
displeasure derive primarily from what happens to oneself rather than 
what happens to someone else at the time in question. It forms a pair 
with the alloic state (qv). 

Bistability -a system exhibits bistability if it tends to maintain a 
specified variable, despite external disturbance, within one or another 
of two ranges of values of the variable concerned. (This contrasts with 
homeostasis in which only one range of values is involved). 

CognitiLve synergy - See synergy. 

Conformist state -A metamotivational. state in which the individual 

wants, or feels compelled to comply with, some requirement (qv). It 
forms a pair with the negativistic state (qv). 

Domi-nance -A metamotivational state is said to be dominant, or "state- 

dominant". if the individual is predisposed to spend longer periods in 

this state than in the other member of the pair which they together 

constitute. It implies that there is an innate bias in the individual 
in favour of one state rather than its opposite, although this may be 

obscured by environmental influences. It is measured by the Telic 

Dominance Scale (qv). 
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Effort-stress - The stress experienced as a concomitant of the 
expenditure of effort in order to reduce tension-stress (qv) : the 
effort expended to overcome some cause of anxiety or to avoid boredom. 

E-st-ate -A state in which the individual experiences the person or 
persons with whom he is interacting at a given time as an equal. It 
contrasts with the I-state (qv). 

Gratuitous behaviour - Behaviour which is unnecessary, at least in any 
relatively immediate sense, from the point of view of the survival of 
the individual or of his family or social group. That is, from a biological, or functional, perspective it at least appears to be 
superfluous. 

I-state -a state in which the individual experiences the person or 
persons with whom he is interacting at a given time as either inferior 
to himself or superior. It contrasts with the E-state (qv) . 

Mastery state -A metamotivational state in which the individual seeks 
to master (dominate, control, etc. ) the other with whom he is 
interacting at the time. In this state, transactions with the other are 
seen as involving taking or yielding up. It forms a pair with the 
sympathy state (qv) . 

Metamotivational mode - See metamotivational state. 

Metamotivational state -A phenomenological state which is 

characterised by a certain way of interpreting some aspect(s) of one's 
own motivation. Such metamotivational states as have been identified in 

reversal theory go in pairs of opposites, only one member of each pair 
being operative at a given time, but reversal always being possible 
between members of a pair. 

Metamotivational system -a system, presumed to be physiological, which 
underlies a given metamotivational state (qv), and which generates 
behaviour performed in that state. 

Multistability -A system exhibits multistability if it tends to 

maintain a specified variable, despite external disturbance, within one 

or another of a specifiable set of ranges of values of the variable 

concerned. The simplest case is that of bistability (qv). 

Negativism Dominance Sca-le (NDS) - An 18-item multiple-choice paper- 

and-pencil test designed to measure the testee's bias towards the 

negativistic or conformist state, i. e. the strength of the testee's 

underlying tendency to be predominantly in one state or the other over 

time. It consists of two subscales: reactive negativism and proactive 

negativism. 

Negativism, felt - The degree to which one sees oneself to be acting 

against a salient requirement. This should not be confused with the 

negativistic state (qv). 
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NegativistIc state -A metamotivational state in which the individual 
wants, or feels compelled to act against, some requirement (whether or 
not this action is actually carried out). It forms a pair with the 
conformist state (qv). 

Oppositionalism - Telic (qv) self-negativism (qv). 

Paradoxical behaviour - Behaviour which is not only unhelpful from the 
point of view of the survival of the individual or of his family or 
social group, but which tends to militate against 4 t, and which cannot be explained as error or incompetence on the part of the individual 
concerned. From a biological or functional perspectJve it is 
paradoxical because it has the opposite effect to that which behaviour 
is supposed to have. 

Parapathic emotion - Any emotion felt in an "as if" form. By this is 
meant that the core of the emotion still has the same feeling quality 
as its counterpart which goes by the same name; but its meaning to the 
individual is altered in that it is, as it were, removed one degree 
from reality and placed in a special phenomenological "frame". An 
example might be the emotions felt while reading a work of fiction. 

Paratelic state -A metamotivational state in which the individual is 
oriented towards, or feels the need to be oriented towards, some aspect 
of his continuing behaviour and its related sensations. It forms a pair 
with the telic state (qv) . It tends to be associated with an interest 
in activity for its own sake, playfulness, spontaneity, and preference 
for high intensity experiences. 

Reversal - In its strictest sense in reversal theory, a reversal is a 
switch from one metamotivational state being operative to the other 
member of the pair of states which they together constitute being 

operative. The term is also used to refer to other kinds of sudden 
switches between opposites within experience, such as switches between 

opposite meanings of a given identity. 

Satiation - In the reversal theory sense this refers to the way in 

which, as one member of a pair of metamotivational states (qv) remains 
operative over time, so some innate force for change builds up in such 

a way as to facilitate a reversal to the opposite member of the pair of 

states. Eventually this process of satiation of the operative state may 
lead to reversal, even in the absence of any other factors which might 
tend to induce a reversal. 

Self-neqativism -A form of negativism which occurs when the 

negativistic state (qv) expresses itself through a desire or compulsion 

to act against some requirement of the self , rather than against some 

requirement of an external agency. 

Self-tone -A type of hedonic tone which arises from one's perceptJAon 

of oneself and one's own identity, especially in relation to others. 
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Significance, felt - The degree to which one sees one's actions at a 
given time in a context which extends beyond the immediate effects of these actions. In particular, the degree to which one sees a goal one is pursuing as nested within a hierarchy of superordinate goals - also known as "goal coherence". 

Structural phenomenology - The study of the structure of experience, 
and the way which the nature of this structure changes over time. It 
primarily concerns the structure of experience itself, rather than 
particular structures which occur within experience. 

Sympathy state -A metamotivational state in which the individual seeks 
to be liked by the other with whom he is interacting at the time. In 
this state, transactions with the other are seen as involving giving or 
being given. It forms a pair with the mastery state (qv) . 

Synergy - In the reversal theory sense, this occurs when a given 
identity is experienced as havi ng opposite or mutually exclusive 
characteristics, either successively or simultaneously. 

Telic Dominance Sca-le (TDS) -A 42-item multiple-choice paper-and- 
pencil test designed to measure the testee's bias towards the telic or 
paratelic state, i. e. the strength of the testee's underlying tendency 
to be predominantly in one state or the other over time. It consists of 
three subscales: seriousmindedness, planning orientation and arousal- 
avoidance. 

Telic State -A metamotivational state in which the individual is 

oriented towards, or feels the need to be oriented towards, some 

essential goal or goals. It forms a pair with the paratelic state (qv). 

It tends to be associated with seriousmindedness, planning ahead, and a 

preference for low intensity experiences. 

Telic State Measure (TSM) -A short paper-and-pencil test designed 

principally to disclose whether the testee is in the telic or paratelic 

state of mind at a given moment of time. 

Tension - In reversal theory, a feeling that accompanies, and is 

proportional to, any discrepancy between a preferred and actual level 

of some variable, the preferred level of which characterises a 

metamotivational state. Unlike arousal, tension is always unpleasant. 

(cf. arousal, felt). 

Tension-st-ress - The stress experienced as a concomitant of tension 

(qv) . for example, both anxiety and boredom would be experienced as 

forms of tension-stress. It contrasts with effort-stress (qv). 

Transactional outcome, felt - The perceived outcome of an interaction 

in terms of the degree of gain or loss which it is felt to represent. 
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Fssentiallý. it, date little further progrc,, has been made ilth, mLh 
researchers have grappled with (he pr,, hlcrn throughout the ind 
earlý 1990's. Certaink in the I 'K. ; ind prohahk cke%% here, there 1, j 
good deal of Rubjecti%e e%idence e%en no%N. suizgeýnng that p, rtý 
co-aches, especial1v those %%orking ýwh teamý, lill hac their Trion- 
%ational qtrategieS on the dri%e theorý hNpolhesis MeW ! W) The 

theorN postulates a direct relationýhip i-, et%ýeen le%el ofperforrnanýe and 
le%els of activation or arouýal ( onýsequentl% it iý argued thai b% 
increasing arousal. performance leNels will also be increased ifi2 la) 
Sports psychologists generallý consider this hNpothesiý to he rather to', 

simple an explanation to be of much practical use and haýe largeh 
discarded it. However, for a numbcr of reasons. some of which are 
identified by Klaýora 119791, (his information has not filtered doý%n to 

coaches in large enough numbers 
In spite of some quite serious limitations, the enduring theoretical 

%ic, A adopted by sports psýchologkts haý been optimal aroual the, 'Tý 
hased on the inverted-I 1-hvpothesis (N erkeq-Do(N, n, O(W Du1T%. 1962, 

and Leavitt, 1967) This approach considers the relationship between 

arousal and performance to follow the shape of an m%eried-I 1-cur%e It 

is hypothe-i7ed that increases in arousal levels produce corresponding 
increases in the level of performance tip to an optimal point. he. %ond 

which anv further increases produce a decrease in performance le%el 

Thus the point of optimal arousal is considered to be particular]% 
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relationship hctAeen aroosal and performance In it lie undwakes ý, 
re%ie%% ofse%cral studies ý%hich haýe focussed on the release ofcotecho- 
Limines and changeý in emotional arousal, I or instance, in the stud% hý 
Damels and ('h(, q_N 00'12). the stabjects Aere II qualifiers for the final 
IQ6R I 'nited States 01 

- 
ýmpic Trials taking pýirl in the middle dilanýe 

running e%ents The results indicated that the rate of release of epi- 
nephrine increawd on race daNi bewrid the rneaýured rates taken , it 
demanding tr-aming daýs ( onwquemlý, mental ýtreýs is thought lo be 
cloqelý connected %kith epinephrine release and norepinephrine rele, ic 
cloýefý connected %Aith the cardio%awkilar demands ofrunning 

The Aell-knoAn Aork of Le%i (1967) pro%ides eýidence that epine 
phrine release is a reflection of arousal hit( iý not allied to the particular 
ernotional state Ilere adrcrialine is thought in intenqifýN A emononý 
Studies bN Kamano 11968). Singer I 196 1) and I eýenthal am! Kdlackeý 
I I'MR) ha%e qh(,, A n this to he true for the emotion of fear Smith I 10' It 
takes things a stage further. pointing out thal %%hilst ca(echolamine 
release al-A a%s increases %% ith emot iona I arousal. it does not (it fferentia tc. 
het, Aeen emotions and cannot he assomed to represent progressi%e 
increa-eq in strev; levels. There is also e%idence Wderman. 
Niorgin, 197'-ý and Oxeridine. 1070) %%hich ýuggeýtý that P-rts 
performers ire idiosýncritic with respect it, chronic and situational 
arousal 

Significantl%. Krahenhuhl ( 197ý) is forced to COTIChide 

"There is general agreement that an indiNidtial'ý tin iq tie perception k the 
critical element concerning adrenaline wcrenon That ý%hich niaN 
appear challenging to One indi%idual (a channel qv%iml rmiN I-c 
threatening to another Ivho po-. wýýeý a fear of %%ater) Attempt, x 
unilateral prediction of'situational arousal. then appear to he folk. fol 
the infinite variety of human elýperlenCe jnýI)Teý that athlete, %kill 
perceive, interpret and reýpond in unique patterný- 

Recogni7mg the importance of the individual in sporting performance 
has not alwavs been the cent Tal concern of re-, e,, ircherq and coacheý 1,,,, 
often theý have been guilty of looking COT a collecti%elv applicable 
"template" which they can apply to their athlcteý Fhen. dependintz on 
[he "fil" alhlcteý are -ýelected Or di-WaMed or ha%e particular pýýcho 
logical manipulation- applied to them. Rmhall (19791 haý emph; iýucd 
the problem. 

".. coaches treat all athleleý in a ýirnilar fa0iion. A group orientation 
and univeTsal handling strileg) k med. AdmilledlN. such a Oralcgý i, 
facilitati%e and expedient for the coach Recauw it iý eaý. N and ýirnple 
does riot mean that it is the beo method lhe principle of indwdtiýil 
differences k paramount "lien coachinF elite afhleleý It i, onl% %%hen : iti 

ýIRI ( 11 RAI PlIPI)NIf ', 'I[ (W; ) 
, AR'll ', %I ANPNR If )RM %N( f21 

indwdwak strengths are maxii-ru., ed a ri (I I he %%eaknesses minim i7ed I hat 

mi aI hilete has a chance of achie%ing the true poten I ial of a perfoTmance" 

-1 Iff IM4 )R I %N( Ff )I kD1% (W NI 1,11 RPRW 1 11 li(IN FRO ( If R ýl 

Piff kl( )MUNol (X; f( Al APPROA( If 

Re, er, al theorN* has been described as a structural phenomenological 
approach (Apter 1981) iind as such pro%ides a most satisfactori, 
theoretical interpretation of the indiNiclual'g experienced arousal The 
beha%iour (if qorne sports performers %4hich has heen sho'An to he 

qeiiýation or stress seekingcan he encompassed easily within the hounds 

of the theor% The important issue ofho" percei%ed feelings during high 

arousal experiences change from fear and anxietN to pleasure anti 
exhilaration can also he explained jSee Kerr. 1993,1984 and 1995) 

%ýork hý Schachter an(] Singer (1962) has alread% established that 
wdi%iduals interpret arousal in difTerent %%aNq According to re%erqal 
theorý, high arousal ma N- interpreted as pleasant or unpleasant This 

1"MpTelation is linked to the 'metamoti%anonal state*'* of the indi- 

%idual it that time S%eh,, 4k and St,, N%; i 091,04 ha%e outlined ho" felt 

arousal and metamotiýatwnal state are inter-related. 

' In the telic state. loi, % arousal is q, lught after. In the piratelic state, the 

opposite is the case: high arousal is the condition sought after Both the 

attainment (if loA arouqal in the telic state and the attainment of high 

arousal in the pai-atelic state are experienced is pleaqint- 

Apter ( JQ701i has suggested that a nurnher of met, -irnoii%ational states 
exist paired together aý opposites liere the 'telic** and "paratelic" 

preforreJ states are ' alternati%e metarnoty%ational states existing -. Is 
componew features (if a hisiable s%ýtem Fhe concept of a Hslahle 

sý; tem. crucial to reýersal theorN. is not dissimilar to a horneoýtatic 

F', (rr d th 

p1r, ' 

I 

I 
F7: 

41h, 
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except that there ýirc ý Aletnafi%c ýt, ihlc tme, tathct fh, -ifi pro 
one preferred 0aic. ýo that %%hen a chmisve fiý, m one 
ýtatc in another. ýa% from p. amlehc to lefic. --iirý a rv\crýrl i, vd 1ý, 
ha%e taken place Ilericc the ri, imc -rcler,: O theor% ' JA, lc I the 
preferred IeNeIq of arouqal for the relic and paraiefic met. inwtjN; iti,, n, iI 
Oate" 

"Anxicti-awidance" and nthcr clemcrit, in 

mciamoti%ation -Ahich arecotinected %kith the 1CIR-paTatChCý%0Cry1,. 1rC 

particniark relexant to armi, al I ignre 2 ilhwratcý h,, %% their inter 

aclion can accommodate the 4 experienced excitement. TeLiý; ilwn. 
boredom and anuelý 

From the name "excitement 
-qeek 

ing- it cccmý , h% iotiý that the indi- 

ýidual in the paTatelic metamoti%ati0nal ý, taie iq ýearchme for expert 

ence- Ahich %%ill lead to high arouýal and the reýtillant feeling, of 

plewire or exhilaration I o" armiqal iq experienced in Thk qtmo aý 
boredom In the telic Oate hiizh arouqal vould lead to feclineq of. anxlei[N 

rather th, -. n the preferred In%% arouýal conditioný char3C1Cr17Cd f1% the 

"ord relaxation 

nflr'a . i1ln 

T, , rk 1, w 

I npIffl 

I 

f hý 

ýTpl I It P NI PIII ý, %jj %111 -N NpIll ýNl III R111PNI %I', 1 .11 
') 

Ind"c'j, I) I, in 1ý colintillp f"T thc- 4 icfnl, 
ý 

reLIN'doln. ITINivI% 

Cý, IICIIICTIT ind bored., 111 111ý11 "P11111,11 lrou,: d lheorý Ind I he 

ITI%cf1fd I ImNe difficnl1% ýk hil't -nic prop, ric-rif, of 
optimal mou,; fl thc,, r% h; i%cIInTCIICd that cý, octncnl i, i i-c-fle(iion ,f 
ni, dmock hi 

, vh and mikict% i, ý:, mwd f), % Ncr% high arouý, d. 
thfý ýict; fma-cri, lflc 

()n the ,, ntrarý high and 1,, " arouqal %%Onld IrrC3r 11) hANe f, 'Tnlý 
ý%hich ; ire equalk plcaýant and unplc: lý; 1111. and in% 11'1111crnplý to reduce 
the diýtinction tx-meen excitement and anxictN to a ýinple dimenýion 
"ill ncccýýarili, proýc tir)ý; ifi4acfor% in lhiý rcýpcct- 

flo%%c%er. he docý concede that. %%iihin the boundq of rcxerýal thcoi-N 
miermedmic or moderate lc%ek of arouqýil %%oulkl qtill he experienced aq 
plcaý.. -Anf. alheil at a qonic%% hm reduced lc% cl ( onýcqucntllk in I igurc 2 
-in imeried-I '-cur%c can 1--v ýupcrirnp-cd on the lo%%er half of the 
hýpofhewcd x 01aped curýc Nc\crlliclc,, the theoretical xic%% baýcd on 
the in%crted-I ý-hýpothcýi, qrill rcinainý , )mcýkhm incomplete I he indi 
%idnak interpretation of high in differcrit iq a main 
con, i&TýOwn in rcýcrqal the,, r concept of the Iclic-paratelic mmi- 
rn, ljýatwnal imc, Kerr III)RI and ha, rc%ic%%ed the anecd,, tal 

proficient in high rA ýportlng 
; icimlic, ýor thern high aroij,. if i, e\perienced aý plcaim ind : (, r, - 
, tmilcý in cýýcntvil clement in their conlmmn2 p,, )rIicip; oion ; md high 
k\cl Performance 

Iýmýmr ýi M ýý ý\(, Rf %iRýkiN Nit 1 %%1,, 11% NI J"ý%) I 

N% iffrin rc%crqýfl thcor%. and ýIrrlicd %vlh the conLeptual idc. i, f hi- 

ýfahiltt% and rc%erý; fl bctAccn nictain, 111%, 111onal ýtatcý. iý the notion of 
metamoti%: momil d, minance" 1), mmi. ince I, t: on, idered I,, be an 

innate hi. iý %%ithin the mdi%idual In fa%our oforic tilmim('11%, 111"nal oate 
rmher than itý oppowe III the tTw of the idi-paratelic rair the Telic 
Dornin.. -ince Scale 0, fiirp; itr, Nd ct al , 

lQ710 ý%; i, corwrticied to rncaýurc 
I hiý bia, and I() ca I cporim in d i%idim II -I I tClIC IT P, -IT3 I ClIC dominant I lie 

, cale I, compriWd of I quhýcalcý planning oriental Ion. qcrwuý- 
rntndcdrieýý ; ind armiýal itwidance It Owuld he pointed out that ific 
notion of Annimance'" incorporated into rc%cmal theorN I, fun(b- 

rnetrl: ilk difTerctit to the concept of ' lr, -ioý- found in ý0111C Other 
rwrýonahi 

-s 
micnforjcý fe 12 in the FIT F%wnck mid 

1: %1, cnA 196()1 k1mimomati-m. al dý, niumncc I, the ". I% III Mitch indi 

%idwil, predonimm)t1% experieme Ificir phetionictiolopLA field, 
( on(epwalk thk i, rmher differvirl to the notion of trmt, 
%%hich are con, idered ctiduritu fc; ifmc, 4 ;m indm(Iii; d', hchýwolir 
(I "f :1 tri"Tc (Imlibil dl'cfj'ýwn of flit, (oritcpf of niclarn, irý, itwn. il 
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dominance and in particular telic dominance. remlers are dircýtcd to 
Niurgalroýd, 1995) A ýtate %crýiori ofthe lefic Dominance ", ale T, 
a%ailahle 

O)N I R"l I IN(; A Ro( S-Nl II %I IS, 

The notion ofoptimal arousal is a concept %%hich, ofcourw. is central 1', 
the m%erted-I f-interpretation (if the arousal performance relationhip 
HeNond this point, with further increases in arnusal performers are 
considered to he o%er-arouqed and a resultant decrease in perf,, rrnance 
is predicted. This postulation 1, ccame widek accepted amongst sports 
psýchologists and led to a flood (if interest in ar,,! jýW reduction 
tech niques. the idea being tha t if sports Nrformers becatne fain ilia r 'A it 11 
the use of these techniques (he 

-v 
could pre%ent themsel%e, from going 

he-Nond the point of optimal arous. d and maintain perform; t rice at a 
Maximum 

Forinstance, Niclefferand Deckner(107,01. BeIIII14-6). KtjklaIlQ'6j 
and Suinn(1980)ad%ocatedmijqclerelaxati(, n techniqtiesAhilst ReddN 
etal (1976) and Lavrnan (1978) recommended meditition Biofeedhack. 
a rather more in%ol%ed technique. %%as used liý 131ais and Orlick HQ7,11. 
Wen7 and Strong (1990) and Zaichk(,, AskN (IORO) llýpnoqis ako has 
come in for attention with research ý, %ork carried out hN Johnon I PMI 1. 
Morgan I 1972)and Puloq 0 9791 

Kerr 0 996 in press) has suggested, follow me theargumentsof re% ersal 
theorv, that arousal reduction techniques conqtmite ! u, t one of the 
availahle options for interiention For example 'irous, i) reducii-m 
technique-, may well he approprialefor use %%ith indi%iclualsm the telic 
state. Here high arousal is experienced as unpleaýant and one ob% ious 
intervention would be to attempt to reduce arousal le%elq hý one (if the 
techniques from clinical psýchology outlined aN, %e Con%er, elý. 
however. for the indkidual in the paratelic state. lný% arotiýal iý 
experienced as unpleasant and an% effort aimed at arousal reducoon 
would lead not to relaxation hut to feelings of horedom ConsequentlN. 
here theuse of arousal reduction techniques iscomple(ek inappropriate 
Indeed, in a discussion of the problems associated %kith rcla,; atwfI 
training. BU&Nnski. StoN%a and Peffer (19801 ha%e pointed ow that n,, t 
all subjects are able to achie%e a state of lo" aromal %%hen suhiect to 
these technique-, 

As shown in the diagram (fig 11, %%hat should no%k be apparent is that. 
for certam individuals under certain conditions. it is not -armj, ýal 
reduction that is required but in attempt to increaw arousal to hi? h 
levels. Most references in the literature cateizori/e Nofeedhack and the 

other self-regulator% techniques , -is ar (' usal redticing lechniqije, 
Concekalik the% C0111d he U111117ed Just Is CffCCII%CIN in an 

', IRI ( I] RAI I'M Nf MF ', ()[ (X; N 
. 

NRO( S, N1 A', D PI RIF )R'-IAN( 1 2-11 

FFvITI 
klF NT 

I%f)l (TA RF\ FRý \I 
PTI, V)PARTfI If TNTT 

RIfII 

NRHT 

NI 

: )PTI()N 
N( RF NII FVT I 

lp ()f 'k R( )l s A[ 

V) TF 1 1( ýTATF 

RFI A\ATI(", PýRATFI 1( Sr'M- 
L-- -i 

iI 

ROR F FX )NI, 

I 

k 

to deliberatek increaýe le%elq of ; irouýal (Svehak and Sto ý%a. 
1980) So far the qtrategieq outlined abo%e ha%e dealt Aith lo%%ering 

unplea,; ant high arotiqal or increaýing unpleaýant In%% arouýal, but there 
are 2 other powlle oratcgieý 

If i metarnoti%ational reNersal could he initiated, thiq Aotild effec- 
ti%ek cmiýe a reinterpretation oftjnpleaýan( high aroijýal or unpleasant 
loý% iroijýal Uonýicler once again the iridi%jdu, 1I in the telic ýtate %ýhere 
hwh arouý; d iq exrwrienced aq anxiet%, a re%er, ýal to the paratelic qale 

%%ould alter hedonic tone and catjýe a reinterri-elition of the anxiouý 
feeiingý to feelinp ofexcitement ý% here appropriate. a ý%%ilch the other 

%%a%. a re%erýal from para(elic to telic. %%ould rcqtjlt in feelinp of 
horedorn hting charived to feelingý ofrelaxation 

Ho%% can theqe metamoti%ational re%erýals he initiated' In addition to 

the tjw of qelf-report '-, tate' týpe qcaleý. the traming of ýportq rýýcho 
Iogi, [ý and coaches. aiding them in the re(ognilion of "hich nietamoti 

%; itional taieý %%ere operatiýe. could he undertaken Indi%idirik ako 

, cern to 1,,, ýihlc tý, iriggcr h% ýflierini2 their criNironnicni or 

wili, iniz a cognitt%e re, irticturing or ituaging ý(rateg, % k third apptoach 

1ý ht in 
, 
L! pioneered h% %itir 

, 
palro%d mid %pter WN6 in preýýi %%It(, ; ire 

currenik vý, iminino the tiýeofpý%Oioihetapewic inter%ention to trigiler 

or irliwite ;i re%er,; iI %%ith it, uh, equeni reinterpreialion of arou, al 
IeN cl, 

RF')RNf', %' ý "', PI RI 1()%S 'I III, ; II NR()l W 

,I,, ri Icru p, rIr riler, In P,, rl, rýNt holoin 11 ;1%cad pt ed 
CrhI, wk I') heý rc I i( iI?; I ri, c %% luý li c. ii, idcr ,h ivh I c% el 4 
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moiiýal to he detrimcnlýil to j, crfoTnI: 'nc(' I "I h. t"'d oil Ilic 

%Notk of rcw. atchcrý ýmh . 1ý I 3, ICTtII`o4 11910) Br,, (19-11 ind 

KAmeman (11071). hich Icxcl, M ýitoný. d 
, -ire thoiij! ht to ri-dm: c -i 

narrox%ingofattention the rc, ultmif percepw; il mirfoxkinv i, 1houplit 

to canw a decrement in performance ; Ind "vile rcýcýirchrrý fit ýpoirk 

pvwholop comider lhiý to ic additional exidence (or the imeried-I 

hNpolhcýiq, (I ander,. 107-1 NidcfTcr(IQ'6, IQ-7Q) hný ii, ed thi, inici-pre- 

lation of the linkq bct%%ccn arouýal ýind allention iý one of the imdcr- 

lNing principlcý of hiý ther% of attentional in(] inicrpcrýonal ýWe 

Ihere vý, hoAe%er. qorne e%idence from other literature %hich %konld 

appear to indicate that high arouýal can he herreficial to perforn-imice 

Iliew important experimenial findinp, 
Ico 

ý"rne %%ax t("%; Ir& ýIip- 

porting the link bct%%ecn the ple. i-, ant experience of high armjý. A 

concepItI. 1117ed h% re%cr,; il thenr%. and petf, rmance. onflined 

prcNiouýlý According to Frýlcin -'almo, t Al the phenomena 

attributed to anvetý are ; icIuall% con, cqwnceq of arouqal ', piclhcrger 

( 1QA6) Aýo obserNed 

"Arixiet% states are characterued h% tjhlccti%c. on, ciou, lý pcrcei%ed 
feeling, ol'apprehension and tension. accompanied h% or associated %k ith 
actoation or arousal of the antonornic ncr% ous s%qleni- 
In %ic%% of the close a, socTation IefAeen anxiefN and arousal. the 

research finding, oullincd hdo%% are cpci: ia1l% iniere, imv In ; in experl 

mew ni%coigatfrig %isual angle (Schmidl. 10641. subjects %kere required 

to distinguish peripheral cnes The T a% lor Manifest Anxiet% 1, cale II Qý It 

%%; is irsed as a measure of trait inxielN Subtects %ho Tecorded hiell 

scores on the scale re%ealcd a hroader reportme -f stimuli than th, qe 

with ](,, A le%elq of trait anueiN Similar resnllý "ere obtained h% qoIso. 

John", n and Schat7 fl()69) Ahich indicated an increased rance -f 

perception ofqfimuli 'Aith highlý trait anxious siihlcctq A' pain the I aN lor 

wale %4aý incorporated %&ith the research dc, ign the task in 1hi, 

experiment m%ol%ed a broad sfimnlný IaNout. from %khich suhjeciý had 

to pick out a- maný stimuli as possible 

Corns%xeet'q (1969) findings shm%ed th, it %%hcn peripheral cues %%ere 

rele%anl to the central task, the threat of shock inCTCAWd the extent to 

ý%hich thev %ere used rhese resaills are underlined hv hoth I antler' 

(1977ý and Saraqon W)RO). %%ho also fonrid Ahen usine Int. 01% aronsin? 

shock, that quhiecis utih7ed peripheral cues rclc%ant to the central task 

to a greater extent than tisnal 
Addin 

' 
P, to the experimental c% idence %k hich stivivests that a hroadened 

range ol'cue 1111117allon ma% rcýulf from certain conditions ofanxict% t, a 

q1tid% h% Mendelson and GrisAold 0067) The% haxe suggested 1hal 

gi%cn peripheral cues %khnch are rele%ant to the central task. increaine 

lv%clý of anxt0% L; m, C a narrov%mj! of the affetitional ranve tip to ýt 

ýIpl 1 11 p NT PHI %, Nil NR'ýl ýNj ý%J, 

"t' 1111 point hc%ond %khich furiher produ,, ý I ýkidc, rmlp', ý 
I heif ýuuvt-Oiori iý hawd on their rcýc: irch N%here rnodt't Ock wmouý 
rimle, %%ere fonnd to Ný ni-I reýtriocd %%Oli ic, TC, t to utilil, flion of 1,14 

rc1cx; w1 fcriphm-il cncý Indecil. tr, -w ; inxictý ind (lie r, invc of t. i, k 

iclex. inl rwriphMil CIICý t111117Cd %%ercfonrid to he related in ;I cm%ilinc IT 
f; I'hTon 

If the I aicrhrook h%polh(ýis I, Ahered I,, then Incidental lemnini: 

, hoidd he , flo" quafitN Sv; i, on (101M). lim%cýer, Ime, 

II he a,, urnplion that under certain COTIdItIOT11 anxiel 
-N 

maN produce I 
hroadened range of cue utihiation ako helpý clarifý an othcrýAi, c 
confuýing qlate of the data on the relmion, hip hctAccn anxict% ; in(] 
incOcnial learming Taking into iccount the Faqei-hrook li%polheqiý 

,, it]%. one "ould ha%c to predict that high le%els of anxici% %kould be 

aýq, m, iied%%ith rclali%ck p ... r Incidental 1111117 1mf learning. hecaij, c a I, 
cucý nc, e,,: ir% to quch lcarnin. e ýkoiilcl F-c h; impered* 

Duýck. NIcrOcr ; in(] K ernii, II ci-ý) ýind Duýcý. Kermi, and %lerpler 
1 O"N. in ' reýcarch oijdicý mirninme it: w inkief % on intentional 

. 1fid 
Incidental lemi-ime. haw found rather different rcqultý N tolil of Iz c: Ii-& 
%kerc pl, iced in . -I ; ct place Aiihm -,, I IaNout ýit -' cc inter%; ik The 1, iNmI1 
N%; iq Lo%ered %ý lien all R caTdý "ere in plýicc ýmd the procedure repc, -Ited ý 

ttrncý I he car(k con1jincd line dr: m ino, of mi ; mirnal ind :i ý% ell k noN% 11 
honýchold hicct I or the children ýk ho acicd . -I, ýnhicct, the ccnir; il t; i4 
in% oked recalling the correct poýilion of c, -ich ; mtrnal ind the Incidental 
(; 14 FC( ollecting the liotjýchold Ohic( t pmi-ed ik it 11 cach ýininial ( hildren 

%; ho ýcorcd high ; in(] lo%k on the lcýi Nnxiclý Scýflc for ( hildren %%ere 

, ornparcd Children "it(, ýcorcd high %%crc foijnd to he inferior in 
learning theccriti-al uiA but quperior in lcrniý oficarning the itiLidental 
oimuli Here the pcrf, )rmince of fit 

' 
01-1c,? -anxiotjý ýijhjeci, on the 

central 1a, k iý not unnýmal in that iticre: i, ed : inxicfý I, thoucht to 

produce ta4 irrcle%arit re, ponwý IIoxkc%cr. the ýnperior performa rice 
in modent; fl learning b% the -file QFOIIP of c"nfhcTq \kith 

poýitwn 
', araýon (]Qqo)in ming toexplmn the re, tiliq ohimned here. find, the 

analoi! N uýed h-% Nkmchcl (1967) ji, efill fit it ; jIlenlion 1, coinplic(l jo j 
hcam oflicht x%hich m. i% he broad ; ind dTfTu, cor con%crýel% rather more 
narro, A irid focuýýcd Atcording to F. werhrook. oftour, c. the brej(101 

or narroAneýýo(alicnnonal focuýqn p iý related I., the indi%idu; d'q lc%cl 

ofarouýal Ilm%cNer, %N mihel'q analop rocý further and dc, crlhe, hoý% 

the -1-icarn" ma\ he limited to a simll rmiLe or can kan ;I mukh %%idci 
arc, i lntrcaýcý in aroii, al are iqýurncd to li; iw a dwil role 'i\ hil, J the 
wannine r,, -in, i! c iq incrcýiqvd the fo, it, of, mcTition on piriicij1: ir point, of 
I he field heý onwý na rro%% cd 

cm. i, on on(hide, 
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"Breadth of ýcanning maý he Mia II ed I fie higli IýI e-. 1-anx Io ji, uhieciq to 
perform better on the incidental t; i4 than the leýý I he 

poorer central learning of the hwhIN te-1-anximi, ma% haxe rcýulled in 
part from superior incidcntýil performance allotation f attenti'm 
ImNard peripheral ýIirnuli maN h; iNe detracted from attention 1%ml: 1111C 
for procesýing central cueý- 

( ; iven the interaction IricoAcen, in this case. trail anxict% and aroll, -11, tile 

implication is that high arouýal can he beneficial to performance ( lc; irl% 

ihi,; position is at odd- %%ith the xicAý of Fasterhrook (1911)), ýNho, c 

claim is that high lc%ek ofarousal produce attentional narro"ing in, ] 

thus, negati%elv a fTec I performance Aý alread% pointed ollf. 
Fas, tet-hrook's findingq haýe heen carried o%cr in(] applied to the Torts 

context in a particular %%aN 11 anders. IQ771ý and Nideffer. 19'6 and 1C)"41 

If the experimental resuhý outlined abo%c are applied in a similar 

manner then there are sonic important implicatiriq for Tort, 

performance. 
Utili7ation oflieripheral cues and incidental stimuh arean oh%ioliq 

concern (if the sports performer Thisiqcqpecialk I true for acti%ities such 

aq racquel sports %%hen these factors are crucial it) good performance 
Con-equentk. experimental findings Mitch report preater use of 

peripheral cues. and incidental stimilli and a hroadening of atteritional 

range %%ith increase in arousal are more than rcle%ant 
I here are other more general exceptions it) the idea that loss le%cls of 

arousal are al%%, i 
- 
ýs associated Aith hroad attention and high le%clq of 

aronqal uith a narrouing of auention For example. tile arousal 

reduction technique,;, (meditation or progressi%c relaxation) oulltneA 

earlier. Ahen 11tili7ed in techniqueq such is "autogenic training" (schuff, 

and Luthe 1959) or Yoga t%pc techniqueý such as transcendental niedi- 

lation are associated Aith attention to an extremeh limited 
area of 

stimulation. In addition. under certain circtmrlqtanccý high aronqal call 
he associated %%ith a difficulfN in attending For example. during the use 

(if hallucinogenic drugq such a- LSD an indiOdwil. %%hilst ahle to 

perceiNe colovjrq %erv %i%idl%. often has difficifliN in qelccli%-cl% attendiric 

and concentrating on aný particular colour 
The relationship htmcen arousal and attentional factors in per 

formance is alreadv recogni7ed a% heing complex Cleark there are 

inconsistencies in their interaction %%hich ma-N he a reflection if in 

ter%ening phenomenological factors Con-ccitientl 
- 
%. finding a quitablc 

theoretical explanation "hich cotild encompaq-, thew ideas hccojncý 

necessar 
- 
%, The re%ersal thcorý interpretation proposed h% Apier ( l(A-) 

could prriýide the haqiý ofa nc%4 theoretical approach it, the relationship 
hci%%eeri arousal and performance Althotigh Apier 119922) deals 'Aith 

N%hat he dcqcrihcý aq "fell aronsal". his proposal that a number (if 

STRI ( 11 R NI VIII NI)NII %(11 fx; N. ý81)1 "I "' I" gl"Pk'Ný( 1. "; 

(ilfTCT('tlt 111CIAT11,111% 11: 11c, cxl, l Ila, I vood dc; ll of P., IC1111.11 I fit, 

i, cýpck: mll% frue f(, r the Ich( p, tralclic illcimlion% ation; d Nicni : ind the 

inlcra( lwn bclýkccll : Itl\lelN ; iN"ld; lTl, r ;l Ild exoIcnient cckinv 
bc1la\ imir 11 qeerl)l r(IllibiC 111; 11 the 111(11\1(111ýlk ; Ihlllt\ t. 1 I(ICT116 

peripheral oic, . 1nd lmldcnlýll ollillill doliv %kith ýýirrm, ný in 

3tteTIfl., 11; 11 rmipc cmild he linked to d, illinmice mid 

., Pcr; itl%c ýIalc 

( ()ý( II", ý,, 

In ierniq (if pý-% chologica II hcoricý. re% er, a II heo rN. %% i Ih (he pub I ica I ion 

of the firO major text in 198'. ha, armed rcl: m%el% recentk ( )m a 

c,, -mfionar% note. undouhtedk there iý a C-)d deal (if rcýcarch to be 

carried mit, both in general and in the more ýpecific port, context 
it iý hored that re%cral theor% Tnight , fTr ýPortý p, %cho 

logiýaý. coacheý and ýportý performer, ; in Alernali%e -, in(] more owful 

interprelat lon of (he aýýocmuon ht I %% cen ;i rou, i I and performance than 

thoýe alreadN in cm, (encc 

\ k\V I I';! \1F N! 

hr c rifIhi'i; rr »'''r rc\cr1'cl 1 hic IISII II ihift S ii:, hthIit ( hI''tChr 

I cs (ri'i I 

Ri II RF ', ( I -, 

Vilc-, n RR (1"'41 
T'h, hd, IrI, i 

j IQ-, )I I hn-n- m non nd th-, ., f p- h,, 4, w,. d ....... 1,1 nI 
cd, I, I h, 1 -4 R ýl I liln'! I, P7111 

Nrlcr \1 If 1" ., 1 

R, ,,,,, 1, ý, iýP, c,,, 1 (1, n 
Hadd'I", k f) I N- ,, ill'-wi., wJ r-f, in tti, c in d inccrou, em ronnient, 

R, r1J, J. -n, d 1, h, 1, . 11 6.1441, ' 16 

BrIl, Ki IQ-6) R, hn, T, i, in 

1 1, ,)IIII 

BI in, \1 nd ( ), I., kIiI , --I I" I- ph, Hofi-lb" nw. i- 'f 

--I, -ni-I P-, mfino, ,f Ih, Ninth 

I, "'une ind "po'T P,, hol, v, Tý ........ 11 Iý 

14- n1i"", 1) %% ( IQ_I 1 1). ý ,, "? I ý- '' V id . ..... fl". " N"' 

1 11 3M and POT,, KI I(Af)i 

......... ........ 1- In 11 ,, 11--k I R, ;,,:, ý -1 

wdo'd k' N nd II,, \ý 'I" N"' ), "ý 
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-Ac, IF (19RI) A mlwal arp,: u, A of the Nkc, I 
D(wiwal D-ertmion I 'T-e, oý (if I ccdý, I ccd% f riv), ind 
ims, ect, I) %I 119691 1 'ýc (if ojcý in the% rý,, phc,, ooil, l f 

.. r,,,, 
I ......... I ý/ F, r, , i, wa IP- ;, I, q I. RO 14 1R 

I ). inwlk II and ( h(,,,, )I (IQ' 'I I rmcp Im n, cph, n, ,,,., n d ...... 
mening training , it %ca lcýcl irid flijitide %1,1 ...... ..... I ý, , ,, ý! 4 'P, "I 

D"M Fý 1106"1 1, t, "0 R, 1! it,, \,, N ork 

Duffý II 10,2) Act"an- IQ l 1, ,, ýý...... ý; i 
6rcenheld and RA "icinl, -ý II1,, It. Rinehari II %% -1- \ý, N ,, k 

Duwk. Nlergler. 

inForniaoonr, r,,,: e-ngm ind h: ehi, t anxion-hildreri ( hr! df),,,!, r, ", 4- 
2M 

2107 
D-ek. 1 13 

, 
Ker-, M 1) an,, ] Mercier NII 1()-tl Inforni, 11-n rr, ýe-nc in I- t"d 

lirch 1-1 3-ou, children J' , fi, mt, - if 1-cl ind c, F, 0 lh, ýH, nv fl. 

fQ/ P,,, 11 6ý1 W 

ý 11911)1 The cfT,, l 4cm, li, r) ,n Ltic wil-mon and ? he vi- J 

I'- iwl, o R, , 66 1s1 '0 1 
I P, tcm, 1: 119' ') The m n, r, of. w,, ci, , th cr,, plhý .... .... . 1, 

In (I, nd, i,, Ii.. ... . ..... i R, i, d, icO h, I' r, 
2 Acadernic Prc,. N- N , rk 

VN,, enck. 11 1 and F, crick SBG 00691 P, r hr, S, ri ", j 

Roudedpe ind Keizan P. ml, I -don 

ll, W 1) 0( ind it t-1 f', , 
R, ,,,, 62.24 1 "54 

John-ri, %k R 110611 ll,, pn-iý ind nmýcijlar rcrfrnl in- I ........ Sr. :, %t, 

and Phl ,, dF tw", I -1 -1) 

Kahnernan. D 0971) Ifl, 1,111,1 tirllr HL111 F"ell" 'd `IT'. NI 

Kamano. 1) K 119681 FnIi. in, cment -If learned fear ýillh epinephr, ne P, 0,1 

12.111 

Kem JII( 199 11 k high ari, Qil rc. ill tjndeýsriblc ' ll, irer prc-ited I he "r-ri I 

"cience C(inference. I i% I ni%crýo ý 
Kerr. 1 11 1104) 1 'nde, t3ndlnV the ex lhilar. itwn i, ( ýriccd ýT,, irt, P irwr prccmied 

and piNished in the Pr,,,: crdineý of Interrimi, ri. fl ( ... i2r,,, , 

Aýpocl' fif ', pd c,,,, t,. ( in, ninecTi Ili, 11and '- '9 Scr, 
Kerr, 3 11 1 19Rýl ý ncý perýfvoiýe ((it ýporl, p,, lhol ýý i,, R, ,-";, I ;.. ,. 

and ('(filed hN %I I kPICT, 1) 1 -1 ", nd 1ý 

klutgalroýdl I lniýcr, l% ( , Ilcgc ( ardiff Fire- ( ; irdifl, 1AAr, 
Kerr. 1 11 119861 Anxici%, in, -A ind ýp<irl The thco, f r, ch,, h, Ric d rc, - !, k 

4n- rv in Sp,,, t, In fwý P, , r, -, -, S, ,,, - 11, "0, P' ý .! 
B,, h, j . ..... 1! %fed fed'I'd hN 1) 11 ckforl and ( 1) SPON"Rerl 11--o'c', N,, -,,, 
N , rk (, it p, c,, ) 

Kerr. RII 9Rýl Ni, I, -, Q- I ........... I Sa Ic,, 
Kla, ora, P 119791 An attempt to Ict,, c in%cried II -cs ha, d on ih(, ickii, Q, hq, 

bet, cen an, el, and athletic In P, i, h,, I. -,,, w %I ...... M 1', 
lediled hý 1) Ni I andcW Mirri. in Kincti(ý ( harnpaiRn Ilh-, 

Klawra. P 11979) ( nq, Qr,; irN for pil, athloic ri, -rformin, In ( i, hIrW, 

IIRS1 14 If NA AIT %(If A Rol ý% I \'I I) Pf RF I IRM A"( 1 

-0 rh, Sr-r led-d hN I' Kl--, Ind Iý IM, ncll 
I )" "o. "Choo I of Ph" ,aIa , If I Ica II It I& icanon. I rn%c-tý of I oronlo 

Krifteril, uhl G Sill)") -Ndrenalmeý; ....... aI and po, I14 Sp-1, , I, ý 
%oI 

1. No I 

KtA la, KI 11)ýhj I he effects of p-gre-oc rel: ix mon training npon athletic perf''t 

rnan, c during tr,,, I Ilf, uhhhed Ooct. -, l I State I --n, 

I1 11 

I ind- 1) \1 1 JQ-7) arni pc, fi- th, o0c of ýi ....... ti And aflcnl, -, l 

fi, I -, Nocccdnnz, of I he Nanona I( f'h,,,,, I IId ocanon N-- mIwn for %1, n 

ýnrn, al Niffiniv, ( Wando. I lomtr 

I ; i, rnan. I, ), )-if Mcdo. won and po, t, r-f-n,. m- In Sp-t 

Inal, - q Vh4w R., r ic(fifed h% %% Sl,, mhj Nio-cment Nbl, cation, Nr, 

N o'k 
I c-nt, F11 IQ6ýj 1 h, P111 "I 111 1 11 11 Il. ýh, %11- 111 , 

Ne ,Ný, k 

I c%cnthal. (i 's and Killacl, eý, If ( 116R, Vi- thn. t-, dalion and p,, (erc,, c 1- 

familiar onnul, 'I ..... .. It 4( --p-aw c P- d f',,. 65,1 ý' I 1ý 

I c", 1 01)6-1 cttc, ý, ýircýs iolcr; mc, ind perf-minc, in rclanon 1', 

L. Ifc, h, 4, ornnc excretion In S,,,,, fc, hic, l 1, % 11c1,1. rp P) 

N In IIILinV kc, w, P, IHI, h, ng ri n,. ', ,, ) -1, 

kil if -, R 14 110661 St mfic, 4aI, ,, -I , cý, m, , J,, ý -, al or, c, n, of I he I, ioan, ýn ý-tpt 

In t md R, ha, I- I Mned b, 1) 'rw1h,,, 2, r I ýcidertnc Pro-. N- N ,4 

10. i II cn, ýR( 
10 -41A- u- Ia nd n- r rw rho r ma n, vIn, Ix, ýj ýd .5 r-r 

R c, ,,, f cd, tMb, (IN N% II rn-c IA rd c n- Pr, -. N -c 11, 
-AmTcný. R sr-r I 111-in kincticý Plibliýhc, 

'A endekon (iýI nýl (j r-iold, BB 11 Q67) %n1 lo %a nd repte-wri 1ý rredict'- of , hc 

,,,, of n-0en ii I cuc, in r-hi- -61 ng I ..... .... I. It P, '1111 5'.. 14! 

P, i, 4,4"a 6.1 ýII ý') 

19-) IfIrf-10111 Ind t111111U131 [IT(Or i-c In I i'd, 

kt. - ý, I- --am, I, iedited hý %k %I-erni %-ý ...... c N- %c, N -k 

Mnrizitro%d, R-hion, Apter MJ and R I% '()-, I The d-cl-p ent of tfic 

I'l" d. -nimc "alc /, ý I "I P, 1". IF, 42, ý19 12* 

S1 19411 rh, nif-c 4 lek d ...... -me In R, -,, r,, d I h, ,,, iprf: 

bq'- ,,, w(fil"I b, "I I Npt,,, 1) 1 ow, na and r, Moi-2mo, 01 I 

-Wl Pr,,,, ( whfT ýk &, 

1A. "Rm'-d 1; ind Aptm %I jI lQ0, I N Irp- I'll 

Cý 1, -, 1"r, ,, h, o hc I., p, I It 11-4b. -ý "I I o, P, h, -I h- a T, , (ed. 1"I K, I 

N-(--i Ro-r M-el. N- N -k fin ip, c-l 

',, i IRf 19' If The m-rtc-A I' ,IT,,,,,, h, r lý-tllll-n IL 111, ItI-In -f prrf ....... i n, 

a, w-ll III f1fI "'ý- ""d 1'. 1ý, 111, d h, S lK o-bh-) A, idm,, 

Prv- I -, don 

N., leffer R -, I and 1)" knc, IQ '0, N -11- 1, of Ip.... .. 

T-f-11131ILC foll-nne pro-h-, P--rf-d -4 ýWl, 10 

ý11 'I" 

Nz, lrflrr, R ki 1101ff It, i indintvrrx-r-nrkf0c .1....... 
P'.? 

vni ý- ql L4411 1911 Alf" 

R -A P, o, 1:, onv I ...... I-, K -, r I lh-r . ..... 
I Iell f 

d w, I nh w-l P-f ...... .... .. 
D"E., 
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R ý,, hi IIýR 0070 1 P, i, I-qv, Np-t Fllh.,,, R-4 ,I -(I 
Isma-, " ý lIqWI 7-t 0-o' I I,, , -, ,Rý -- ;,,, 1 1, 

I '\-, C]"I", Ifill"I"I" 'ý- 1, r"' 
, 
Sýhmch-. 1, -1 c, ng, r. J IIQ(, ') 1 --. 11 -d rh-, Av, c: d dýt---, ý ,f 

en-t-n .1t,. Ic Pý holomý R, 7 69 I-R 11)') 
h ltý 11 1 1196-11 ý11-111112 -IfthC .1 fýcld -th ---c 
I" nuln'fc'l 'P. P"' 6m "'I 

RN IIQR2) ........ I 'ý"d 
hampal'n' 1111-1, 

SO ... lt, ý 
I and I oh, (19ý1)i I ........ ... I .......... tP" 

(imneand Stralton )-ý 
',, ngct, 11 11961) S, rnpmhow dn, e, 1,, i 

Phýý,,, Ioaual -6.61' 611 
,; n,, Ih. G' PI In ld" -1 il--ý .... . ..... wd, wd h, I 

ind J NI Sp, agn, ) Alade, mc P, - Ný- 'i , rk 
RI?,, hn, oný 3V -1 ',, h; o,, I; I fll), wl rc"'pt"'j 

...... I-d (1-c P, i, h 11. -1 " 
1- 1) (1')661 1h, -\ -1 --,, h - -vri, In 

(rdlicd hý C I) Spiell--ger) Atadcrnic Ptc-. Nc% ý-, rk 
1 1). Gwrowh. R () and I ,, hfr, c RI OQ-01 7 h, ý ...... ...... 

1"'-" '1 %fanro,; I The ( (m-11ing Prr- In, 
1; ... n., R ki I IQRnI th-kmF p- h,, I,, p fo, ( )], rnp,, , hmnp, In I'� h, lir', " 

'r-, b, R "i Sýlmnl Pluve- kfinn-, la. ki-, ap-h, 
'ý-I, A, S nd '1,, N -ý I( IQVII Ifich v-1,11 c. - tv rl,.,, in, and cxcwýv P-1r, 1ý, ý 

-'d \ ýl I Ný, 1 41') 444 

A pcr-n. ihlý ( ilr ,f tn: inifýo inxicl% I ......... 1 "1 

'A achtd. I' 106-1 ( , ncrpiw- 14 hr-d ind narr- iliýni-n P, i, hobýay-l R,,!!, rý 
6s, if- $11) 

elf-d, kT ýOlcd I -ýrn. in And I ., nip: in% Atirlii-i 
I nel. md 

'Acn7. HI ind 'ý? -nv, 1) 1 lVA01 ýn ipph, mon 4 h, ofeMbaA ind cl( r, R, din- 
pr,, crdijrcý ýilh ýiirvr-r alhlctrý thý Imr Itinin r cIT,, T In P, i. 4,4, wi , Sr,,,,, 

-d Irph, an-, lc(filed I, % RN Stjinnj Rimpe- klrnný-I: i. %Iinnc. ir-lhý 
Ne, kc,. R %I ýnd D,, d-n, J 1) 110, N) Th, r, kmon ý4,1, cnrvh M, mm, l- 

hah, i f,, rmaoon ( -r. -v- N of P'ý' b"I'-w, \\ IIV 4, A, () 
Zmýfiko-ký. II 19ROI ni4miKick ind anxiciý -n. mement in ýF-rf In f', i. 0-1 ...... 

Ifil, "I I ". r'. " ,, ýr-l wdo, d h, P nd K 
fl, c- To-ni,, 

STIU 1! Il I, II\c\I, '. R'I S'I \\I IIRIUPM\\ 

NP ý(oIi R%iý i P,, %t Ri %I Rý NT II (I I IR N 

Ir, ýI, ,jI(I, If II )Cc rc cI ý' ý% III ChI it I lid I\ id I I'll fcc I, III tn'C If 1" be 

ýý otked tip m ;t vi%cn time, ind ilic de 
' j! rec of Itileti, 11\ of hi, fecling, of 

TnOn%ation MT(Tercril front the Oecp %%Aefulncýs dimen, ioni 

111\101 -ýJr Irdt" state III M1101 pfelerrcd 
týý, idmr, cofmmcl\ 1ý'rnl, 

Irou, ak, ckma [aw lc\citervient-eekni 
' i! 

Litcl \Ie1atn4,11i\; MoimI 

statein \%hich (herreferred le%el offelt ; irous: d ishiph. chýir; icicrlmd h\ I 

search for exciterriew 

131 'rahihl IA s\qtetn exhibits hisrihihiN if it tends to rimintain ;I 
specified xmable. despite external disturKi vice, ýk ithin one or ano[ herol" 

2 ra nges of ý alueq of the% aria hie concerned 

Vcra'rwrl' atl ... ?, I/ 'farc Phenomcnologic: il slate chameteri7ed b\ a 
cerlmn \%, iN of interpreting some ispecl(s) of one's (mn rnotiýation 
Met: imott\: i1ion, A states go in pairs of opposite,. onl. v one mcniher of 
e: icir pmr being opei-MiNe at ;I gi%en time 

Paratch( 'fatc Metarriotwational s(me in ý%hich the indmdual is 

oriented to%%ards sonic a5pect of his corititimn 'e 
heha%wur in(] related 

sensations I orms i pair ý%ith the telit st: oQ ( haracterislics actwt\ 
for its o\%n "ike. pla\fulness. spontancil\. prelercri(c for high inlensm 
C\pCr; CIICC -Ind 111ý% felt sIgnIfiCMICeý 

Rci -r, al A rexer"I is ;I q\kifch front one of-cratiNe tnet. arnotiýaiiomal 

, i; iie to the other nicinht r of the pair 

Stru, rtiral I, The qtudN ofthe structure ofe\pcrierice. and 
the %%a\ in ý%hrch the rimilre ofthis trumirc changes oxer Inne Th. it I,. it 

primarik concerns the structure of eNperience itself. rather than 

p, articular structures \%hich occur \%tillin e\periericc- 

1"11, vale I( i reek* rel,,, '. goýt I or end 
the indiNidiml is orienled I(mards some essential Foahs) ( harjc- 

terkilics qeriom-mindedneqs. planning aheml. preference for lo\% 
intensit\ experiencesand high felt significmr(e 
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I)IFITRIACTS IN 'I'lli; MOTIVATIONAL (. 11ARACATHISTICS 
OF "PROITISSIONAI .... .. )FRIOU') ANIATFUR" AND 

"RFC11FATIONAL" ITRFORNIFRS 

JOIIN If. KFIRR 

N' ,I hi ) 1,1 ud v S, I..... I ,f l3winci t 

Ilummaij, -( 1011(( polalis( d N% ithin ill,. Rcvcr-sid thcory of NI. 
. 
1. Aptcr is 

th( (wI, ( III ( If It I( til III, )fivilf iI mal d"ill i Ilit mc, [)"I IIi I) it I It (- is (I IC tL [I LICI Ry Of 

. 111 indk idLlal I, )S p( I], I lollp. r pc. IiO(js ill ()Ilc ill( tjinoti%, ational statc, tadicr 

III. In ill Ihc ( )f I lul Im 1111)( 1ft 11( pai I %% Ili( 11 11 uy( mstifutt. tOgcl h( r. Thi, 

, nidý ( x. tinim d ill(- n, aim a Ii( (1, miman(( ill malu spol is p( 1 forjll( 1 s. 'I lirce 

1ýtOLII)N Of p( I fOl []I( is ( atcp'm iNcd its "plot( ssiolial", "%cI iolls itillatcur", it Ild 

r( cI( 11 tiý) flit I- \%( I( slihicos. 1, (. Ii( donlillilme \% jý Ilicasuad lising ill(- Tcli( 

oll i Il, k n( c S( a Ic. A na I ), %i Ss h( mt (I that I) 101 cs%i, )Ilil Is s( r( d sig IIiI i( anrIy 

I h, ln tI I( ()t I I( I tNk ogI ollps oI 1 2) of thu ; NII I IS( . 11( S it Ild "It tI IC L Oil) I)irl( LI 

r I( I i( doll Ii Ililli(c. 

RcN crsa I Thcory (A p ter, 1982 ) is if th c()ry ()f mwivat imi M fit IiIi as d c- 
vul(q)cd into a (_, cncial appr()ad, in psvdwltwý kno\\n its s(ructural plicnom- 

'llic thcorv parti(tilarly concerns the way individuals cxpcrictico: thuir 
(Mil 11101iNation and 111C in whidl diev s(rumirc this' cxpcric1loc. One ()f 
the ka"Ic wfitc-pt's 4 the theory is (If(, idea (hat (crtain wotivxional states 
t,,,,, c-thcr in pairs ()f ()ppýsitcs \\hich arc hisiablu. Rcv(rsals iiie said to have 

tActi placc \\Iicn it dian, ý,, u ()(([Its Inan ()If(- 111mitimtivational state to ]'is ()p 
pw, irc in anýý ()fie pair. 

Within (lie structure ()f (lie thc(q, fmir such pairs ()f nic(ainotivatimul 
states have I)ccn livpw lies i1sed. Thou are file iclic-paratclic, im, ativistic-c(Ml- 
f(mmist, mastet 

' v-s ' 
mipathy, and allooentric atitoocAltrio: pairs. Onc ()f (liese, the 

(clio. paratclic pair, con(urns fell arousal and Is thou"Ilt 1() be C-spwally im- 

P011JUlt \\1111 respect to [Ile individual's motivation low participa(ing in sudi 
actki(ics as theatre, dan(c, and sport. 

It shmild be cillphasiscd (hat "tclic" and "paratclic" licre rcfer to states 
: 11111 not ti, tits in the tradi(ional son. se ()f the In othcr \\()rds, im indi- 

vidual can be said w he paratclic at one moment in time and iclic at anodicr. 
11(mcvc-f-, individuals are t1mu, "'Ilt to have an Inflate tendcliq 1() he 111()rc ()I-I- 
(11ft'd nmards ()Ile (w wher 4 these paircd metainwivational stitics. The indi 

viduýd is then said m be (clic "r paratclic d()minant. 
The 'I'd R Dwn I nan cc Sca Ic( Nfurgat i()yd, t/d., 1978 as d C\ C I() ped its 

a pcrm)fiahtý measure to higlili, -Jit differences in thu telic ()r paratclic ()ricn 
tafWn Of 11)(11VIdUal-1. The so. ale has thrue subs(alcs labelled "scriousminded 

'St r. t. im (, L: 2 5,1 1 iGi Brcukc I cn, T] ic N (I I wrlan, Is. 
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()I all, J (ýaojl ()lie I)L: ijl"ý It fC'a1LII"C 

C( 11 (it st, I I! C., I as tIIcLI CII( 
Ill P, so, 1) 1)(. ()1! ( 1 it, d (, )%ý a r, Is -, ()ý I Is as im- 

p'l I kill III] I, IIc. IIt at 1, it Is I hu c, jo! ý Ill, ý v, iIII \v IIIIanI Ild iV ! (ILI aI I) IJI IS 

, ih Iý 1.1 )11 mI I 'r ( )f :, ( ), 11', 1cI I( I( 11,111 1A ing II )ill, (, s as they (( )IIIc. AI( )wsaj 

al, lll, ý, 11, kt I,, th( (11ý( it( 1 11 v, I lic 11 : 111 ! fill Ivi, hial lo. -Ilds I() j"()id sl I it at iollý 

! Ilk 11( 1 al l )(I"al. 
alc ha" b( (. 11 Im iowk poll all. d im') ()Illcl- le'scark, 11 '; t Lid ICS. 

1" Irall'i \ý: IS dsS()Cijtcd with tch, 
IIII: 1.111 l, INIm I 

in IIIIIImJI It( all. Ill Ow studv (J Ilkillwul, CSS, 
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COGNITIVE INTERVENTION WITH ELITE PERFORMERS: REVERSAL THEORY 

J. H. KERR, BEd, MA, Associate Professor 
th-p-r-c"t of Phv- WId... : al M-tht"I"od., SO I of 11- 

ABSTRACT 

Notweabl(, if) thl' 111('ralOw a%socialed will) Ihe application Of psychology to the area of sport and sports performance in 
particular hwý two-ri Ow increamno frequency of Feferences to the use of cognitive interventioll in the sports context Currently 
wilised in chrutal ; )sychology and behavioural medicine, and receiving increasing attention in sports psychology, are a 
number of 1111efVvIllion techril(JUVS primarily oriented towards allering the individual's level of arousal. These techniques, 
ý%'Jjjch twV4, twen advocated for use by %ports perfoinmrs as an aid to aclaptinq and copinci during competition, have been 
litr(jely (oncerned with WOLMal ti-duction. This papur pivsents an alternative a pproach, the case of reversal theory, a new 
gencral IhCOtY Of PSY( I'OlOgY COrwer ned with motivation, and emphasises the conceptual implications of this new approach 
for Il1V LI!, f' Of (OýJOIIIVV intervention techniques in sport, 

Keý words fluversal thcory, HIIIII WOUSill, CO[Irlitive interverilion, Ficlaxation, Anxiety 

INTRODUCTION 

[jo-yint), fig a paper with if (, autionafy nole may he untiskijil, 
nevertheiess, in this case it seems warranted, It shOL)Id be 

pomled 001 that some of the paper% found in the qrowiný) 
on proposal,, for cocInifive inlerventions if) %port 

arc po1ol! vvlY bitiSPd, (ý%IwclallY in the Claims made with 

i, to impfoving sports performance. Sorne of the 

f(ýports make (laims that in ruality cannot I)e justifi(! c] and 
11, ( (on(, (, rr)-, of sorne o1her awhors in this r(! %I)(-(-t should 

n()l tw igiiored Aý, Mahoney (1984), wfiling about cognitive 

rjj( tý, t ritions, poinl!, out, 

it t% impuralivu that if cognitivv skills jj(jvoci, tt! 

it-mion both c, ml, ow, and accomitable in making 

ij! " crtlon% abo"I What all of coach 'should, do 

1() ri)prov( perforniame, Thw.,, the n-mark% which 
1,11o" and those Vial appeat in subsequent sections 

sliould tw vwwed as inIvrvention possibilities ralhei 

Itian (I ir (ýc Ior cc) nficlen I r(-( ornrywnclalton%. They 

l1af(fly (. XI1akj%1 the list of pm, "Ible cogrillive skills 

ýIralvows that rniql1l w-ýIst allik-la ; wrforniance, and 

it go# '! ý ý%'IIIIOLJI !,, iyjfqj tholl they are in rived of 

(, orilrolled (-xpi-rinwrilal I'Vill0iII1011 " (1) 14 1! )) 

Almig similaf lines, Heyman (1984) slatvs, 

,., ( ognitive in Ifi vent ons it rv d(-t iv(- (I ft om (-I it iica I 

approa( hvs, Thcy iltv mote than just '1v( Imiques'. 

I licy Were developed a-, pa rI of I her it peot iu 

-hological and behaviourat chanjiv. approa( hes to psy( 
it is not always (-, iý, y to deivrinine when it sport 

,, it ri ici pa tit's problems are Only relaled to %pott or are 

more comptchensive, and wher, the al)plication of a 

cognitive intervention to the spOlt problem may be 

Inappropriate , (1) 269) 

Wt), Ist oic use of cognitive intervenlions in sporl 
provides a new and exciting challenge for those involved in 
sporls psychology, the differeni concerns of Mahoney and 
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Heyr-nan, reflected above, should be kept in mind. Indeed, it 
e; worth noting that some p%ychologists working in other 
areas of psychology have y(I to be convinced of the value of 
cognitive interventions (see Wolpe 1976 a&b, and Skinner 
1977). 

Although sporl-, cornpefilors and coaches have for a long 
time considered that arousal levels may he an important 
factor with respect to sports performance, empirical 
evidwice is both contradictory arid confusing. This situation 
has led to rather broad and largely unhelpful generalisa- 
tion% b6og made about Which level of arousal is appropriate 
for particular sports events, e. g. Oxencline (1984), Landers 

and BOUlcher (1986). The only clear conclusions arising out 
of research reports and Itivorelical papers are that 
individual variations, particularly in menlal slate, and the 
nalute 0 the sports events are crucial elements in the 
WOUSal pefformance relationship. 

An example of a ralher less generalised approach to the 
p!, ychological ptepatation of top level performers is 
ptovided by the work of Rw, hall (e. g. 1982). He has 
alleryipted to loiniolate dr-lailed strategies and competition- 
! qwcific plaw, aimed at the. enhancement of competitive 
pi-rformance. These strategies and plans are based on 
re-, varch arid lhe results of evillualions of the behaviour of 
!. ports 1wriormers, thu nature of specific sports situations 
iind the chatacivrislic% of the sporls and their participants. 
I he mental state of the allilete or performer is considered 
especially crucial and Rushall is one of lhose who advocates 
the use of "on site" i rile rvent ion lechniques should it be 
necessary. This would occur when the mental stale of the 
1wrformer was lhought to be inappropriate for the demands 
of the particular competition environment. Whilst the 
cor"petilion-specific focus of the work is praiseworthy, its 
"behaviou6st" foundation may mean that the confidence 
with which his ideas are advocated may not be shared by 
other researchers. 

One particularly enduring notion is that of over-arousal, 
the idea that the individual performer's level of arousal 
becomes so high that it interferes negatively with 
performance. As a result of this, sports psychologists have 
turned to techniques utilised in arousal control and 
specifically arousal reduction in an attempt to assist sports 
competitors to improve the consistency of and increase 
their performance. These intervention techniques were 
already being used in clinical psychology and behavioural 
medicine to help patients relax. Progressive relaxation and 
autogenic training, along with systematic desensitisation, 
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are well-established. The idea of relaxation incorporated in 

these techniques is used synonymously with the idea of 
arousal reduction. Biofeedback and transcendental medita- 
tion are almost always used with relaxation and the lowering 

of the individual's level of arousal in mind. 

This lowering of arousal, however, need not always be 

an appropriate strategy to use. There are some authors (e. g. 
Mahoney, 1984 and Railo, 1982) who are recognising the 
importance of some sports performers achieving high 
levels of arousal prior to and during competition. Several 

recent research studies (e. g. Caudill, et at, 1983) have 
indicated that increasing subjects' arousal levels or 
"psyching up" facilitated performance. Stallings states: 

"The fact that arousal is, to a large extent, qualitatively 
specific to the individual may appear to the 
practitioner to be an insurmountable barrier to the 
selection of arousal-producing techniques, However, 

since many of the methods discussed in the section 
on reducing arousal are designed to increase the 
individual's awareness of physiological states (e. g. 
degree of muscle tension), their possible use to teach 
an individual to increase arousal should be 

considered. " (Stallings, 1982) 

In addition, elite athletes interviewed by Garfield and 
Bennett (1984) reported a number of characteristic 
sensations associated with top performance. These 

reported sensations included feelings of "joy", "ecstasy" 

and "intensity" and the feeling of being "highly energised". 

Reversal theory (Apter, 1982) postulates that the 

motivation of many people for participating in sport is 
found in the pleasant experience of high arousal which is 
intrinsic to many sports activities (see Kerr, 1985). 

Before attempting to describe the alternatives that 

reversal theory proposes for cognitive intervention, it is 

only sensible that a short description of reversal theory he 

included to assist in understanding the concepts involved. 
However, this description is by no means exhaustive; 

readers are referred to Apter's 1982 text for a 

comprehensive description. 

THE THEORY OF PSYCHOLOGICAL REVERSALS: 
A DESCRIPTION 
The theory of psychological reversals is a phenomenolog- 
ical theory of motivation and, consequently, the importance 

of the individual and the individual's experience is a central 
feature of its conceptual stance. It is, however, rather 
different to other phenomenological theories because it 

attempts to examine human action in a systematic manner 

and provide a structure to the way in which individuals 

experience their own motivation. Put succinctly, "structural 

phenomenology focusses on the different ways in which 
the contents of experience are interpreted by the individual, 

rather than on the contents themselves, " (Apter, 1982, 

p. 16). 

This individual interpretation means that cognitive and 

emotional factors play an important role in reversal theory, 

as does the underlying principle that the behaviour of any 
individual is inconsistent when considered over time. In 

other words, there will often be occasions when an 
individual's behaviour is not consistent with the way they 
behave in general. 

From what has been said so far, it may seem, given the 

theory's position on the inconsistency of behaviour and its 

attempt to provide a structure to the individual's experience 

of motivation, that forming a conceptual basis for reversal 
theory is extremely difficult, if not impossible. This might 
well be the position, except that a number of novel concepts 
have been proposed by reversal theory which enables it to 
tackle these difficulties. 

The first of these reversal theory concepts has its origins 
in cybernetics and comes from a development in 
cybernetics concerned with the understanding of action by 
means of system models. One specific class of 
"multistable" systems is characterised by having a variety 
of alternative preferred or stable states. The bistable system 
is one type of multistable system and, as its name suggests, 
has two alternative preferred stable states between which 
the system finds itself operating at any one time. It is the 
notion of bisiability which has been incorporated into 
reversal theory to overcome the limitations of the 
homeostatic system construct currently prevalent in 
psychology. The homeostatic notion argues that organisms 
have only one preferred stable state, a fundamental 
element in a number of other theoretical approaches, for 
example, optimal arousal theory. However, serious 
questions have been raised about the usefulness of the 
homeostatic system approach (e. g. Harlow, 1953; Allporl, 
1960 and Frankl, 1969). 

A very simple example of a bistable system is a light 
switch which can be either "on" or "off", either of which are 
stable positions, but any position in between these two is 
unstable. Bistability in reversal theory means that for an 
individual, the particular conditions perlaining at the lime, 
such as aspects of the environment or biological 
functioning, are thought to govern which of the lvvo slates is 
preferred. 

The idea of histability is tied in with two other concepts 
referred to within the theory as "metamotivational states" 
and "reversals". Metamotivational states are phenomeno- 
logical states characterised by the manner in which an 
individual interprets some aspect(s) of his or her 
motivation, Four sets of melamolivational states have been 
identified and have been linked together as opposing pairs 
(telic-paratelic, negativism-conforroity, aulocentric-allo- 
centric, sympathy-mastery). The reason thev are linked 
together as paired opposites may become more ObVIOLIS if 
we examine what psychologists usually mean by lhe word 
11 state" arid consider a practical example of how revur-al 
theory encapsulates the notion of metamolivational staies. 
Murgatroyd (1985) points out that, 

"The term 'state. ' in psychology is used to describe 
something about a person at a given moment in time. 
States can change quickly, can last for varying 
durations of tirne (from seconds to days) and can be 
affected by environmental cues, interpersonal 
transeclions, cognitive processes, biological changes 
and motivation. " (p. 4) 

From this description it is apparent that a state is a 
somewhat temporary situation and that in time this position 
will change. This is precisely what is thought to occur 
between pairs of meta motivational states in reversal theory, 
with the change which takes place between them known as 
a "reversal". Take for example the telic-paratelic pair, which 
is especially relevant to the topic of the motivation and 
mental states of elite sports performers. In the telic state, 
the individual is usually serious-minded, planning oriented 
and has a preference for low arousal. Conversely, an 
individual would tend to be spontaneous, playful and 
present-oriented, preferring high arousal and the pleasure 
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of immediate sensation whilst in the paratelic state (see 

Table 1 below). 

TABLE I 

Contrasting characteristics of the telic and paratelic states 
(from Apter, 1982 p. 52) 

Telic Paratelic 

Mean-Ends Essential goals No essential goals 
Dimension imposed goals Freely chosen goals 

Unavoidable goals Avoidable goals 
Reactive Proactive 
Goal-oriented Behaviour oriented 
End-oriented Process-oriented 
Attempts to complete Attempts to prolong activity 

activities 

Time Future-oriented Present-oriented 
Dimension 'Points beyond itself' 'Sufficient unto itself' 

Planned Spontaneous 
Pleasure of goal Pleasure of immediate 

anticipation SenSalion 
High significance Low significance 

preferred preferred 

Intensity Low intensity preferred High intensity preferred 
Dimension Synergies avoided Synergies sought 

Generally realistic Make-believe prevalent 
Low arousal preferred High arousal preferred 

The special relationship that exists between the 
experience of felt arousal and hedonic tone when in the telic 
or paratelic states is shown graphically in Fig. 1. 

HIGH 
I 

HEDONIC 
TONE 

Fig, 1: The relationship between arousal and hedonic tone for the telic state 
(solid line) and the paratelic state (broken line). The dotted line indicates the 
single curve ofoptimal arousal theory (from Apter, 7982), 

The four words "excitement", 'anxiety", "boredom" and 
'relaxation", common in everyday speech, capture the 
feelings associated with high or low felt arousal in the telic 
and paratelic states. 

Apter (1982) uses the example of swimming to illustrate 
an activity that is often undertaken in the paratelic state, 

'As one swims, one experiences the feeling of 
surging movement, of water streaming over one's 
skin and the impression of temporary escape from 
gravity and freedom to move in any direction. All 

these may be intense experiences of exactly the kind 
which are relished in the paratelic state. " (p. 59) 

Nevertheless, it is dangerous to associate any particular 
behaviour with any specific mental state. Here, for example, 
the activity of swimming for the elite swimmer, working 
towards and competing in high level competition is likely to 
take on a telic orientation. The concern then is with training 
schedules, "split-times" and "personal bests". 

incidentally, individuals are thought to have a preference 
for either of the two metamotivational states and are said to 
be either telic or paratelic "dominant". This represents an 
individual bias in the experience of metamotivational states 
and a scale has been developed to measure this tendency, 
known as the Telic Dominance Scale (see Murgatroyd, 
1985). A person categorised as telic dominant is considered 
to spend more time in the telic state than in the paratelic 
state. It should be noted that "dominance" is a rather 
different notion to that of "trait" common in other 
personality measures. The idea of a personality trait 
suggests that the individual's behaviour tends to be 

consistent and that there is a predisposition to act in a 
particular way. For example, when an individual is classified 
as "extrovert" this indicates that extroverted behaviour is a 
regular and stable characteristic of that individual's 

personality. The difference is subtle, but important in 

reversal theory because of its phenomenological base and 
view of human behaviour as fundamentally inconsistent. In 
brief, the suggestion from reversal theory is that a person 
could react in one of two ways, in this instance either telic or 
paratelic, depending on his/her metamotivational state at 
the time, with the possibility of switching or reversing 
between them. So that "the term 'dominant' reflects the 
ascenclency of one state over another ... 

for a particular 
person rather than that person's desire to be telic or 
paratelic: it is the description of what the person actually 
tends to experience over time rather than a statement about 
how he or she might wish to be. " (Murgatroyd, 1985, p. 20) 

By incorporating the innovative concepts outlined above 
into the reversal theory approach, a unique interpretation of 
human action becomes viable. The phenomenological 
framework underpinning reversal theory allows a number 
of alternative cognitive intervention possibilities to be 

considered. 

POSSIBILITIES FOR THE USE OF COGNITIVE 
INTERVENTION TECHNIQUES WITH ELITE SPORTS 
PERFORMERS 

Where cognitive intervention techniques have been used in 
clinical psychology the emphasis has been on arousal 
reduction. Treatment involving the reduction of arousal 
levels has proved effective with some patients who have 
problems controlling anxiety, however, the use of this type 
of intervention technique may not be effective in all cases. 
Recent research undertaken by Heide and Borkovec (1983) 
and Budzinski, et al (1980) has shown that some subjects 
are unable to achieve a state of low arousal and for others 
relaxation training can paradoxically induce anxiety. 

The general concern amongst sports psychologists is 
that athletes should be able to control arousal levels in 
order to find a so-called optimal level of arousal which they 
consider will be of most benefit in enhancing performance. ' 
Here again, the emphasis has been on using arousal- 
reducing techniques and currently not * much attention is 
being given to other possibilities. Reversal theory, however, 
suggests that arousal reduction is not the only intervention 

LOW, (- AROUSAL HIGH 
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possibility and that there are three other equally effective 

methods open to the therapist (see Svebak and Stoyva, 

1980; Kerr, in press). 

- These alternative strategies, which could be used to 

change or cause a reinterpretation of arousal levels are 
outlined in Fig. 2 below. 

EXC IT EMENT: 
ANXIETY 

P ....... ... 

FELT AROUSAL 

RELAXATION 
BOREDOM 

Fig. 2, Possible options for affecting felt arousal (frorn Kerr in press). 

Reversal theory proposes four possible strategies. These 
are: - 
A. High Arousal: 
(1) Reducing the level of high arousal, experienced as 

unpleasant, by utilising one of the techniques described 
above, for example progressive relaxation. 

(2) Causing a reinterpretation of unpleasant high arousal 
by bringing about a meta motivation aI reversal (i. e. telic 
to paratelic). 

B. Low Arousal: 
(3) Increasing the level of low arousal, experienced as 

unpleasant by, for example, utilising an innovative 
biofeedback technique. 

(4) Causing a reinterpretation of unpleasant low arousal by 
bringing about a metamotivational reversal (i. e. 
paratelic to telic). 

Although for the individual in the telic state arousal 
reduction would be appropriate, resulting in unpleasant 
feelings of anxiety being changed to pleasant feelings of 
relaxation, it would be inappropriate for the individual in the 
paratelic state. Here low levels of arousal are experienced 
as unpleasant boredom, so what is required is an increase 
in arousal level which would then be experienced by the 
individual as excitement. How might this be achieved? One 

possibility is the suggestion made by Svebak and Stoyva 
(1980) that biofeedback, one of the self-regulatory 
techniques, could be used. Subjects would learn to 
voluntarily increase arousal rather than the opposite. 

By effecting metamotivational reversals, two other 
possibilities for the use of intervention present themselves. 
These would result in a reinterpretation of arousal, as 
perceived by the individual, thus changing the hedonic 
tone. A reversal from paratelic to telic would allow 
unpleasant feelings of boredom to be reinterpreted as 
relaxation. On the other hand, high arousal in the telic state, 
experienced as unpleasant, could be changed to feelings of 
excitement following a reversal to the paratelic state. 

It is imperative, especially prior to or, depending on the 
event, during competitive performance, to be able to 
recognise when inappropriate metamotivational states are 
operative. A "state" type self-report scale, the Telic 

Dominance Scale, state version, has been constructed 
which could be used for this purpose. Sports psychologists, 
or perhaps coaches who know their team or individual 

competitors well, could be taught to recognise when an 
inappropriate metarnotivational state is operative. It also 

seems likely that the sports performers themselves could 
through experience learn to identify when their operative 

mental state was not consistent with their usual pre- 

competitive metarnotivational state. It would then be 

necessary to bring about a reversal. 

Reversal theory proponents consider that once the need 
for a reversal has been pinpointed, an individual, in this 

case the elite sports performer, could bring about an 

environmental change in such a way to trigger a reversal. In 

addition, it is thought that elite performers could induce a 

reversal by means of a cognitive restructuring or imaging 

strategy. A recent publication by Murgatroyd and Apter On 

press) examines methods for inducing reversals and their 

usefulness as a means of psych oth era peutic intervention. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

in putting forward the case of reversal theory and its 

implications for the use of cognitive interventions in sport, 
the words of caution made at the beginning of the paper are 

still relevant. Not only is the use of cognitive interventions 
in sport in its infancy, but so too is reversal theory. In terms 

of its growth, the first major publication came out in 1982. 

There is still a considerable amount of work to be 

under-taken. The empirical and other research 
investigations carried out to date have been supportive. 
Reversal theory, like the application of cognitive 
intervention to the context of sport, holds a great deal of 

promise, therefore it is important that those people 
involved with enhancing the performance of elite sports 

competitors performing at the highest level should be made 

aware of the possibilities opened up by this new approach. 
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS FROM REVERSAL THEORY 

ALLOCENTRIC STATE. A meta motivatio na I state in which 
pleasure and displeasure derive primarily from what 
happens to someone else rather than what happens to 
oneself at the time in question. It forms a pair with the 
autocentric state. 
AROUSAL (FELT). The degree to which an individual feels 
himself to be 'worked up' at a given time, and in this sense 
the degree of intensity of his feelings of motivation. The felt 
arousal dimension defined in this way is different from the 
sleep-wakefulness dimension. 

AUTOCENTRIC STATE. A meta motivational state in which 
pleasure and displeasure derive primarily from what 
happens to oneself rather than what happens to someone 
else at the time in question. It forms a pair with the 
allocentric state. 

BISTABILITY. A system exhibits bistability if it tends to 
maintain a specified variable, despite external disturbance, 
within one or another of two ranges of values of the variable 
concerned. 
CONFORMIST STATE. A meta mot ivationa I state in which 
the individual wants, or feels compelled to comply with, 
some requirement. It forms a pair with the negativistic state. 
DOMINANCE. A metamotivational state is said to be 
dominant, or 'state-dominant', if the individual is 
predisposed to spend longer periods in this state than in the 
other member of the pair which they together constitute. It 
is measured by the Telic Dominance Scale. 

MASTERY STATE. A metamotivational state in which the 
individual seeks to master the other with whom he is 
interacting at the time. It forms a pair with the sympathy 
state. 
METAMOTIVATIONAL STATE. Phenomenological state 
characterised by a certain way of interpreting some aspect(s) 
of one's own motivation. Metarnotivational slates go in 
pairs of opposites, only one member of each pair being 
operative at a given time. 

NEGATIVISTIC STATE. A metarnotivational state in which 
the individual wants, or feels compelled to act against, 
some requirement. It forms a pair with the conformist state. 
PARATELIC STATE. Metamotivational state in which the 
individual is oriented towards some aspect of his 
continuing behaviour and related sensations. Forms a pair 
with the telic state. Characteristics - activity for its own 
sake, playfulness, spontaneity, preference for high intensity 
experience and low fell significance.. 

REVERSAL. A reversal is a switch from one operative 
melamolivational state to the other member of the pair. 
SYMPATHY STATE. A metamotivational state in which the 
individual seeks to be liked by the other with whom he is 
interacting at the time. In this state, transactions with the 
other are seen as involving giving or being given. It forms a 
pair will) the mastery state. 
STRUCTURAL PHENOMENOLOGY. The study of the 
structure of experience, and the way in which the nature of 
this structure changes over time. That is, it primarily 
concerns the structure of experience itself, rather than 
particular structures which occur within experience. 
TELIC STATE. (Greek 'telos', goal or end). Metamolivalional 
state in which the individual is oriented towards some 
essential goal(s). Characteristics - serious-mindedness, 
planning ahead, preference for low intensity experiences 
and high felt significance. 
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; 1111"' \% i 111 1)[ '])()1 1ý I)L'l 101 lll('f I ill 

all callicl "111(k (Kcll llqý ý%ýJllllljcl' 
"C"IC(I "lit'llik IlilvIlL. 1 oil plallllillý' oliclikilioll (6.68 
6.08), "liplilk 1, )\%Cl oil 'clioll" milldc(Ilic"ý' 
0.09) and ýIiphtl\ Iiivlici oil ýiiowal a%oidanýc (5.29 
\,, 4.60ý. 1 lic,, c dijl(-icllt-cý ýNcic not siymlicýjjlj, Ijo\\ 
L'\ CI , Olh L' d' Pýl ill I hC I 01ý11 ýL'01 L' 101 '%I; I"l Cl ý "\\ 1111111CI 
on I clic d"Ill I 11; 111L, C" ý ýl Icilla Icd I)\ ýlddillp I IlL, ýk ol cý ol 
I IlL. I Ill CC illdi \ idlIA I ý11 1)"Lal ICý, \ý Jý 10tilld 10 hL' ýl Ill ilat I 
to (11M of flic piolcý,, ion; tk No , ipnilicaw dill-cl, 
ccý \ýclc loulld bcl\ýkvll (lit, 1%w ololll)ý. 

ic oi cý oIiI ic Nl; t,, t(, T inmici cic A ýo com 
pýllcd i1h ilic ýk (11L., of Ilik, ýL'l lollý ý1111ýllcill ý alld Illc 
I C( [ cil I io i I; iIý p( )I 1ý pcl to[ 111cl ýI will Ilw c'il hL. 1 ýllld\ 

lCdll( (lit ICI Cl 1ý C' hC1 ý% (Vil ! 'I )i I 1)ý \k L'i Ch )I Ill (I ý 0, 
I (1p; I Id', I) I ýl IIIIiI IP oI ic III ýl I io II( 1) - )A mm 1ý ); I I ]d wl i( mlý 
Imildc(Ilics, (1) . (). (Wx)ý) 11111 not oil ýlloil', ll ý1\mdall'c 
( 1) 11 ý ). ', I t' 11 iI IL a ill LI III cl (. 1 ILVý \% L'I k, ýi Im I fouild 
hul (vil I llcýc I(m 1), ( )I I, ý% cl IIII cllý ( loll II ll'l 11, c ýý 111 ý" OMOOS) I 11C 111011%; 111011JI dl; 11; 10CIIýIlk'ýOl (lit' 

ITIIIIIIIIIIIII)It-, II,; IIýII; I111()IIIIIitII 

IItIýIIIc of 
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N 11 -( "Clill". 1,11 

//I/(, / vn- . malef . tal 

Fvilllillillioll of (I)t- [Clit (j()IjliIIijII('C 1,11111, CiIIL' NCOIL-N 

le\Cided 111M itINI ovel 2s "'o of 111C "llhiccls C\Ilihilcd 

it lillhel silmlill paitc1l) of clillacteliNlicN, I. (-. Ickl(ke1v 
Ili L01 NCO I L. " 01) Nc I to[ IN IIIII Ided I ICNN an (I plalilli III, Of icl I 
filliOll, %%I111 LOI ICNI)Olldill 

, 
L, I*ý Im% Ncol L. " oil I lic at OuNill 

ij%()i(I; jIjC(: NIII)CilIC. 
I IIC NtIhiLVI 

M10 I)iiI(iL'iI)ijjc(I ill II)c 

llmcmc\ý kNaN found to 11L. ill l1liN NuIvIollp. 
Ilmkoci, ;I dL', i, iL'c ol katmon I,, \%imanic(j ill jjjtý 

ý'OIINILICIiiliOll 01 IIIL' ICSLIIIN 01 HIC il)ICI\iC\\. AN ()Iljý, 

ollcNilhiect \%; IN illw[ ý i(. \NL. Ll, am coll"ItINioll, haNcdoll 

111L. 011(ýOlllc ()I fill, Nill , vic ililcl%iL. \\ call 0111N, he 

willill Iý C. ( )If I lic of Ilcl halld, I 11L. Collillicill, illildc it) 

I lic illicl \ Icv- do p[ m Idc I ill I 11cl inNiplit into I It,, 

pc[Nollilfllý illd Illon%allonal 

NpoliNillall, Mild) lllýi\ ha\c iIIIp1IcxioIIN; dNo fol Ilw 
0111CI I1I(-ICNII1IN()I ; It(- 

\kill) lhL'iL'NII1fN0I 
111c di"IIN'loll. 

I )is(- lls, ýi I pit 

I It(' NII IN' , ol("N oil IIIC I CIIL I )olIIII1AIILC ')LtIIC 

illkh-11C I 11.11 1 Ilk' 1110il\, 11101 Idl ý Cl INII(N ANi, ok'ldIC(I 

\N 1111 11 Icl I Im III, I pa I lo II xc NIIIIIl; t I to II IoNc oI I) It plo 
I CNNi( )ii, t I I, it it IpýI it (I wk I hk, K L-i Iý 191, '7 1.1 1 KCNý I NC, III CNC 

, Ila 1 1,1 (1 1 NI 1, N kI III(: I ý, I CA I 1\ t I( )III I It oNe ot! II Ic Ncl it )IIN 
ill II it I (, it IN tt II (I I cký I cil 11( )])it IN pol IN pcI lot 111L. 1 N 11 0111 111L. 
Nit [lie NI 11(1\ .I I) oI I Ici \ý ol (IN, M iINI cI N N\ý I [I III Icl ý it I Coll 
it\ CI ilýC Nlý? Jli I ILJ Wk 11101 CICIIC (10] 11111 M] II Ilif [I I Ilci, c 
1\%o filItcl 

, vIotlpN. \pIC1 (1982) IIiIN plopowd (hill 

cllý, iipcd ill \01iINI (lie 
11)(11, kidtial IN ill 111c pillatchi, NIMC, Illa\ Oil ok: citN1011 
tAcoll a Ich, m willat loll, 11 IIIIIN NCCIIIN111al Npolf IN 
dICII, C\I)CIICII1C 101 
Io dc(Ilkilic 111ciliNckt.. " to lialmill, alld C()Illl)Clllioll al 
111c lop Ic\(. 1 lot IlIcI[ avc i'lollp. 

I IIIN IN [lot NLIIJ)IINIIIý', hccilLiNc 11 it "minincl IN to 
NIIk, ccd ill 111C 101) IC\C1 flicil pool 11111c 1', \CI. \ 1111pol 
(jlllý llmllilw h. N it, , cil\ Ilaillic IN it lailict 
SCIIO(Iý 'alctulk plillilicd, imokillt, 1(. pcliII\L. 
ICIIýP(111 10\\11 IIIC 1)001, IINIliI11\ \%1111 it NII(Ill' 

-' 
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(m H) (HN)l 

clllpllaýiý Oil acllicýillg "xi(aill times. Coll"failt ckallia 
Holl againýt (lie clock i,, a lillidaillental pall of 
mill L, itaillillp. 

If iý appaicni 110111 file illlcl%lcýk that 1clic olicilta 
[lot] iý all aspect of colllpclitiýc SýNillllllinv_ alld C"lle 
cialIN of l1aillilip, that [lie sllhjCc( C\pcliellced a" 
elljoNahle: ''I [CalIN call , aý that I liked 95 "o of aII 
file llaillilij, I (If(] in im, lilL.. " 11 wCills like] that a 
pood deal ol llliý ý. lljoNlllclll Colnes Iloill [lie leelillv" 
oll plcaýlll et lial al L. a, ", ociawd ýk Of t lie Nat i"lacholl ol 
poa I acllic% Cilicill. A lie 111(cl ý icýý ec, ý ýCol CS oil I Ile I Cl 1C 
(10111 malice k, ý ale ý11 ppol I 111 1ý % le%ý .( 

)n planni lip of fell - 
latimi mid ýciious mindcdnuýý lie ýcoled 9 and 7. ý 
lc,, pccliýCIN; hoill ýColcý ale Ili 

, L'Ilel (Iiall tile plollp 
lllcilný on holli I Ile 1c1iL lialtile of Illew k, ýolc,, 
alýo ties ill \\ilh hiý ollllllClllý about file if la(Illoll ckelif 
11) ILmail: 

Ill Sp1h, ol I/// Mt, pao/ am/ c/1"ll if Iva% a// wolill 
it. 11)('14, lit-it, I/mv ob/tIcIM's Mill I I" nw( h. - 
11111%li /lit, tol), a ('11(jill Nme. a coltillit powtioll. I wul 
if) /m %c// ///(it 11tid to I'llmh somcwhelf, hctweell 

1111111/wi 50 alld mim/wi /-)0 olit ol 900 and I /lit(/ to 
/m/sh Ill I/11, lop 10 ol (Ow) sli'llillmlig i'(1villit). I was 
Wils1wd ... 

Ill coillicclioll \ýllh [Ile Nlaýtclý valllcý ill Iorollfo 
d ý111111; lr ldlý llýJ%Oi 10 lliý LICS011)[1011 COMCN Otll: 

I had S weeAs /"/ liallillig and I wiltili'd to d" it 
wllollý/v flow. If /it'll I Started itilliling, the motivation 
callie /)(/( A. I Qot lit a rull1tv good (phym-ill) conelt 
lioll... I ivellf 10 ( ilfulda Vill V oplImMic... /. /('// ( otil 

wid to 1111, w1l 'In, it) ivill everf, tilm, VIOU 
sli-1111 , (lilt/ I tilcel it verf. huld. I lvailled to %lVIM V( 11, V 
hutd, I duh/ 'I wcm 1" (10 alli-thing else. I didil 'I ivill 
but I was wllý/lvd. 

Anollici innilviiiny featitic of file 
aloillid file ýIalclllellt,, ahout illielliatiolial 
coil) pet iI ioll, and fill],, highlip'lil" a disclepalic\ 
the ', UhJCCCý SCOJCý Oil life IIISI I\kO ICIIC dOl1lillaJlCC 
SllhýLalcý and (lie illild 011C, alou, "d a%oldank-L. 

I i'llio ved [ifit'll/ f, i, f v nim h and I (divil-v% dul tilY hcw 
oll Mc big occasiolo. It htlý bectl IiAc Mat il/1 my Ide, 
ulkvllvý bi'llill oil tillemational iicc(molls. 

I his s\kimmei iccoidcd a lo" 11COIC(2)on tile mousal 
i1VOI(IMICC 11 llli. PIll hilkC hCCll C\I)CC(Cd 111ý1(, 
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A Cl 1, A vull henden 

his relatively high scoics oil the other stihscalc%, 
fie Would also ha,, c scored highly oil arousal avoidallce, 
p10% iding flifil with a high O%crall , core Oil (clic dollli- 

fiance. Ili fact. along \, %ith the other swinlincl's if) (his 

suhpoup of the main sample, (lie subiect's NCOIC Off 
the arousal awidance SUbSCaIC %kaS %CTY I0%V- 

froyd (1985), has pointed out that this is consistent 1%ilh 
reversal theory, being accounted fol if' theoretical 
terms and reflected ill (lie somewhat lowei coriclalions 
that exist between this subscale and [fie ollm mo. 

The inherent nature of' s%vimmmg com 

Petition is such that file pCiforlilef" C\pcfiencc hip'll, 

orveryhigh, le%elsofarousal. Along mlh thechalIcnge 

of competing against othei Iiigli[v liaincd, lop pci lot 

liters, (lie ptc-ract: actkity of %%aiininp up, file laige 

numbers of' speclator,, and life anticipation of' lie 

incricloti-s physicalefloit all act as laClOlSCOl? lljj)jjjjl)p 

to the levels of c\pcTicliccd aloljýal. How 111i" Iligh 

atotisal is irimpreled h\ life indmoijal pciloll), el 
depericisgicatly oil Mie(hei (lie individual i., fit lite jcIiL 

or paratclic inciamomational oatc. 
Ili thc1clic state Im% aiowal and ill 1hCIMldlCIiC ýla(C 

high afow"al k p(cleficd. I Ile clflpllaslý h(. 1c k (111 'life 
felled' because it k posýihlc lot tile Ill 

, 
Of jjl, 1jl1ý, I 

1)\ PC'Soll" ill the 'C"C ýlale 111 ("del 11) ý11'111CýC the 
lligldý Voal OW\ Ild%C Set IhClllýCI%L-Sý 

[Ile I)al(CIll M11111 CIIICI)-Cý 110111 [Ili,, , Jjidý jljdjý, jj,, 
that Nla,, tcrý , %%irmncrý take ilicii ýI)Off ýC[10(1ý1ý J, 1, J 

aic illicilt oil competilloll. I ]let] liallill, V. "0 1111I)m 
fallf for Collll"'fi%c S"1111111C. fý, 1ý 111; U111CLI ýjll('fjlllý 
\kith ýcl la[YOý of voak, \%111ý11 take flic follil ()I 
achicking kcrfaill lllllcý, a fllml clell1cm. I lllý Hamillp 

is gearcd to sonic compcunýcc%cfit 
ill OIC tilftl[C Mlký[C, 

it flick, achic%c Ilic W1 ' 
L(Mls, OIUý %kill ICCI sA(kkIL'IIOl), 

Ill 
addition, al lcaýf ýolllc ot dic ý(Ihiccfs Ill Hic ý'Illlplc 

enjoved (lie hipli alollsal aýýOciillk-d %%]Ill flik'sc 0)111 

poili%cckcills ano, ýIt IcaNI Ilic mlcf%ic%%c(! 11ý1ý 
bccll ahle 10 pt-1101111 \NCII 111)(1cl colldiliollý ol hj. d) 
motisal. Olore dc-tailed ifilofflianon (it flic 
Illatclial call hc obijillk-d lloill flic 
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